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Harvard Professor Receives Samuel S. Wilks Award
At 13th Annual Conference on Design of Experiments

McMillan Accepts Bid
For Keynote Address
At Science Conference
Dr. Wilham G. McMillan has accepted an ,nvitation to give the keynole
addr. s at lhe 1968 United Stales Army
ience C nference, June 18-21. at the
.S. :\1ilitary Academy. West Point.
.Y.. on lhe ba ic theme of "Combat
eed in Vietnam:'
Dr.
fc:\lillan's classified address
will be ba ed on his observations of
combat materiel requIrements in Vietnam
as 'iCienlific ad viser to Command ing General William C. Westmoreland.
Appro.ximmely Soo top administrators,
"'ienti I and engineers representalive of
U.S. Army research and development
a tlVltie . other federal agenc'es and three
foreign government' :c sociated with the
nitod tates in lhe Quadripartite Agreement are expected to gel hI me sage.
Recognized as one of the nation's top
scienti t ,Dr. [cMillan has served mee
1960 in an impressi ve succession of appointment to preSidentml and Department of Defense commlllees and advisory
groups. He is known for hi work in the
field of stalislical and quantum mechan·
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Presentation of the 1967 Samuel .
Wilks Award, the highest honor of the
American Statistical Association. to Prof.
William G. Cochran of Harvard Univer·
sity was a highlight of lhe 13th annual
conference on Design of Experimen in
Army Research, Development and T t·
ing, ov. 1-3.
Sponsored by the U.S. Army Mathe·
matics Sleering Commillee for lhe Chief
of Research and Developm nt. Depart·
ment of the Army, the conference was
conducted under the joint au pices of lhe
U.S. Army Mobility Equipmenl Re earch
and Developmenl Cenler and the U.S.
Army Engineer To pogrnphi Laboratories
at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Prof. Cochran' citation accl ,me<! him

I'rof. William G. Cochran
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Honored Vietnam Veteran
Takes Command of ATAC
Thirty-seven months of major com·
mand responsibility for logi ties in Korea
and South Vietnam ended recently for
M'\i Gen Shelton E. Lolli when he
reponed for duty as G of the U.S. Army
Tank-Aulomotive Command (ATAC) at
Warren, Mich.
During the past 16 montm.. General

p. ill

Lolli ha erved as deputy and then
commanding general of lhe lSI Logistical

.p. 2~

General Besson Commends
Achievements in Vietnam
Praise and appreciation of the highest
order for lhe men" ho are fighting the war
10 Viemam, and tho'e "'00 are providlOg
lhe logistical support. came from a 4-star
general at the recent 13th Annual Meeting of the A'Socialion of the niled States
Army in Washington. D. C.
General Frank S. Besson Jr., who has
headed the U.S. Army iateriel Command since it wa' activated Aug. I. 1962,
painted vivid word pictures of conditions
and problem confronting U.S. Armed
Force in Southeast Asia. But the moSt
glOWing ternll> were re erved for thc men
on thejob- a tone he set althe OUlSe\;
"CerUlinly the war in
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the dominant intere I on our national
Scene tooay. But In Ih Army .\1ateriel
Dr.
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Maj Ccn Shellon E. LoUie

DDR&E Executive Discusses Transfer of Technology
lit Cl preeflllll;Ofl before tlte Subcommiltee on Science and Techntl/('R\'. Selt:d
Commillr. on Small Basil/e.n, U.S. Se/lllle, made for Dr. DOllald M. MacArthur,
Deputy Director of Re earcl, and Technology, Office of 'he Director of Defens<'
Reuarcla and Enginurillg. Rodney W. Nichols discussed the critical "Coupling
Prohlem" - tlae rapid tramfer of ne ... re>earcla knowledge for illdujlriul applim/iuIl<
- mfolloll·.:
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The Department of Defen c (000 I i
pleased to have thi opportunity to discu
technology transfer. The Subcommillee
has publi hed an excellent report entitled "Policy Planning for Technology
Tran fer" which carefully highlights all
ofthe critical i ue. Thu. my pre entation
will a es mainly the experoence and
perspective of the Department of Defen e
in transferring defen e teehnology to the
private ector.
The Depanment recognize the importance of making our technology available
to anybody who need it, "'ith", limitations imposed by national security. As the
Subcommittee know. many major defen e
technologies uch "" altcraft, electronics.
computers and communications have been
tran ferred to the private sector. But we
recognize that the ubcommillee is more
intere ted in lhe broader aspects of tech·
no logy transfer. So I will try to sketch
th general framework of our view of Ihe
lran fer proee .
Teell/wlog)' Transfer Mytil... There
are certai 0 aspects of technology transfer
which som times are nOI clearly understood. There are. III facL. some myths that
we would like to try to expose. The first
myth i thaI most defen e technology is
markelable in the provate ector. Though
a great deal of defense technology i
"technically" applicable to the private
sector. much of it is 1101 marketable. Why?
BeCRU defen,e requiremenb for high
performance ofteo lead to a high-cost
technology that i not immediately compatible with the economics of the private
sector.
The second myth i lhat defense technology can be used directly in the pri te
seclOr. But in practice. 'Seldom can you
fully transfer technology without co t.
The co. t of bringing new idea to lhe
market i great - eslimated at 85 to 90
percent of the cost involved in the
overall innovative process. Vel people
do Frequently make the incorrcct a umption that once usable technology i identified by the private sector, it immediately
becomes marketable.
A third myth i thai technology transfer will increase through additional government efforts alone. This greatly underrales the importance of the user in the
technology transfer process. Government
programs to make information on technology available is a "pu h" part of the
transfer. However, potential users must be
able and willing to take this technology
and apply it- this is the "pul!" part. No
matter how much governmental "push"
action, the efficiency of transfer is limiled
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by the amount of "pull" exercised by
careful user.
C Il/JTaclerislics of U.rer<. In conSIdering
the processes through which technology
can be tran ferred. it is important to
recognize the different characteri ti of
potenliaJ recipients. For convenience.
these u e'" can be characlcrized "" r 11
pri me defense contract 15 ~ hich ha vc a
re earch and development Cllpabillty; (2)
nondefen e companies "'hich have reearch and development capabllili : and
(3) companies that do not have r""earch
and development capability. This last
group of companie. including many
mall bu inc se . i of particular concern
from a technology lTan fer point of view.
Caregories for Tramfer. We can also
di tinguish three general categoric of
technology which might be transFerred:
(I) total system (communication atellites, aircrafl engines. radars); (2) components and materials (tran istors. aluminum); and (3) techniques. processes and
concepts (welding lechnique • numerically controlled machine lools. pia ma
plating. system engineering).
TransFers withIn the fil't two categoric
(systems. components and material) are
comparatively strttightfof\\.ard, and are
largely controlled by economic ractors.
Bul transfers of technique. proce se and
concepts are much more complex. Ie
well understood, and clearly dependent
upon special sb.ills of (he recipient.

Co/t!gorie.s as Related to Uyer. r:xam·
pie of transferred t01a1 systems and
dcvico uch iCt aircraft engine. satellite
communicationli and \\eather ra.dar are
well recognized. The commercial apphcalions of the e technologie are generally obviou and the liming of lhe transfer is
a function of the level of market demands.
Exploitation of such system in the
private sector has been carried out by
larger companies with trong R&D capabilities. Smaller eompanie. were generally employed only in a subcontracling
role.
The transFer of the "'cond category of
te hnology - components and materials
- is also fairly straightforward. Infor.
mation on defense components anu materials is readily available to tho e who
desire to exploit them in the private
sector. Most manuFacturers that develop
and produce new components and malerial for the Deparunent of Defense also
erve the civilian market.
Advances in componenll> and materials
n rmally are well publicized in trade
IContinued on page 42)
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Re earch Laboratory, Aberdeen (Md.)
Proving Ground; Princeton Prof. John W.
and for his contributions to national and Tukey (1965), and Maj Gen Leslie E.
Simon (USA, Ret.), 1966.
international stati tical societies,"
Prof. Cochran, barn in 1909 in RutherTbe Samuel S. Wilks Award was
initiated in J964 to honor the memory of glen, Scotland, received a master's degree
the Princeton University professor who in mathematics from Glasgow University,
died that year, after having achieved Scotland (1931) and an MA degree in
international recognition as the "States- statistics from Cambridge University,
man of Statistics." It consists of a medal England (1938),
and casb honorarium from a fund estal>Before he came to tbe U.S. in 1939, he
lished by one of Prof. Wilks' associates, worked for five years at Rothamsted
Pbilip G. Rust, now retired.
Experimental Station, England, on agriThe American Statistical Association cultural experiments.
established tbe exceptionally bigh criteHe was a professor of mathematical
ria for the award and functions as the statistics at the University of North Carolina (1946-48) and a professor of biostaadministering agency.
The award is given to a statistician ", .. tistics at tbe Johns Hopkins University
primarily on his contributions, either Scbool of Hygiene (1948-1957).
He is autbor and coauthor of several
recent or past, to the advancement of
scientific or technical knowledge in books, including "Sampling Techniques"
Army statistics, ingenious application of (1963); "Experimental Design" (1950)
sucb knowledge, or successful activity in and "Stalistical Prnblems of tbe Kinsey
the fostering of cooperative scientific Report" (1954). He is also coauthor of lhe
matters whicb coincidentally benefit tbe sixth edition of "Statistical Metbods," a
Army, the Department of Defense, and task he assumed at the request of the initial
the U.S. Government as did Samuel S, author, George W. Snedecor, 80, retired
former bead of tbe Statistical Labara,tory,
Wilks him elf,"
Otber recipients of the award are Dr.
Frank E, Grubbs (1964), Army Ballistics
(Continued on page 32)

Harvard Professor Receives Samuel S. Wilks Award
(Continued/rom page I)
"for continued research on the stali tical
treatment of data, for hi highly fertile
research on the design and analysis of
experiments and surveys, for his excellent
books on the theory and practice of
statistical methodology, for his efforts in
the training of statisticians at aU levels,

Honored Vietnam Veteran
Takes Command of AIAC
(Continued/rom page J)
months General LoUis commanded the
8th U.S. Army Depot Command in Taegu,
Korea.
Tbe retirement of Maj Gen William
W. Lapsley, who had served as CG of
ATAC since il was established in January
1967 and before that as CG of its
predecessor, the Mobility Command, sel
the stage for General Lollis to succeed
him.
In September 1967, General Lollis
received the Distinguished Service Medal,
the U.S. Army's highest award for service
not involving actual combat, and was
cited for "mastering Ihe logistical problem of supplying nearly a half-million
United States and Free World Forces in

Sprint Meets Expectations in WSMR lest

Sprinl missile capabilities to maneuver
sharply on command, as one of two
In addition to the DSM, he was award·
interceptors in the Cbinese Communisted tbe MiLilary Di tinguished Service orienled antiballistic missile defen sysOrder, 1st Class, by the Vietnamese tem, were demonstrated successfully in a
General Staff and the Korean Coung M u recent test flight at White Sands (N.
Medal, Korea's second highest medal for
Mex.) Missile Range.
di tinguished service, by the CommanderIn all respects, including ability to
in-Chief, Korean Forces in Viernam. He withstand the high temperatures involved
also has been awarded Ibe legion of in executing strenuous maneuvers, the 27Merit witb Oak Leaf Cluster, Bronze Star foot-long missile performed according to
Medal, Army Commendation Medal
plan, test monitors reported.
with OLC and tbe Air Medal with OLC.
An innnvation of tbe test was the
General Lolli was commissioned in
launching from a newly modified underthe U,S, Army Re erve througb tbe ROTC
ground cell wbich traps gases from the
Vietnam."

program at the University of Oklahoma,

wbere be graduated in 1939 witb a BS
degree in electrical engineering. He is
also a graduate of the Army Command
and General Staff College, Army War
College, tbe Advanced Management
Program at the Harvard Business School,
and the management course at Brookings
In titution.
His active duty service began in 1940
and he served during World War II in the
North African, Mediterranean and European Tbeaters, Upon bi return to the U.S.
in 1945, be attended tbe Command and
General Staff College, and then was
assigned to Turkey with a Military A istance Advisory Group for two years,
Following a tour of duty witb anotber
MAAG to Nationalist Cbina, he returned
to Ihe U.S. inJune 1960 and was posted to
the Ordnance Board, an advance study
group at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Tbe group became the Army Materiel
Command Board and General Lollis
wa, its pre ident when assigned to Korea.
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eject system until the mi He is in the air.

The redesigned cell is expected to reduce
buffeting of tbe missile in the cell by

exbaust gases from tbe launcb charge. The
first-slage molor is not ignited until tbe
Sprint i in the air.
The Sprinl is a very high-acceleration
missile designed as a short-range interceptor to engage attacking intercontinental balli tic missiles and other longrange mi i1es after they reenter the
earth's atmo phere. Guided during night
by ground radars, it is powered by IWO
solid-propellant rocket engines.
The second interceptor missile being
developed for the antiballistic missile
defense system is the Army's Spartan,
which will be capabte or engaging
attacking missiles outside the earth's atmosphere.

SPRINT 81n1imissile mi.ssile under development by Martin-Mariena Corp.,

81

an

interceptor missile for Department of Defense Antiballistic Mi..i1e (ADM) y8lem.
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McMillan Accepts Bid for Keynote Address at ASC
(Continued/ront page I)

ics nf small molecules; adsorplion; equation of state; and pectroscopy.
Graduated in 1941 with a BA degree
from the University of California at Lo
Angeles, he earned a masler' degree in
1943 and a PhD in 1945 from Columbia
University. He continued advanced stud ies
for the next lwO year as a Guggenheim
Fellow at the Institute of Nuclear Sludies,
University of ChicagO, and was an Alfred
P. Sloan R earch Fellow from 1957 to
1961.
While allending Columbia he was a
leaching assistant in chemi try. From
1947 to 1951, he was an as istant professor of chemistry at UCLA. then became
an associate professor for seven year,
achieved full professor tatu in 1958, and
from 1959 was chairman of the Depart·
ment of Chemistry. He went to Vietnam
in OClober 1966 and is still on the UCLA
staff and a member of the Physi Di vi ion
of RAND Corp.
Dr. McMillan has served as a visiting
professor and leClurer at Harvard and
Columbia Univer ities, was Coordinator
of Atomic Activities for tb.e State of
California in 1959, and from 1952 to
1963 waS a con ultant to Brookhaven
National Laboratory.
Since 1960 he has been a consultant to
the President's Scientific Advi ory Commillee (PSAC), and from 1962 to 1966
was a member of the Defense Science
Board. From 1963/to 1965, he served as
ch.a;rman of the Ad Hoc Group on
Radialion Effects, comprised of member
from the Air Force, Navy and the Office
of lhe Direclor of Defen e Research and
Engineering.

Among his other key assignments are:
Member of lhe Nuclear Panel, Air Force

Scientific Advisory Board (AFSAB) from
1961-66; AFSAB "Open Ear" Group,
1961 to date; chairman, AFSAB Ad Hoc
Review Committee on Air Force Protective Slruclures Research Program; Atomic
Energy Commission delegate to discussion with the British Atomic Weapons
Research Establishment on underground
tesl detection; and
Chairman, Scientific Advisory Group
on Effects, Office of the Director of
Defense Research and Engineering and
the Defense Atomic Su ppon Agency. 1~61
66; member, Defense Intelligence Agency Ad Hoc Panel, 1965; vice chairman,
Defense Indu lry Association Advisory
Committee, 196510 date; member, Executive Council, American Chemical ciefy
Division of P~ysical hemi try. 1964 10
date; member, Weapons and Munitions
Panel, AFSAB Tactical llIdy Group.
1964-65.
Dr. McMillan also is creJiled wllh
teaming with Dr. Harold Ilrown in 196.1,
at which time Dr. Brown was Director of
Defen e Research and Engineering, in
developing the concept of lhe Defense

Science Seminar. This is now an annual
assembly of scientific talent carefully
selected for potential for training to serve
on Department of Defense technical and
advisory groups. It is conducted by the
University of California at Los Angeles.
DR. MARVIN E. LASSER, Chief
Scientist. Department of the Army, will
preside as chairman of the 1968 Army
Science
onference. Dr. Richard A.
Weiss Deputy and Scientific Director of
Army Research, will continue in the role
he has filled for each conference as
general chairman.
Serving with Dr. Weiss on the arrange·
ments committee are Dr. Craig M. Crenshaw, U.S. Army Materiel Command

Chief Scientist; Dr. Gilford G. Quarles,
Office of the Chief of Engineers Scientific
Adviser and chairman, The Army Research Council (TARC); Col Paul E.
Teschan, director, Division of Medicine,
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research,
Office of The Surgeon General; Dr. John
C. Hayes and Lt Col Samuel J. Hubbard,
Scientific and Technical Information Division. Army Research Office.
PANEL DISCUSSION. The outstanding uccess of a 4-hour panel d i cussion of
the topic, "Basic Research and Practical
Relevancy," at the 1966 Army Science
Conference served to set the stage for a
similar panel thi year. 1embers will be
selected to represent the Depanment of
Defen e, academic institutions and indu •
try. The topic i "ombat Needs in
Vietnam."

Project Mallard Awards Study Contracts
The Mallard Project to establi h a
quadripartite communications system entered the design development phase Oct.
20 with the award of two contracts
totaling $7.49 million and calling for
an 18-month competitive system study.
The prime U.S. contractors are Radio
Corp. of America (RCA), $3.99 million.
and Sylvania Electronics System, Inc.,
$3.5 million. A third, similar sludy will
be conducted by industry in the United
Kingdom, which joined Mallard Sept. 12.
The United States, Australia and Canada ratified the Mallard Project agreement in April this year. United Kingdom
delay in signing the pact involved
agreemenl on cost sharing and work.
Teamed with RCA are Lillon Industries,
Inc., Van
uys, Calif., and Planning
Research Corp., Los Angeles. Sylvania
will be assisted by IBM Federal Systems

of the U.S. Army Electronics Command
(ECOM). the U.S. Army upport agency
for Mallard, when he allended the
contract igning at lhe Mallard Building,
New Shrewsbury. near HQ ECOM at Fort
Monmouth, N. J.
Fielding of Mallard to the 4-nation
group of users as an operalional system i
expected in the 1975-77 time frame.
Meetings of representalive of the four
countries resulted in a report that such an
"unprecedented system was feasible," laid
down operational and technical requirements, and proposed an R&D plan.
The system i inlended to provide
secure, automalically switched lactical
communicMi n in Ihe combat zone for
the field armi of lhe four partner and
their navies and air forces. Il will handle
all mod of message and data Iran mi ion, from imple wrillen me . ge to

enter. Gaithersburg. Md.: Operations

voice-radio links to alit matically

Research, Inc., ilver Spring, Md.; and
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta.
Other contractors of the four nations will
provide technical support to the final
design of the Mallard system.
Brig Gen Paul A. Feyereisen, U.S.
program and project manager for Mallard, wa accompanied by representalive

wilched digital computer y tem and
facsimile. Use of communications satel·
lites also has been considered.
Fort Monmouth was elected as headquarters for managing the development of
Mallard because of exi ting resources and
competency in the many phase of tactical
communications-electronics.

t;OVEK MENT ANLl I DIISTRY official. at Fort l\lonmoulh, N.J., sign conlrllcl
Cor developing detyilcd deRign of Mallard laclil"al conununiealion ,'stems for
rip!,1 Corce ..C U. ., Au Ir.lia, Canada and Vni! d Kin"dom. hO"'n ot controct
ilrning are ({rom lerl) Brig Gen Puul A. FeYf>r 'isen, .S. program und project
manager for Mallar.l; . N. Lev, RCA "ice pre ideJlI; Edgar D. Fitzgerald, conh"Heling officer who igned for U.S. Government, Bnd Richard W. Couch, vice
pre ideol of ylvania Eleclronic Y8lem. Work will Iw finished in 18 months.
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APG Constructing Shock Tube Facility
Construction of a large shock tube
facility to study effects of nuclear blasts
on operation of internal combustion engines - aimed al development of a NikeX antiballistic mi ile system power
is under way at Aberdeen
source Proving Ground, Md.

Laser Beams Simulate
Practice Round Fire
Laser beams that can simulate the fire
of heavy cannons and various antipersonnel weapons hold the promise of savinlls
of millions of dollars in co ts of training
tank gunners and artillerymen.
Recent success in tank weapon simulation bas turned con ideration of Army
researchers to other areas of training, such
as automatic weapon, using large amounts
ofammuniUon.

One Army estimate i that the technique
may reduce overall trainjng costs as much
as 20 percent and meanwhile improve
accuracy of gunners.
Another significant advantage i that
lasers permit highly efficient target practice even inside Reserve and National
Guard armories. The low-power units
light up the spot hit but cause no damage to
the target. Training of these units usually
is limited by scarcity of suitable ranges.
The Army now lists the laser device as
tandard equipment for tank training units.
Laser simulators replace less accurate 30caliber and 7.62 machinegun trainers
commonly used to simulate cannon fire on
M-48 and M-60 tanks. They also present
a more realistic training situation.
When firing a machinegun trainer, the
gunner lines up his target in an optical
sight, squeezes off a round and checks his
accuracy by glancing at the distance
between the bullet hole and the intersection of his gunsight cro hair. He should
then make a mental note of how far off he
was, make the proper ight correction, reaim, and fire again.
Many trainees, however, make a shortcut sight correction by zeroing the crosshairs of the sight on the previous bullet
hole - a habit impo ible to practice
under batUefield conditions where a mi
leaves no mark and targets keep moving.
The laser simulator insures against thi
habit by emitting a burst of light that
endures only for microseconds. To the
gunner's eye, it appears briefly as a halfinch spot of lighl on his target, then
disappears as a tracer bullet would in
combat.
The gunner is forced to make his
mental note of needed correction with
battlefield peed and techniques, thus
increasing his accuracy.
Kollsman Instrument Corp., a subsidiary of Standard Koll man Industries, has
developed and manufactured initial quantities of the lasers under a series of Army
contracts totaling $500,000.
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Announcement of the project was made
by the Office of the Chief of Engineer,
which is erving as an engineering and
development agency for the Nike-X Project Office at Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
The $853,449 construction conlracl
with Arnold M. Diamond, Inc.. Great
Neck, N.Y., calls for completion in June
1968. Testing operation are programed 10
begin in August 1968 under control of the
Office of the Chief of Engineers. The
Ballistic Research Laboratories will operate the facility.
Rdiability of operation under the most
adverse conditions, including effects of
nuclear explosions, must be built into the
Nike-X power source. The source has to be
capable of generating large blocks of
electricity while maintaining volta~e
and frequency within precise limits.
To meet this requirement, use of both
diesel engines and gas-turbine engines to
drive the electrical generators is being
investigated.
One of the complicating factors is that
air-breathing engines require large
amounts of intake air. Present design

concepts require intake and exhaustduets to
be open to the atmosphere and therefore
subject to the environmental effects of
nuclear blasts
The Aberdeen facility wi II be composed of two shock tubes and upporting
bujldings and equipment. One shock tube.
5.5 feet in diameter and 610 feet long,
will be connected to the inlet of the
engine under test. Anotber shock tube, 8
feet in diameter and 500 feet long, will
be connected to the engine exhaust.
Shock waves will be generated by the
quick release of compressed air stored in
the driver sections of the shock tubes. The
release wi II be accomplished by rupturing tbin metal diaphragms with primacord.
Sections of the shock tube containing the
diaphragms will be removable for cbanging in a building that also will house the
air compressors.

Design of the shock tubes will provide
the simulation conditions necessary to test
prime-movers up to 25,000 horsepower.
Prior to generation of the shock waves,
lhe engines will operate by taking inlet
air through the open end of the 5.5 foot
shock. tube and exhausting through the 8foot tube.

LWL Develops light Bridge Made of Flexible Sections
Combat Infantrymen in Southeast Asia
can carry a newly developed bridge on
their backs. in II-foot section weighing
26 pounds, the U.S. Army Limited War
Laboratory at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md., bas anoounced.
The 1-foot-wide sections are made of
v..-inch thick closed-cell polyethylene
flexible foam core bonded between two
sheets of nylon reinforced polyethylene
fiLm. Sections are rigidized laterally
with plastic pole paced 32 inches apart.
Any number of II-foot uni can be
fastened end-to-end and used to cro a
canal of any given width. The bridge is
deployed across streams up to 50 feet wide
by throwing an anchor attached to a rope
to the other side of the stream. For
streams wider than 50 feet, a man mu t
swim across with the anchor rope.
The bridge i deployed across the
stream by pulling the rope through the eye
in the anchor. Each end of the bridge has
five 24-inch aluminum stakes for anchoring to tbe bank of the canal.

Preliminary tests have shown the
bridge is completely safe for fOOl troops,
the Limited War Laboratory developmental team said. A quantity of bridge
sections is being produced for operalional
tests in Vietnam early next year.
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Delta Platfonn

cal action, such as might happen in
Vietnam. To put in some reasonable
numbers, let' assume a commander has
selected a helicopter landing zone on the
Vietcong's probable course of retreat- If
the commander can throw part of his force
into this landing zone, he can probably
intercept and hold the VC until hi land
mobile forces can clo e in. The landing
zone is some 20 kilometers away. That
distance would have posed a major problem before the days of air mobility, but
with today's airmobile forces, such di tances and difficult terrain obstacles no
longer pose a problem.
As a matler of practice, a commander
will not normally make an airmobile
move to a distance greater than the range
of his supporting artillery. Artillery mu t
therefore be prepositioned. In this case, nO
problem! Chinook aircraft are available
from general su pport to move an artillery battery to its forward fire base.
Forour hypotheLical situation, four Huey
companies and three Chinooks are allocated. This permits the commander to set
up the artillery base rapidly, and also to
make nearly simultaneous landing of a
whole infantry battalion. In less than
two hours aner decision, his artillery can
be positioned and the airmobile elements
briefed, airborne and headed for the
objective.
With low ceilings more or les normal in Vietnam, the aircraft will be
Oying at altitudes that will render them
vulnerable to enemy ground fire. As the
troop-carrying Hueys head toward the
landing zone, the point and flanks of the
column are therefore covered by Huey
gunships.
The cruise speed of the troop carrier
formation is about 90 knots; should the
column be fired upon, the gunships, with
no more speed than the troop carriers,
must swing away from the column to
attack any source of fire below. Then,
before the objective is reached, they must
rejoin the formation to provide close
suppressi ve fire on the land ing zone during
the troop landing. Frequently, the troop
carriers must loiter to let them catch up.
As you can see, the limited performance
of the present gunships i a ignificant
handicap to obtaining concerted action on
the landing ZOne. For adequate escort and
suppre ive fire upport, we would like to
have a combination of 40mm grenades.
2.75-inch rockets and 7.62mm machinegun fire. Today' gun hips are lift-limited
and cannot carry all three systems.
Now let's take a look at how the
heyenne would fit into this hypothetical
picture. Our situation is the ame. The
difference rests in vastly increased operational capabilities.
Our assumed force structure may be
basically the same, except that inslead of
Hueys, the airmobile companies should be
equipped with an advanced, VsrOL-type
troop carrier. The aerial fire upport will
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Chief of Research and Del'elopmell/ Lt Gen Allstin W. Bells ollliined tile
capabilities designed into three of the Army's newest weapon system ill development
- tile Main Baffle Tank 1970s (MBT-70), the Clleyellne armed helicopter (Advallced
Aerial Fire Support Sy tem). alld the SAM-D air defellSe missile - in addressing tile
13th Annual Meetillg of til Associatioll of the Ullited States Army, as follows:

•

• •

For the past ten years the United States about. What is new about tbe MBT-70? Or
Army has been spending $1.5 billion a the Cheyenne? Or SAM-D? Let's take just
year to develop new weapons and equip- those three items as illustrative of the
ment- a truly colossal sum, but still not kind of progress we are making in Army
as much as we would like to have. research and development.
Nevertheless, it has been money well
As most of you are aware, the MBT-70
spent. No soldier of any nation in the is the new United Stales-Federal Repubworld has materiel of the quality that is lic of Germany Main Bailie Tank; the
issued to the American soldier of today. AH-56A Cheyenne is a new armed
We propose to keep it that way.
helicopter; and SAM-D is a new airDuring the past 10 years, we have seen a defense mi iJe system. All of them are
variety of new and dramatic advances in currently in development- J intend to
equipment and weapons systems. Perhaps make it clear why each is not just a
the most memorable example is the slightly new edition of an existing capatransition of the balli tic missile from a bility, but a major advancement-one of
liquid-propelled towering monster of integrated ub y tems thaI provide really
uncertain reliability 10 a compact solid- new operational capabilities, with vastly
propellant, transportable missile like greater reliability, and much less need
the Pershing. Even more dramatic is our for upkeep.
Perhaps the best way to do this is to
ability to turn that technology to antitank
weapons like the Dragon, a highly compare the performance of each of these
reliable weapon, man-portable, with ac- new systems with that of something we
curacies comparable to modern tank guns. all understand, something with which we
During lhese past years, we have seen all are familiar. Obviously, today's calhe helicopter progress from the OH-13, a pabilities sbould be our baseline. In
finicky craft of limited lift and range that equence, then, I'd like to compare the
demands inordinate maintenance, 10 a Cheyenne with the Huey B; the MBT-70
reliable mainstay of today's balliefield, with the M-60 Tank and the Nike Herthe Huey, that makes uch a difference in cules and Hawk combination with the
Vietnam.
SAM-D.
With new materiels and new technoloFirst, the Hueys. These gunships have
gical skills on every front, we can now surely paid their way in Southeast Asia, but
build a new tank, one that will be as far as aircran they are years behind today's
ahead of the World War II tank as a technology. They were designed originally to carry people, not to function as
Mercedes is ahead of a Model A Ford lhe MBT-70. But, you may ask, what is so gunships. As good as they are, they fall
new about a helicopter and a tank? Some far short of what today's technology can
improvements, perhaps, but are they real- provide.
Iy new? That is just what 1 want to talk
For example, let's assume a not untypi-

New LWL Delta Platform Aids Helicopter Troop Landings
Landing troops from helicopters in lhe
rice paddies, swamps and shallow water
which characterizes Vietnam's Mekong
Delta will be facilitated with a new
"Delta Platform."
Being developed by the U.S. Army
Limited War Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., the device consists of a
22-foot hexagonal platform of aluminum
tubing wilh a walking surface of aluminum
chain link fencing.
Extending from the platform are six
20-foot legs. They are attached to a steel
wire net to form the base of the structure,
which weighs 900 pounds and is carried to
a designated position by helicopter. When
set down in place, it is ready for immediate use.
With various modifications, lhe developmental team reports, it could be u ed as
a weapons platform, command po t,
troop shelter, firsl aid stalion, or helicopter landing port,
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A number of mllior areas of technological progress, when put together in a
designed package, provide for more than
just a little bit betler aircraft than the
armed Huey. These areas are in the rotor
and airframe technology, in totally new
day and night navigation, target detection,
and fire-control systems, higher reliabilmortars, his automatic weapons, and his ity, and, last but far from least, greally
artillery support. But this same experience reduced maintenance requirements-less
also pointed out areas of weakness in than four man hours for each hour of flight
e~isting models.
time. Futhermore, weather sbould have
Our current, armed UH-I Hueys were significantly less impact on operational
designed as litter carriers, not as weapons plans.
mounts. Consequently, there is some deThe armament systems carried by tbe
gradation in performance of both weapons Cheyenne have been designed and tailand aircraft. They must close to short ored for the aircraft. The flexible nose or
range to see and fire at the enemy. chin turret will have either a 40mm
Furthermore, since the Huey represents the grenade-launcher, or a 6-barrel, 7.62mm
helicopter technology of the late 1950s minigun capable of tearing up a target with
and early 60s, it i obvious that tremen- some 6,000 shots per minute.
dous advances have been made in the
A swiveling belly turret witb 360subsequent years.
The Cheyenne provides the ground
commander, for the first time, wilh a truly
effective over-the-hill, instant-reaction
One of the largest and most powerful
targel-acquisition and kill system. This military vehicle ever built, the first
aircraft can even hover at full gross prototype of the 36-ton Heavy EQuipment
Transporter (HET-70), has been delivered
weight at altitudes up to 6000 feel. Using
its very effective high-magnification, to the Army for testing.
stable, sighting system, it scanS the whole
Designed primarily to carry the
batlle area well oul of the range of U.S,fFRG Main BailIe Tank (MBT-70),
the transporter will also carry general
enemy small-arms fire.
The next hill or bend in the road will, cargo and other beavy equipment used by
in lhemselves, no longer provide the the U.S. and West German armies in tbe
cover and concealment they once did fnr
1970s.
A
combination tractor-semitrailer,
waiting enemy forces.
Instead of having to draw fire, by foot
HET.70 is capable of hauling load up to
and surface-vehicle probes to develop the
105,000 pounds. It is 60 feet long, I J.S
enemy's trength and position, and then feet wide, and lightly more than 9 feet
bring our own destructive fire to bear - a high at the cab level. The tractor unit is
deliberate process requiring a varying powered by a 660-horsepower multifuel
period of time - we have in the Chey- compression ignition engine, driving a Senne totally new capabilities. Once hav- speed, power-shaft transmission with
ing detected the enemy, the crew has the torque con verier. All four axles drive.
Top speed for the vehicle with full
choice of either firing from outside enemy
range or closing at high speed to deliver payload is 38 m.p.b. Speed ranges from
25 m.p.h on a 2.5 percent slope to 4
fi re from close range.

be provided by the new Cheyennes - the
advanced aerial fire support system now
in development. It will be a truly
versatile and amazing gunship.
E~perience in Vietnam has proved the
invaluable worth of tbe armed helicopter. It is now every bit as much a part of
the ground commander's arsenal as his

degree coverage carries a 30mm automatic
gun that fire a very effective new round
capable of destroying lighlly armored or
protected targets. Six wing pylons can
carry some 2,000 pounds of greatly improved 2.7S-inch rockets and TOW wireguided antitank missiles.
The Cheyenne has another role reconnaissance by ftfe. Swinging in low
near the area where the troop-carrying
aircraft are to land later, the Cheyenne
can risk going in for a closer look.
Even if the enemy reacts with machinegun and rifle fire, the Cheyenne can
complete its mission. Its speed is more
than double that of currenlly available
Huey Bs, and its protective armor should
greatly reduce its vulnerability.
Riding in the froot seat is the gunner. By
means of the full swivel seat and very
wide field of view, he visually scans
(Continued on page 8)

Army Tests Heavy Equipment Transporter-70

The Cheyenne is thus not just a faster

means of moving after the enemy, or a
platform with better visibility from
which to observe the enemy. or just
another machinegun or rocket platform
on a faster, more maneuverable aerial
mount.
For the first time, tomorrow's ground
commandcr will have a flexible and
totally integrated gunfire upport system
designed from the very beginning to
acquire and allack targets instantly, targets beyond tbe range or reaction time
capability of his ground-based weapons.
By means of Cheyenne units at the
various levels of command, commanders
will have at their disposal a new offensive capability, an extremely rapid maneuver element with which to influence the
course of baule. A task force commander
wbo need quick reinforcement will know
that bis ne~t higher beadquarters can
provide tbis added firepower in minutesnot hours or days - through Cbeyenne
gun hips.
OVEMBER 1967

m.p.h. on a 15 percent slope. Without

payload, the vehicle can climb a 30
percent grade.
Although the flatbed height of the
semitrailer is only 44 inches, the vehicle
bas a fordi og depth of four feet. A special

steel frame and deck design, utilizing T-I
steel construction, gives the trailer
strength and light weight.
The trailer suspension system arrangement is based on four non powered axles.
each with dual 15x19.5 l4-ply tires. The
third and fourth axle suspensions are airactuated and can be raised and lowered
pneumatically to reduce turning radius, to
allow the trailer to run on two axles
when unloaded, and to permit lire changes
witboutjacking.
Designers claim at least two significant
"firsts" for tbe vehicle - use of air - and
walking-beam suspensinn systelJl'i on a
tractor or trailer of any kind, and use of
super-single-type tires on a military vehicle in a 4-axJe dual arrangement.
Personnel at Fort Belvoir~ Va., have
hegun to perform loading and bridgecro sing tests on tbe vehicle.
HET-70 was de igned and developed
by Chrysler Corp. Defense Engineering
and two West German firms to conform to
the military and road characteristics of
the two countries. It uses nationally
available major components that offer
maximum interchangeability witbout loss
offuoction or performance.

HET-70 Heavy Equipment Trawporler
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ahead and to both sides of the aircraft. On
lhe first pass he spots a distant targel, a
vehicle. The gunner nips switches as he
selects the weapon he is going to employ.
ln this case, he picks the 40mm grenadelauncher.
The gunner then activates his laser
rangefinder that instantly computes range
and sends it to the central fire control
computer. Simultaneously, the romputer
integrates input from the other compon·
ents ballistic data on the weapons
selected as well as velocity, direction,
and movement of the aircraft as sensed by
the Doppler radar.
The Cheyenne's rigid rotor and short
wings provide a remarkably stable weapon platform. Equally important is the
ability of the gunner to place his entire
fire control system - his seat, sight and
weapon - in a stabilized mode, permitting him to remain on target automatically, even though the pilot is twisting and
turning the aircraft.
Facilitating the gunner's aim is the 12power telescope that is part of the
stabilized sight. No vibration and greatly
magnified targel presentation are the
result. ... Turning on his lelescope about
2,000 meters away from a suspected target,
he zooms it to 4 II. power. The target
emerges clearly. Then, as the Cheyenne
gets closer, he switches to 12-power
magnification ~ r a till sharper picture.
While the gunnei i tackling this target
to the front, the pilot (seated ahove and
behind the gunner) spots enemy vehicle
moving along a narrow dirt road to the
right. By means of a laved heLmet ight

that can be linked to any of the aircraft
weapons the pilot takes command of the
belly-mounted 30mm gun that is then
swiveled around to match the picture on
the pilot's sight. Again, the computer
instantly calculates the needed data, and
as the pilot pushes hi firing buuon the
30mm gun goes into action at the econd
target.
Your Cheyenne crews enjoy still another big advantage over earlier armed
helicopter sy terns. That is the elfrontained navigation system. No further
ground facilities are required once the
system is first oriented. All the Crew
member has to do is to select the map
coordinate he wants to go to, give it a
check-point designation, and put it in the
romputer.
When the range and hearing buuon are
pushed, one obtains a readout of the range
and bearing to those coordinates. A
needle on the pilot's instrument panel
will point to ihat check point and the
distanee to that point will also be
constantly displayed in a special window.
Placing the laser rangefinder on a
point on Ihe terrain, and pushing another
buuon on the computer control panel,
crewmen can determine and display immediately the map coordinates of that
point.
[n addition, range, bearing and difference in elevation between two points on

the ground can be measured and displayed,
thereby providing instant and accurate
fire-direction data.
Other Cheyennes accompanying troopcarrying aircraft can monitor the radio net

Firebee Targef Missile Chalks Up 1,OOOfh Flighf
In support of development testing of
Army air defense missiles, the U.S.
Army' Firebee target missile recently
chalked up its I,ooolh test night over an
8-year pan.
Mo t of the flights of the swept-wing,
ubsonic, bright reddisb-orange target
were made at White Sands (N. Me.x.)
Missile Range in tests of the capabilities
of various types of missiles or to tryout
modification in target development.
Firebee mis iles have been in existence
inee the late 1940 and continuing improvements have been made to fit ilto the
need of the missiles that try to knock it
down.
Sometime the Firebee carries infrared
sources forte tingsuch missiles atChaparral and Redeye; at others it carries two
targets aboard,.with mi s-distance indicating equipmenl and numerou other accessories.
Firebees that survive night without
being blown to bilS by attacking missile
are recovered by parachute for re-use. One
Firebee was nown 32 times before its
usefulness ended.
Ground launched in the Army role with
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the aid of a rocket motor, the Firebee is
powered in 1light by a turbo-jet engine
with 1,700 pound of thrust. Development
of the Firebee by the Army Mi ile
Command is the responsibility of the
Target Missile Branch, Development
Division, R&D Directorate, Redstone Arsenal, Ala. Ray E. Stanley is project
engineer.

Firebee Target lUi••ile
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and pick up the coordinates of Lhe enemy
from the reconnaissance llighl. These
coordinates &re quickly punched into the
com pULers of the accompanying Cheyennes - eli minating the need for deLailed map and Lerrain re(erence en route.
Under normal conditions, an accompanying platoon of four Cheyennes will
have sufficient ammunition to keep direct,
observed suppressive fire on an enemy
position for at least 30 minutes. And, if
necessary, they can dash back to their
laager area aL 210 knots, and be completely refueled and rearmed in a scaot 10
minutes ground time.
fn a word, iL should be clear by now
that the Cheyenne is not just another
helicopter; it represent' a major improvement in operational capability. Now
let's turn to the MBT-70.
Surely you are aware of the massive
Soviet armored threat that we and OUf
NATO allies face in the European Theater. You are also aware of the tank
improvement program we have been pursuing fof some years now, starting with tbe
M-48. This was basically a good tank and
it is still being used effectively, in
Vietnam, for example. But, again, it
represents old lechnology.
Progressively, we have improved the
M-48, so much so that we changed its
designation to the M-60 a thi rd-generation of which is now in production. The
great advance in this tank is that its
armament includes both the conventional
l52mm gun and Ihe Shillelagh guided
missile. Since the new MBT-70 will also
carry the 152mm gun and the Shillelagh,
one can very well ask what it is about the
MBT-70 that makes it worthwhile to
spend the million of dollars it take to
develop this new tank.
The answer is not easy, but perhaps I
can say, simply, that it is my conviction
that the MBT-70 will enjoy the confLdence of the men who man it, ince il will
out-shoot, out-maneuver, and generally
oUI-perform any known tank or any we
expect an enemy to be able to throw at us
during Lhe time period of its availability.
rt is the product of the re earch and
development efforts of two nations - Lhe
U.S. and the Federal Republic of Germany.
One of the most important areas of
technical advancement of the MBT-70
over the M-60 series tanks is the addition
of a high-performance ronventional round
to the main armament and its associated,
l'emarkably more accurate fire-controI
sy tern.
The lower silhouette is another very
important gain since it pays off in reduced
vulnerability. The MBT- 70 can have a 2foot lower silhouette - which is considerable in terms of achieving a minimum
target for lhe enemy to ee and shoot at.
lf you have everridden in an M-60 tank
OVEMBER 1967

and tried to keep the gunner's sight on a
target as the tank. travelled across a field
al about 18 miles per bour, you realize that
while there is a stabilization device to
hold the gun level, the sight continues to
bounce all over the sky. This really
doesn't do much to help aecurate firepower
on the move. Although possible, fll'ing on
the move becomes a very difficult man·
euver.

But in the MBT-70, this has been
tremendously improved. In the M-60, we
stabilize the gun and then slave the sight
to the gun. The MBT-70 will have the
sight stabilized and the gun laved to the
ight. The result will be a considerably
improved hit probability when firing on
the move.
Contributing to the inherent fire con·
trol accuracy of the MBT-70 is its new
u pension system. Li ke a big cat crouching
to spring at its prey, the MBT-70 can
deliberately reduce its silhouette, or, if
the terraine requires it, it can rai e itself to
attain additional ground c1earance_ It is
also capable of tilting itself front-tnback and ide-tn-side in order to remain
leveL under all terrain conditions.
. . . Tbere can be little doubt of the
tremendous ad vancement in the rid ing
qualities of the MBT-70. The vehicle
seem to float over the obstacles. The
view from within the test rig is equally
impressive. Not only is the ride improved; with almost twice the horsepower, the MBT-70 can run rings around the
M-60.
A driver can almost drag-race his lank
from a dead stop to 30 m.p.h., either
forward or backward. During development, the fast-moving MBT-70 demonstrated that it could outdistance automobiles on the narrow, twisting, hard-surface
test track at the Cleveland Army Tank
Automotive Plant.
Another totally new component in the
MBT-70 will be the environmental
control ystem tha.! proteets the 3-man
crew by means of shielding, special
filters and warning devices, against radialion, chemical and biological airborne
contaminants. Air purification, air conditioning, and heating provide a compatible
and adaptable environment in the crew
compartment. The great strikes made
through materials re carch have provided
a big improvement in the ballistic armor.
Major advances have also been made in
the main armament itself. The IS2mm
gun-launcher handles intercbangeably
the Shillelagh guided roi i1e - with its
very high-hit probability at long ranges,
and a variety of «,"ventional rounds.
With the Shillelagh, the saying "if we
can see it, we can kill it" is not an idle
boast. Add to this an automatic loading of
ammunition for both the main and Secon·
dary armaments, which eliminates the
fourth member of the crew, and a complete night-vision capability. All in all,
It is qu iIe a fighting machi ne.
. . . The Army i directing considerable
R&D effort to anotber highly important

program to improve our air defense, "and
in the process, do something about defending the field army against ballistic
rn.issiles.
In our last two military actions, Korea
and Vietnam, there has been litlle need
for defense against air and missile attack.
Our own people have had nearly complete control of the air over both hostile
and friendly territory. The enemy, at
least until now, has cho en not to use
tactical ballistic missiles.
Our situation in NATO poses a very
different threat. The enemy has a capability for use of both aircraft and short-range
tactical ballistic missiles should he
choose to aHack. I want to discuss with you
our efforts in this direction.
You are all familiar with our Hawk
and Nike Hercule air-defen e missile
ystems. Both bave been in the field ince
the lale J9508. Without a doubt, they
provided a vast improvemenl over Ihe gun
systems of World War II but, as was the
ca e with earlier guns, they are now
beginning to show limitations against the
air and mi i1e threat we expect to meet in
the 19708.
These limitations are due to several
change in the threat, some of which are
seen in our own forces' air action in
Vietnam. A capsule of the.~e threal developments would consist of higher air raft
peeds at lower altitudes, increased misile aecuracie allowing effective use of
nonnuclear warhead, and technology
advances permitting much greater elec·
tronic countermeasure capability in smaller packages.
The SAM-D is our candidate to meet
7

these new threats. It will replace both
the Hawk and Nike Hercules. SAM-D is a
system using completely new concepts on
which we began' work only a few years
ago. Emau tive -feasibility studies, component development, and contract definition gave us the answers we needed to
enter advanced development in May of
this year.
The new concepts we are now putting
into hardware are basically three:
• First, a phased array radar that can
simultaneously acquire, identifY,and track
targets and intercepter missiles.
• Second, a high- peed digital computer to provide a combined man-machine
operation with short reaction time, greatly increased knowledge of the situation,
and the ability to coordinate air defense
with other actions in the air.
• Finally, a high degree of mobility
achieved by a combination of compact
packaging and of replacing cables wilh
radio dam links.
The system has five main groups_ The
sensor unit is the main part of the Fire

Control Group. It is one of the most
important technological advances in air
defense in the past 10 years. On this
vehicle is a computer-controlled, phasedarray radar capable of handling a multiplicity of functions simultaneously. You
may recall earlier air-defense systems'
that required a veritable antenna farm of
separate radars to handle the various
functions of acquisition, identification, target tracking, and missile guidance. Not so
with SAM-D. One unit does it all.
Part of Ihis group is the weapon control
(Continued on page JOj
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COMJ\1ANDERS of .he .5. Army Comhat Developments Command (lJ ACDC) nlet
recently with Lt Gcn Harry W. 0, Kinnard, commanding general, at the Ia.rge.t
of the .ul eommands, the USACDC Experimentation Conunand, Fori Ord, Calif.
Headquartered at Fort Belvior, Va., .he USACDC delennine8 how the Army
should fight and how i. should he equipped in tenns of doctrine, mate.ri I and organization. It o,perute Lh.rough five stud,. institutes, two subcommande. threo
manageme.nt groups, B.nd ni.ne field agencies. Seated at the conference table are

(from left) ~laj Geo George L. Mabry Jr., CG of the Experimentation Command;
Maj Geo 1. J. EweU, CDCEC deputy CG; Genera.l Kionard; Lt Gen M. S, Davidson,
CG,Institute of Combined ArD:UI and upport, Fort Leavenworth, Kan .; BrigGen
R. M. Lilly, former CG, Automatic Data Field ysterm Command, Fort Belvoir•
Brig Geo Wilson R. Reed succeeded General Lilly ov. 1 when his tour ended.
ARMY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT NEWSMAGAZINE
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CRD Discusses MBT, AAFSS, SAM·D
(Con.inuedfrom page 9)
unit wherein we house the operators, the
controls and di plays. The operators are
kept aware of the current situation by
various displays. They can select any
mode of operation from fully automatic to
manual, whichever best counters the threat
of the moment.
The operators' actions are monitored in
real ti me at the Battery Control Center
(BBC), where an override capability can
be exercised if neccessary. Human command and control of the weapon system is
assi ted by use of very high·speed data
processor hou ed in the radar and the
command vehicles. Information Ilows
betwcen these units viaa secure RF, digital
data, communicalions link.
The data processors in the radar vehicle control the phased-array radar in its
search, acquisition, track and engage function. It also assesses the threat, deler·
min lhe best engagement procedure, and
via radar. guides the missile lO targe\. At
the same lime, radio links the data
processor with the Ballery Control Unit
as well as wilh olher radars.
The BCC data processor keeps track of
lhe currenl situation by means of radio data
links with all radars and assists human
controllers in passing on necessary fire
control and engagement information.
The SAM-D launcher i remotely controlled, capable of firing ix ready
mi i1e. either ingly or in close-sequence salvo. The missile itself can carry
either a high-explosive or a nuclear
warhead. as previously selected. It can be
handled in its canister essentially like a
round of ammunition, dispensing wilh
much of the preflight te ting required of
older missiles.
Actually, the SAM-D is fired from the
same cani~ter that serves as a protective
shipping and storage container as well as
an inlegral launch tube. The missile is
cradled within the canister and supported
by tellon-coated, rigid-foam, launch rail
that bear on the missile skin and support it
during launch.
The guidance of the SAM-D missile
also uses a new technique. Earlier experience with command guidance and semiaclive homing ystems proved lhat,
while each has its good points, each has
signifICant deficiencies. Command guidance suffers from increases in miss distances at lonller ranges as radar tracking
error increase. Semi·active homing suffers
from the need for high radiated power and
an eXlremely sen itive eeker in the nose
of the missi Ie.
The guidance system for SAM-D will
u c the be t features of each of lhese
approaches. I can a ure you thaI with the
A 1-D air·defense system. we will have
the best tactical air defense that today'
tCChnology can provide.
There you have it - lhree imponant.
new capabilities for a better Army of the
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future. The Cheyenne will nOI be just
another gunship; il will be a new airborne
weapon system lhal will provide an
control and engagement information.
The MBT-70 will 1101 be ju t another
lank; it will set a new standard in ground
mobile, striking power.
The SAM-D will 1101 be just another
surface-to-air missile syslem; it is being
designed to provide a major improvement

in our ability to prolect the field army
from a variety of ad vanced lhreats.
I said earlier Ihat these three system,
are illu trative of the progress we are
making in Army research and developmem. I regret lhat there is nOl lime 10
tell you about the many other programs
that are equally advanced in exploiting
modern lechnology. 1 urge you to spend
time at the many exhibits and see for
yourselves the resullSofthe Army-industry
teamwork that promi es to keep our Army
modern as far into the future as we can see.

Reservist Wins Beneficial Suggestion Award
Army Reserve Maj Earl F. Fox of Columbus, Ohio, has turned an idea into annual
Army savings of me $46,000, won for himself an $885 Beneficial Suggestion ward
and improved the phy ical examination of Reservists, National Guardsmen and ROTC
students in the tate.
Civilian la.ff administrative assistant to Brig Gen William W. Davis, commander
of the 229 1st Army Ho pilal (Reserve). Maj Fox received an Army certifIcate and cash
award for his idea that lUrned an olive-drab Army semitrailer inlo a white mobile xray hospital unit.
General Davis and Col Huben E. Strange, commander, 20th Army Corps (Fon
Hayes. Ohio). presented the award at the Whitehall Memorial U.S. Army Re erve
Center, Columbus. More than 250 members of the 229 1st Hospital participated.
The mobile hospital unit taffed by 15 doctors and 25 enlisted men can provide
complete physicals. including blood teslS and eye exa)llinations. to more than 13.000
military Reservists, National Guardsmen and ROT students throughout Ohio.
Much of the saving is credited to the X·ray ection of the unit which eliminales
contracts with local laboratories for teslS Which often cost the Army more than 10 per
person. Success of the unit has given Maj Fox the grecn light to build a similar second
composite medical examination center on wheels.

Cerer Succeeds Stone at Edgewood Arsenal
Col Paul R. Cerar became the 25th
commanding officer of Edgewood (Md.)
Arsenal established in 1918, when he
recently' accepted the sabre symbolizing
command from Brig Gen William W.
Stone Jr.
General Stone. who served as executive
to tbe first Director of Army Research in
1958. is now Assislant Deputy for Research and Laboratories. directly under
Dr. Jay Tol Thomas, at U.S. Army
Materiel Command Headquarters, Wa. hington, D.C.
Col Cerar was first a igned to Edgewood Arsenal as an instructor and execulive officer of the Radiological Branch of

Col Paul

n. Cerar
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Ihe Chemical Warfare School from
1949-51. He return<:d in 1954 for a .2.year
lour as ground munollons branch chIef and
(Iater).munitions division chief of the then
ChemIcal Research and Development
Laboratory.
After majoring in chemistry at Soulhern
Illinois Normal University for two
years, he ente~ed the U.S. Milil~ry A.eademy, West POint, N.Y.• graduating WIth a
BS degree in 1942. He returned to the
Academy in 1944 to serve lhree years as a
physics. instructor and received .a mas.ters
degree In phYSICS from ColumbIa Unlver·
sity in 1949.
Upon graduating from the Chemical
School's 6th advanced cla in 1952, he
reported to Naples, Italy, for a 2·year
tour as a training officer al HQ, Allied
Forces Southern Europe.
Following graduation in 1957 from the
Air Command and Staff College at
Maxwell Air Force Ba e. Ala.. he was
assigned as nuclear effects adviser to the
Army Chief Chemical Officer, and then
atlended the Industrial College of the
Armed Force in Washington, D. .
Col Cerar reported to Dugway (Utah)
Proving Ground as director of the CBR
weapons orientation course in 1961 and
was DPG commander from 1962 until
transferred in 1964 to Seoul, Korea, to
command the Yongsan District Command
and the Yongsan Compound.
Returning to the Uniled States in 1965,
he served for 15 months as director,
Planning and Evaluation at Deseret Te t
Center, Fort Dougla , Utah.
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Cheyenne Project Manager Takes First Test Flight
Based on first-hand knowledge gained
as lbe first U.S. Army project manager to
go on a dynamically new aircraft's initial
test flight Lt Col Emil H. (Jack) Kluever
thinks the Advanced Aerial Fire Support
System AH-56A Cheyenne is a real

and rotary-wing aircraft.
In Korea, he served as CO, Uth
Transportation Helicopter Company (H.
21), laler redesignated Airmobile Company of the 7th Infantry Division, and
engaged in extensive airmobile troop

winner.

operations.

No small amount of per uasion was
required to gain permission to ride with
Lockheed test pilot Don Segner, bUi Lt
Col Kluever's long record as a test pilot
overcame objections. Perched on an improvised copilot-gunner's seat, he "got the
feel" of the Cheyenne rigid-rotor compound helicopter during a 26-minute te t.
"Nothing substitutes for first-hand
knowledge of the aircraft you manage," he
reported, "and by making the first test
flight at Van Nuys, Calif., I gained a
powerful new management tool for further testing and shaking-down of the
Cbeyenne."
Tbe elation be experienced after tbe
initial flight prompted hi m to go on tbe
second-day 35-minute test run. He plans to
fly the Cheyenne periodically to keep
clo e contact with fUlure performance.
All systems worked satisfactorily in
the "Oigbt envelope," a term for a pilotengineer prepared pattern to be followed
during each test. The ftrSt Oight instructions called for 10 knots sideward, 10
knots rearward, 20 knots forward speed,
and various hovering turns.
Speeds were increased slightly in each
maneuver the second day, and lbe thrusting
propeller was used to accelerate the
aircraft. Tn a ubsequenttest, a speed of 1.20
knots was reported.
"I was impressed by the low vibration,
low noise level and ease of control
during the vertical takeoff and hovering
maneuvers," Col Kluever told an Army
R&D Newsmagal.;ne staff member.
Col Kluever reportedly has another
"first" established with Lockheed Aircraft
Corp. - that of being the only Army test
pilot to solo the Lockheed F 104 at Mach
2, twice the speed of sound.
The Cheyenne, first aircraft of the
Advanced Aerial Fire Support System
(AAFSS), is a high-performance combat
helicopter designed to replace most of

After test pilot school, he new various
helicopter lest projecls and parlicipated in
the XV-3 and X-14 programs at NASA
Ames Research Cenler.
Col Kluever entered Ihe U.S. Army
Aviation Cadet Program in 1943 and won
his wings at the San Antonio (Tex.)
Aviation Cadet Center in 1945. Separated
from active Army duty until the Korean
conflict, he returned to fly 213 combat
missions in L-l9, logging 630 combat
hours, with the 2d Infantry Division.
In 1956, he altended the Armored
Officer Advanced Course, Fort Knox, Ky.,
and became CO of an armored reconnaissance company under the Atomic Field
Army Concept. He also completed Lhe
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Parachute and Jumpmaster School al Fort
Benning, Ga.
He has a BS degree in aeronautical
engineering from Auburn University
(1959) and is a graduate of the Command
and General Siaff College.

Army Orders JOO-kw. X-Ray Generator
A dual-purpose 10Q..kw. X-ray generator is being designed by Dr. A. Taylor of
Westinghouse Research Laboratories under a contractual arrangement with the
Army Materials and Mechanics Research
Center (AMMRC), Watertown, Mass.
Fifly times more powerful than those
commercially available for research
purposes, the "world's highest-power xray generator" will be used at AMMRC
for both fluorescence analysis and Compton line-shape measurements.
The combination of Compton line-

Airborne Firepower

-----.

the cun-ent armed rotor craft in South

Vietnam. It is scheduled for certification
by the Federal Aviation Agency in 1968
and will be up for Army service evaluation in 1969.
Before assignment to the AH-56A program, Col Kluever was a research pilnt
on the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle
for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) at the NASA
Ames Research Center, Calif.
Winner of the 1960 Honts trophy for
overall excellence at the Air Force Test
Pilot School, Edwards Air Force Base,
Calif., he became chief lesl pilot of the
Army Tesl Office there and later ran a
test-flying gamul of experimental fixed-

Lt Col Emil E. Kluever

AIRBORNE TOW guided missiles,
mounted on both sides ofa UB·IB helicopter, have scored hits on moving
lank targets at ra,nges over one Dlite in
recent tests at Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
Each pod carries three missiles. DeveJ-

oped br Hughes Aircraft Co., the TOW
sub "8tem features a t8biIi~ed sighl 10
counter aircrafl movement.

shape measurement and tbe fluorescenl Xrays will make it possible to increase the
sensitivity of element analysis by a faclor
of 50.
Providing an internal means for calibralion so that standard samples will not
be required for comparison, the Compton
line facility will complement the ellis!ing neutron-activation facility al
AMMRC for absolute element analysis.
The lOQ..kw. generator will be capable
of absolute elemental analysis in parts
per million for elements of atomic
number greater than sodium (atomic number 11).
The Compton line shape witt be
studied in ferrous metals to obtain accurate
information about the binding electronwave funclions. The Compton line shape
yields the ground state momentum density
of the electrons and this momentum
distribution reveals intimate details of Ihe
type of bonding.
In metals, for example, the electron
bonds are characterized by a sharp discontinuity in momentum den ily at the Fermi
surface. In nonmetals, such details are
ionic and covalent bonds are easily seen
in the Compton line hape.
Measurements on lithium, beryllium,
aluminum, lithium fluoride and boron
were reported at the Sept. 5-8 Sagamore
conference, yielding details of the electron distributions that were hitherto not
obtainable.
The planned I OO-k w. X-ray generator
will ulilize an X-ray largel in the form of
a truncated cone with the X-rays converging at the specimen placed at the apex of
the cone. Estimated $100,000 cost of such
a machine, delivering 50 times more
intensity, is only aboul eigbttimes tbe cost
of Ihe latest commercial generators.
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Automatic Equipment Cuts Mapmaking Time to 24 Hours
Accurate topographic maps for military
use can be produced in a fraction of the
time formerly required by using equipment
publicly unveiled recently by the Army
Engineer Topographic Laboratories
( SA ETL). formerly G IMRADA, Fort
Belvoir, Va.
The Univer al Automatic Map Compilation Equipment (V AMACE) can
produce a map within 24 hours of the

receipl of aerial photograph, compared
to the 6-month to 2-year lead time
required by manual procedures. Theequipment was demon trated at Fort Belvoir.
Maj Gen Frederick J. Clarke, deputy
chief of the Army Corps of Engineers, said
that the development of the UNAMACE
is a "fantastic accomplishment" which is
"revolutionizing the whole thinking of
the Army with respect to the production of

Cartographer lists Potential Applications of UNAMACE

maps for military use,"
The equipment is already being used to
process aerial pictures taken in Vietnam.
In addition to the unit at Fort Belvoir. two
of the $1 million systems are installed at
the Army Map Service in Brookmon!.
Md" and a fourth is being bui It.
The UNAMACE is the re ult of many
years of USAETL engineering. Development of the specific equipment look about

Potential applications of UN MACE,
the Army' new high-speed mapmaking
equipment, were outlined at the recent
International Symposium on Photomaps
and Orthopbotomaps. (See related article
on this page,)
Speaking at Ottawa, Canada, Robert P.
Macchia, chief of the dvanced Mapping
Systems Division, U.S. Army Engineer
Topographic Laboratories (USAETL),
Fort Belvoir, Va., discussed V AMACE
possibilities ranging from war gaming to
road building.
The Universal Automatic Map Com·
pilation Equipment (UNAMACE) developed by the Army, he stated, may lead to
a less expensive source of color Orlhopho.
tomaps than is currenUy available if
investigations now under way fulfill expectations.
The capability of UNA MACE to produce elevation data on magnetic tape,
providing a continuous record of terrain
relief in profile fdrm, also lends itself to
several military applications. Macchia
said. The USAETL is initiating a program
to produce smooth contours from these
data, permitting direct u e tor reproduction

"Another potential for the taped elevation data i in military war gaming,"
Macchia aid. "Terrain shape is an important element in war gaming, particularly
those experiments involving cross-country
movement, maneuverability, and the advances and retreat of opposing armies.
''The elevation data from the UNAMACE, with proper reformatting, could
be a direct input to the war-gaming
computers.
"A further possibility for the taped
elevation information would be in developing initial cost eslimates for road
building. It is not too difficult to perceive
revieWing orthophotos to select alternate
routes for a new road and querying by
computer the elevation data to delermine
quickly the costs involved for each route
based on the required cut or fill. By
adding information uch as soil type and
geological information, it might be possible to use this method for final selection of the best route."
Macchia also mentioned several applications for the orthophoto, an aerial
photograph in which inherent distortions
have beencorrecled to make it accurate for

ing the detail information in the form
thaI the human eye i accustomed to seeing,
It will certainly have many more reference features by which one could locate
himself and gain a beller oricntation,"
He said thaI be allended a field
exercise in which Army troops positioned
weapon and targets using an orthopboto.
When questioned as to how the weapons
were positioned, the troops referred their
po ition to clumps of trees, bu hes, and
other landmarks wbich were immediate·
Iy evident on the onhophoto.
Macchia added that the onhophoto
could nave civil applications in easily
defining property boundary lines and
delinealing farm crop, urban and popula·
tion areas.
"Even though these divi ions may not
have features defining the lines, uch as a
fence, these boundaries cou ld be annotated
on the othophoto, eliminating to a great
extent the work involved in the cartographic color eparation process now
required to produce lhe conventional line
map."
The UNAMACE also is being utilized,
he said, in tudying the feasibility of
developing an instrument for the rapid

and eliminating 'the time-consuming pro-

use as a map.

revision of currently existing orthopholO-

cedure of tracing contours from the linedrop output.

"The orthophoto allows one to view a
geometrically accurate presentalion hav·

maps. Such an instrument would be less
complex than the UNAMA E.

'AMACE OUTPUTS include altitude line·drop chari (len)
and orlhopholO (a-ight). The line drop chari portrays elevalion

in variou ,hades of gray. Conlou.re are extracte.d by

tOrtiODS cawed by differen e in elevation, aDpel of light
raye, and camera till. Contours from the Hne-drop chart are
oflen overlaid on the orlhophoto 10 produce a printable or-

tracing boundari.,. of Ihe hades. The orlhopholo is an tho photomap Dsable by field troop. The tJ AMACE al.o
aerial photograph in which U AMACE hal corrected di • produces magnetic tape elevation dala for contour map.
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six years, while the automation development goes back nearly two decades.
A field version of the equipment being
developed by USAETL was described in
the May 1967 i ue of the Army R&D
eow nwgazi"e.
By computerizing the Labonous tracIng
and contouring associated with mapmaking, UNAMACE produces maps with
greater accuracy and consistency and with
a fraction of the skilled manpower
formerly nee ary.
Major element of the system are four
identicaL precision transport (comparator)
tables for seanning the input and printing
the outputs, a digital computer with associated inpurJoutput equipmeDlto control the
automatic operation, and a control console for monitoring and manual control.
Products of the system are altitude linedrop charts bowing contoured ground
elevation, and orthopbotomaps, or photographs with corTections fOT variations in
altitude and attitude which make possible
their use for measUTing distances in the
field.
Input to the equipment includes a 3dimensional pair, OT tereopaiT, of oveTlapping pbotographs containing a distorted perspective view of a poTtion of the
earth. Printed on transparent glass positive pLates, they may be of any seale or
till and from any type of camera system,
such as frame, convergent or panoramic.
Precomputed mathematical data, which
relate each image point of the photographs to its ground cooTdinate , are also
fed into the ystem.
The operation is based upon the elecIronic scanning and printing of a series of
minute areas. During the scanning, the
image information from the input pbotographs is electTonically matched to derive eLevation data, which are then used to
COTrect distorted input imagery.

CHIEF OF R&D L. Cen A. W. Belt and
Maj Cen Fr deri ... J. Clark, Deputy
Chief

or

Engineers, viell" control con·

ole of UNA tACE during demon8tra·
tion of .he equipment at Ihe U.S. Army
Engi.neer Topographic Laboratorie

( SAETL), Fort Belvoir, Va. A180 pielured are Joltn Haff (in mock), a USA·
ETL phy.ieia.who demon !raled the
equipment, and John D. Mayer, one of

five USAETL engineer. denli I 10
whom General Belt reeenlly pre8ented
.he R&D chievemenl Award for their
efforls In developing UNAMACE.
Prior to the demonstration, members of
the 5-man team which developed the
system were presented Department of the
Army Achievement Awards.
Recipients of tbe pins and plaques were
Edward R. DeMeter, for the basic specifi·
cations and design and for overall super·
vision of the program; Kent T. Yoritomo,
for developments in !be area of phy ics

AMS Investigates Lasers for Aerial Mapping
Aerial mapping by use of a laser beam,
designated as the Laser Terrain Profile
Recorder, i being investigated by the U.S.
Engineer Topographic Laboratories and
Army Map Service, Corps of Engineers.

tions in dense tree growths.
The Airborne Profile Recorder presently used for measuring elevations
bounces electronic beam in a cone·
shaped configuration from 30,000 feet off
Current research is aimed at determin- an area of about five aCTes directly'
ing if the laser beam can yield terrain beneath the plane.
Under the same conditions, rhe continudata with tbe consistent accuracy and high
ous "'ave helium-neon gas laser send out a
resolution necessary for contour maps.
pencil beam of light and covers an area
In a recent test flight at 2,000 feel, the of a few quare inches. The selectivity of
laser correctly establi hed the height of a the latter produced terrain data witb
light pole at a road intersection as 30 feet excellent resolution in laser tests conand fixed the average height of a row of ducted at altitudes from 500 to 15,000 feet.
com at seven to eight feet.
The Aero Service Corp., under military
Army cartographers were particularly contract, made additional recordings of
interested in the discoveTY that the laser various terrain features at altitudes up to
often accurately identified ground eleva- 15,000 feet in varying weather conditions.

Army Prepares Charts for NASA's 1969 Mars Flyby
Preparation of a new 3-sheet series of
charts for u e in planning the Mariner
Mars L969 Flyby Mi ion i being undertaken by the Army Map Service (AMS)
for the NationaL Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
The charts will show Mars' expected
appearance, including the configurations
of surface markings and the ex.tent of the
polar caps during the mission period Aug.
1-15,1969.
Day-by-day position data will be added to aid in the planning of earth-based
observations to be made at tbe approximate time of the nyby.
Photography obtained by the Mariner
IV spacecraft in 1965, which gave a
closeup look at about one percent of the
Marlian surface, will be used fOT parlial
portrayal. Earth-based photography will
be u ed for tbe remainder.
Earlier maps of the planel, such as the
AMS Pictorial Maps of Mars, have been
produced entirely from earth-based pboOVEMBER 1967

and electronic subelements; Monon
Stromberg, for !be mathematics and computer programs; John D. MayeT, foT map
compilation and coordination; aDd Ed·
ward F. Burzynski, fOT operational tests
and analysis.

tography and show the average appearance of the planet' surface over a period
of years.
The primary charts on sheets 1 and 2
wilJ show Martian surface at a scale of
I: 12,500,000 on a Mercator Projection
extending from 0 to 360 degrees longitude, and from minu 70 to plus 70 degrees
latitude.
These sheets will also sbow four
smaller charts, centered at 0, 90, 180 and
270 degrees longitude, respectively, at a
seale of I:25,000,000 on the Equatorial
Orthographic Projection. They will show
the planet as a globe.
Sheet 3 will have two charts on the
Polar Stereographic Projection, one centered on the North Pole and the other on
the South Pole, to show the extent of the
polar caps.
The prime cartographic elIort for planning the Mariner '69 mission, the charts
are cheduled fOT completion in January.

AVCOM Assigns Director

For Procurement, Production

CoL Clifton O. Duty is the new director
of Procurement and Production at the
Army Aviation Materiel Command, 51.
Louis, Mo., a responsibility involving
contracts totaling more than $1.3 billion
annually.
Until he assumed his new duties in midOctober, Col Duty beld tbe same title at
Edgewood Arsenal, Md., where he was
charged witb contract operations totaling
about $150 million annually.
For four years previous, he was in the
ContTact Division, Office of the Assistant
SecTetary of tbe ATmy, Wa bington, D.C.,
following a yeaT in Vietnam with tbe
Military Assistance Advisory Group.
A career chemical officer, Col Duty
entered the Army in 1942 aner graduating
from Texas A&M University with a BS
degree in engineering. He earned a master's degree in industrial engineering at
Purdue University in 1947. His military
schooling includes !be Chemical Officers
Advanced Course, Fort McClellan, Ala.
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Department of Defense Portable Electric Power Plants
Army Materiel Command's QualiLaLive
Materiel Development ObjecLives
(QMDO) Plan. The penalLy for achieving
lhi is renecled in the higher weights,
honer life. and higher cost Ihat mu L
be tolerated in order 10 achieve silent as
opposed to low noi"" level power
sources.
In comparing military requirements
with those generally accepted in comparable civilian equipment, note thc criteria
marked with an 3Steri k in Table I. These
are "military peculiar,- Lhat i , feature
which a civilian user does not require or i
indifferent to, though in mo t ca es he
would be happy to have such features if
they COSI him lillie or n thing. This is an
important con ideration in the electric
power field, since Ihe Departmenl f
Defense mu t depend on the civilian
production base for quantities of maleriel.
Any difference between Lhe two markets results in delays in availability or
excess cost for the more stringent requirement. Department of Defense requirements are therefore carefully conceived
based on real need, wiLh an eye Loward
ultimate producibility.
Our past experience in Lhis portable
power field, however, has shown that
many innovations developed to meel
military-peculiar needs have been introduced to civilian users as production has
expanded and co ts were reduced.
As markets expanded from wider civilian use. the military benefited by lower
COSIS and beLler availabilily. ElecLric
governors and static excitation and regulation systems are good examples of this
type of mutually beneficial technologi-

Olle of fh(' Clrrrc!lll priority ((rt!as of Army n'st!(lrch lIIul d~v(!ltJpmefir effort n'll~
c!i.\nu,wcl in h('(lfill/.:., I,m11 mid-September 10 Cl"rly Oc{ob(" befort! ,lit! Un;lt!d Stat('.,
nhcvmm;lfl'i! 011 A'lI;tru,\/ (lIltJ Munopoly.

','JUlIe!

.. Departmellt of Dr/elise Portable Eleclric Power Plallls" was Ihe tirle of a
preselllllliun by Donald J. wofl. "Cling chief. Elf<·trotrchllology wbomlory, R&D
Celller. U.S. Army Mobilily Equipmenl Command, FOri Belvoir, Va. ClIrrently he is
cowplt'l;/lg (I )'l'or of lell1'e for tIl!wlflcc'd ,f/neli"., al George Washingloft Un;ver3ity.
CotlfllllOr~d

Thh i.\ II .\Ub.Hlllllial porliull of I,i., pre,\{!lJlat;olJ,
IIIIlI J. C. Orlli of dll' wmt' laborlltury.

Mr. Chairman, in response to your
request to the Secretary of Defense, I
would like 10 present a resume of the
scope and status of Department of Defense
research and development program in
portable electric power sources.
With Ihe advent of modem weapons,
communications, and command and conIrol systems, the Department of Defense
(DoD) has encountered unprecedented requirements for electric power sources
ranging from subminiature balleries to
multimegawalt power generation systems.
For example, in the Army, in the field
the installed generating capacity in kilowatts per man has increased from .5 in
World War II to 2.0 in Vietnam. A
critical and significantly large segment
of this vast array of power sources is the
portable or mobile power plant essential to successful operations by highly
mobile military ground forces.
Since thi category of power source is
more pertinent than others in the current
proceedings f your Commillee, my reo
marks will be limiled to DoD programs
on portable power plants and the use of
technology accruing therefrom in electric
propulsion of vehicle.
The Department of Defense requires
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two classes of portable power plants: A
family of ratings ranging from 1.5 to 300
kw. for multipurpose use, and a family of
ratings from 0.1 to 15 kw. for tactical use.
The phy icaJ and performance characteristics desired are tabulated on Table I.
The necessity for Iwo lypeS of power
sources is dictated hy the critical need in
many tactical situations for silent power
sources. as clearly documented by the
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Figure 2. Analysis of Tactical Power Sources
power density, output versatility and cost.
cal progress.
Portable power plants now in the DoD As shown on Figure 2, fuel cells, and .
inventory to satisfy the multi-purpose again hybrid combinations based on fuel
equipment are primarily reciprocating cells as the prime source, offer tbe best
engine-driven ystems.... M,yor deficien- possibilities in the persent and foresee·
cies e~ist in power density, noise level, able state of technology for tactical
power sources.
versatility and life.
There are no tactical power plants in
Electro-thermic generators (thermothe inventory tbat approach the require- electric, thermonics, thermal-photovoltaments tor this class of power source ics) are limited from tandpoints of
(partiCUlarly ilence) except Tor storage efficiency, life and reliability and noi e:
batteries and expedient hybrid schemes and closed-cycle heat engines from
involving batteries, and these, because they
standpoints of noi e, efficiency and life.
involve batteries, are all very low power These deficiencies are not temporary, that
level (ca < 100 watts continuou ). Tactical is, problems which engineering developpower sources therefore represent an ur- ment might reasonably be expected to
gent need.
overcome; tbey are fundamental and not
Tbere are a number of possible ap- readily amenable to solution.
proaches under stud y that offer various
The analysis represented by Figures I
degrees of promise for meeting tbe re- and 2 has been made in considerable
quirements of tbe respective types of depth. Based on Ihis, the m,yor research
power plants. These are; Multipurpose and development efforts for portable'
Family reciprocating engjne~driven power plants bas been concentrated on
generators: turbo-alternator systems; hy- turbo-alternators and fuel cells and hybrid systems' Tactical Family - tber- brid systems based on these two mo t
moelectric converters; thermionic con· promising techniques. I would like to
verters; fuel ceils; closed-cycle heat discuss in some detail the status of efforts
engines; and hybrid systems.
on these two approaches.
Figures I and 2 show a gross esti mate of
It should be noted that thougb the turbothe potential of each of these approaches alternator and fuel cell are tbe most
for meeting the respective requirements. It promising, lower-level efforts are being
is quite difficult to show all interrelated continued on other techniques such as
factors on a simple chart, but this does thermoelectrics, closed-cycle engines
show major comparisons.... The turbo- and thermionics, so that any development
alternalor and hybrid combinations. which may alter the basis for the judgment
which would involve the turbo-alternator to concentrate on turbo-alternators and
are the most fruitful approaches (as shown fuel cells is not overlooked, and also to
in Figure I) for most nearly meeting all utilize other techniques in highly pecialrequirements for multipurpose power ized applications for which tbey may be
plants.
ideally su ited.
Reciprocating engine-driven generaTurbo A It~rnalor Sysl~ms: The gas
tors, while acceptable in a number of turbine is the ligbtest in weight and
respects, are seriously limited in terms of smallest in size (!herefore, higbest power
NOVEMBER 1967

density) of any practical heat engine. Ils
performance and reliability have been
dramatically demonstrated by tbe military and commercial aircraft experience.
With its rapid-start capability over wide
ambient temperature ranges, few moving
parts, multifuel capability and long total
life, it is an ideal prime mover for
military electric power plants as well as
civilian standby power plants.
In the lower borsepower ranges
(ca< 500 hp.), whicb is Ibe region of highdensity in military electric power plants,
presently available hardware, however,
suffers in comparison with available
reciprocating engines from !he standpoints of initial cost (factor of 2) and fuel
consumption (factor of 2).
Researcb and development spearbeaded by the Department of Defense clearly
shows greal promise to solve tbe fuel
consumption problem within tbe next
several years by means sucb as reusing
exhaust gases and higher temperature and
pressure ratios.
The high cost is in large measure due to
relatively low volume production. However, once more competiti ve fuel consumption levels are achieved, greater markets
and greater production - and hence
lower costs - are anticipated.
The gas turbine, in its present status, is a
classic example of the situation previously mentioned wherein many customers
would prefer Ihe turbine even with its
adverse fuel consumption if it could be
produced at costs comparable to reciprocating engines. In order to achieve tbo e
costs, producers must have the volume
represented by those markets.
Applied in military electric power
(Corllinued on pog" 38)
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Col T.B. Hobson

Lt Col B.L. Alexander

Lt Cnl A.B. Clark

OCRD Assigns 17 New Personnel
Seventeen new personnel. including a
division chieft a civilian, and the new
adjutant of the Army Research Office,
have been assigned to lhe Office of the
Chief of Research and Development.
COL THOMAS B. HOBSON, assigned
as chief of the Programs and Budget
Division, recenUy returned from Sofia,
Bulgaria, where he was defense attache
since 1965. His prior assignment was
commander of the 3d Medium Tank
Battalion, 33d Armor Division.
He served in 1962,-63 with HQ Eighth
U.S. Army Korea as chief of the Finance
and Accounting Policy Divi ion, following four years with the Financial Management Working Group, Comptroller of the
Army.
Col Hobson has a BS degree in business
administration from Ohio Stale University (1940) and an MBA degree in the
same field from Syracuse University
(1955). 1n 1962, he attended the Command and General Staff College
(C&GSC) and he completed the Armored
Officer Advanced Cour e in 1953.
LT COL ROBERTL. ALEXANDER is
assigned to the Studies Branch, Stud ies and
Analysis Division, following a year in
.S.
Vietnam as an adviser with the
Military Advisory Command.
From 1962 to 1965 he taught in the
Department of Electricity at the U.S.
Military Academy (USMA), following
two years at Fan Benning, Ga., as a

LI Col P.B. Farrell
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commander, company, 2/23d Infantry and
with Test Group. G3 Section, 2d Infantry
Division.
Col Alexander received a BS degree
from the USMA in 1953, an MS degree in
communication engineering from Purdue
University in 1962, and was graduated
from theC&GSC in 1966.
LT OL ALPHUS CLARK i a new
staff officer in the Mid-Range Plans
Branch, Plans Division, and was last
as igned to Fon Ord, Calif. There he
held successive assignments as plans officer, G3 Section, U.S. Army Combat
Developments Command ExperimentaLion Command, and commanding officer,
4th Banalion (M), 41st Infantry.
He bas served a a senior member of the
Join! Observation Team, United Nations Military Armistice Commission,
Korea, an in tructor at the C&GSC and a
staff officer in the Office of the A iSlam
Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Deparlment of Lhe Army.
Col Clark bolds a BS degree from the
University of Maryland (1959), an MS
degree in international affairs from
George Washington University (1965),
and has altended the C&GSC, the Armed
Force Staff College and the Army War
College.
LT COL JAMES D. DONNELLY has
been as igned to the Physical and Engineering Sciences Divi ion as an action
officer for combat urveillance, night

LI Col W.J. DendeNion
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LI Col J.D. Donnelly

vision, and targel acquisition.
In Germany from 1964 to 1967, he
eslabli hed and beaded the Office of the
Assistant Chief of .Staff for Communicalions and Electronics, Berlin Brigade,
U.S. Army Berlin, after commanding the
1st Signal Ballation, Seventh Army. at
Boeblingen.
Other assignments have included: electronics engineer, R&D Directorate, U.S.
Army Missile Command, Red tone Arsenal, Ala., 1963-64; communications
engineer with HQ U.S. Army Ballistics
Missile Agency, Redstone Arsenal, 196263; stock control adviser for the Republic
of Korea Army, U.S. Army Advisory
Group, Korea, 196(}-61; electronic engineer, Combat Surveillance and Target
Acquisition, Branch, OCSisO, 1959-60.
Col Donnelly received a BS degree in
mathematics and physics from Georgetown University in 1943. has done graduate work at George Washington University, has attended the C&GSC, and has
completed the Advanced Signal Officer
Course.
LT COL PETER B. FARRELL, a new
staff officer in tbe Nike-X Branch of the
Nike-X and Space Division, includes
among his qualifications three master's
degrees in addition to being a 1950
graduate of the USMA.
He received an MA degree in education
from Eastern Michigan Univerliity in
1960, and MS degree in aeronautical and
astronautical engineering and in instru·
mentation engineering from the Univerity of Michigan, both in 1961.

LI Col F.H. Henk

Lt Col W.C. Hie land
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Lt Col D.B. Knighl Jr.

Lt Col W.E. Phillip

Col Farrell's previou assignment was
commander of the 6th Battalion, 56th
Artillery, in Vietnam. Prior to that, he
was a missile staff officer, Joint Task
Force 2, Sandia Base, N. Mex., 1965-66.
Before attending the C&GSC in 1964,
Col Farrell served three years as Nike-X
plans officer, HQ U.S. Army Air Defense
Command, Colorado Springs, Colo.
LT COL WILLIAM J. HENDERSON
is a new staff officer in the ChemicalBiological Branch of the Nuclear-Chemical-Biological Divi ion, following a
year in Vietnam as OJ operations officer
and chemical officer with the 4th Infantry
Division.
From 1965 to 1966, he was stationed at
Ent AFB. Colo., as chemical officer with
the Army Air Defense Command. He has
served as project officer with the Special
Warfare Agency, Combat Developments
Command, Fort Bragg, N.C., and SJ with
the 51 8th Chemical Battalion, Fort McClellan, Ala.
Lt Col Henderson has a BS degree in
botany and plant pathology from Colorado State University (1952), an MS
degree in plant pathology from the
University of California at Davis (1954),
and has attended the C&OSC.
LT COL FLOYD H. HENK, assigned
to the Nike-X and Space Division as cbief
of the Range Branch, last served in Korea
as commander of the I3tb Engineer
Battalion, 7th Infantry Division.
In recent years he has served as a
research and development coordinator
with the Defense Atomic Support Agency

Lt Col M. C. Snyder Jr.

and in the Alaska and Fort Worth, Tex.,
Districts with the Corps of Engineers.
A graduate of Texas A&M Univer ity
with a degree in civil engineering (1950),
Col Henk has an MS degree from the
Unive~ity of Illinois in the same field
(1959), and has attended the C&GSC.
LT COL WILLIAM C. HlESTAND
reported recently to the Combat Materiel
Division as a staff officer in the General
Materiel Branch following two assignments in Germany.
From 1964 to 1966, he was with the
Materiel Readiness Division, Office of
the Deputy Chiefof Staff for Logi tics, HQ
U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR), in Heidelberg, before being assigned as commander of the Ist Battalion, J2d Armor, Jd
Division in Friedberg.
A 1949 graduate of the USMA, Col
Hiestand allended the C&GSC in 1962
and received an MA degree in mechanical
engineering from the University of Michigan in 1964.
LT COL DANIEL B. KNIGHT JR.,
U.S. member of the Primary Standardization Office of the OCRD International
Office, returned in August from a year in
Vietnam as executive officer of the 11 th

Ll Col C. Wheeler

A graduate of the USMA, Col Knight
bas also attended the C&OSC and the
Infantry Advanced Course.
LT COL WENDELL E. PHILLIPS has
been assigned to the Fire Support Branch
of the Air Defense and Missiles Division
following a year as co mmander of the 5th
(Sergeant Missile) Battalion, 7Jd Artillery, in Europe.
He was chief of tbe Combat Developments Section, Operations Division, HQ
USAREUR, 1964-66, and Sergeant missile project officer with the U.S. Army
Artillery Board, t960-63.
A 1950 graduate of tbe USMA, Ll Col
Phillips has an MS degree in electrical
engineering from the Georgia Institute of
Techn<>logy (1960) and has attended the
C&GSC,
LT COL MELVIN C. SNYDER JR~
until recently chief of tbe Personnel
Services Division, G I Section, HQ Eighth
U.S. Army Korea, has been assigned to
the Studies and Analyses Division.
Other assignments have included chief,
Nuclear Brancb, Atomic Weapons Training Group, Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA), Sandia Base, N. Mex. (1962.65), and plans officer, G3 Division, Base

Combat Aviation Banalian.

Section, Communications Zone France

Other assignments have included: executive officer, 5th Battalion, J 1st Infantry,
Fort Rucker, Ala. (1964-65); executive
officer (1961-62) and commanding officer
(1962-64), 21st Aviation Company, Fort
Rucker, Ala.; and commanding officer,
Detachment L, U.S. Army Advisory
Group, Korea (l96(}'6\).

(1957-60).
Col Snyder has a BS degree from the
USMA (1951), an MS degree in physics
from Tulane University (1962), and has
allended the C&GSC.
LT COL CHRISTOPHER WHEELER, newly assigned staff officer in the
(Continued on page 18)

Earl A. Shepard
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Mid-Range Plans Branch of the Plans
Di vision, last served as a personnel
management officer in the Office of
Personnel Operations, the Pentagon.
He has served in Vietna m as a management analyst with the Military Advisory
Command and as a combat arms studies
officer with the Military Assistance Advisory Group. From 1959 to 1961, he was
with the Army Nr Defense Command,
Fort Totten, N. Y., as HQ commandant
and assistant G 1, 1st Region.
Col Wheeler holds a BA degree in
political science from Harvard College
and has attended the C&GSC and the
Armed Forces Staff College.
MAJ HEWELL D. FLEMING is a new
staff officer in the Standardization Branch
of the International Office, following a
tour of duty as project officer with the
Army Concept Team in Vietnam. He also
served there as an aviation staff officer
in the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment.
A senior Army aviator, Ma,j Fleming
has served as S3 with the 16th Aviation
.Battalion in Germany, company com·
mander with the 1st Armored Division at
Fort Hood, Tex., division aviation officer
with the 1st Cavalry Division in Korea,
and flight instructor at the U.S. Army
Aviation School, Fort Rucker, Ala,
A graduate of the University of Omaha
with a degree in general engineering, Ma,j
Fleming has attended the C&GSC in
addition to Flight School and Aviation
Staff Officers Course at Fort Rucker, Ala.
MAl PAUL MILLER JR. was assigned
to the Physical and Engineering Sciences
Division, Army Research Office, upon his
return from Vietnam. where he served as

&-3 and executive officer of the 1/2lst
Artillery Bn and was assistant G I with the
1st Cavalry Division.
From 1959 to 1966 he was a studeot in
the Artillery Advanced Course and at
Pennsylvania State University (MS degree in chemistry), and assistant professor
at the USMA.
After studying chemistry for two years
at the University of California, Los
Angeles, he was selected for the USMA
and was graduated in 1954,
MAl ROBERT J. THOMAS brings to
his new assignment in the Special Warfare Division recent experience gained in
Vietnam as executive officer and assistant
GI, 1st Battalion, 12th Cavalry, and
assistant G I, 1st Cavalry Division.
Before his two years in Southeast Asia,
he was a quality assurance engineer with
HQ Field Command, DASA, Sandia
Base, N. Mex, 1962-65, He was an ROTC
instructor at Montana State University
(1958-60) and team leader with the 1st
Special Forces Group (Airborne),
Ma,j Thomas received a BS degree in
engineering from the USMA in 1953 and
did graduate work in nuclear engineering
at the University of Arizona. He attended
theC&GSC in 1966.
CAPT ARTHUR W. REED, new adjutant in the Army Research Office, OCRO,
is backed by 11 years experience with the
Special Forces,
Assigned as assistant adjutant to the 7th
Special Forces Group, Fort Bragg, N.C"
as an officer in the Regular Army in 1963,
he erved two years in a vari ety of
assignments with the 5th Special Forces
Group. During a tour in Vietnam, he
earned seven decorations.

Shira Named Assistant SG, Dental Corps Chief
Maj GeR Robert B. Shira Jr., former
director of Dental Activities at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center (WRA.MC),
became Assistant Surgeon General and
Chief of the Dental Corps upon retirement
of Ma,j Oen Joseph L. Bernier.
General Shira was named to the posi.
tions on an "acting" basis in September
and has served at WRAMC since Novem·
ber 1966, following two years as Dental
Surgeon, U.S. Army Europe. From 1954 to
1964, he was chief of Oral Surgery at
Walter Reed General Hospital.
Chief of Oral Surgery, Leiterman Gen·
eral Hospital, San Francisco from 1947
to 1954, he then served six years with the
Gorgas Hospital, where he was in charge
of aU dental clinics operated by the
Pana rna Canal Zone Administration.
He received his DDS degree in 1932
from Kansas City Western Dental College, and practiced in Oklahoma until
entering the Army Dental Corps in 1938.
General Shira is a member of the
American Dental Association, the American Academy of Oral Surgeons, and the
American Academy of Oral Pathology,
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and is a Pellow of the American College
of Dentists and a Diplomate of the
American Board of Oral Surgery.
He has received the Order of the Sword
of Hope, the highest individual award of
the American Cancer Society's Pennsylvania Division.
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Upon his return to the U.S" he was
assigned to FortCampbell, Ky" a adjutant,
1132\st Artillery, IOlst Airborne Division, and chief of the Personnel Records
Branch for the I 0 I I.
Capt Reed has attended North Carolina State (two years) and the University
of New Mexico.
EARL A. SHEPARO is a new staff
member of the Programs Branch of the
Research Programs Office, ARO.
After completing the Army Management Intern training program in 1964, he
worked until recently in the Iroquois
Project Manager's Office, HQ U.S. Army
Materiel Command, as a program anaIysl/program specialist Before entering
U.S. Government service, he owned and
operated an insurance agency, He has an
associate of science degree in business
administration fro", Southeastern Univ.

Lt Col Van Auken Named
Dragon Project Manager
Assignment of Lt Col Kenneth C. Van
Auken as project manager for the Dragon,
the Army's shoulder-fired weapon system
for destruction of tanks and infantry
targets, was announced recently by the
Army Missile Command. ,
Graduated recently from the Army War
College, Col Van Auken is a graduate of
the United States Military Academy at
West Point, N.Y., and bas a master's
degree from Purdue University, where he
specialized in turbines and jet propulsion.
He is also a graduate of the Command
and General Staff College, the Armed
Forces Staff College, the Infantry
School at Fort Benning, Ga., and the
Ordnance School at Aberdeen Proving
Ground,Md.
Col Van Auken has served with the
Office of the Chief of Ordnance, Washing·
ton, D.C,; Ordnance Section, HQ Eighth
U.S. Army in Korea; 547th and 70lst
Ordnance Companies in Germany; Logistics Division, HQ SHAPE, in France; and
White Sands (N Mex.) M issite Range.

11 RIA Personnel Seeking
PhDs, MAs in Afmy Program
Nine Army Weapons Command scientists and engineers and two employes of
the Army Management Engineering
Training Center at HQ WECOM, Rock
Island (£11.) Arsenal, are participating in
Army-sponsored programs leading to advanced degrees,
WECOM scientists and engineers study·
ing at the University of Iowa are Donald
Keckler, Ronald Freeman, Robert
Walljasper, Claude Comer, Jimmy Wil·
Iiams, Roscoe Wrenn, Rohert Seamonds
and Lanny Wells, Robert Helium is
enrolled at Arizona State University,
Frank Kozzisek at the University of
Wisconsin and Darrell White at the
Univer ity of Purdue.
Walljasper, Williams and Seamonc
are seeking PhD degrees. The others are
candidates for master's degrees.
OVEMBER 1967

Survey Documents Acceptance of Value Engineering
Value engineering (VE), tbe art of
reducing costs by simplifying design, is
now "firmly established and recognized
as a management level profession by top
corporate executives" according to a survey
of 200 contractors with VE programs.
The tudy was undertaken in April 1967
by tbe National Defense Education Institute (NOEl), cofounded by the National
Security Industrial Association and by
Harbridge House, Inc.
Tbe report compiled by Harbridge
House showed tbat 57 percent of the
respondees said lbeir VE program was
operated as a separate department; 30
percent reported no connection between
cost reduction functions and VE; 54 percent operated parallel cost reduction and
VE programs, combining tbem only for
management reporting purposes.
AU but nine percent of the program
provided guidance to other internal company functions conducting value studies.
Sixty-seven percent of the firms bad a
formal value education program for their
personnel, conducted in 65 percent of
these cases by their own VE staffs.
Another indication of professional
acceptance of the field was the salary and
management structure within the VE departments sampled. At least 40 percent
earned $10,000 to $20,000 annually.

When asked to what organ,zalJonal
level their value program reported, 31.5
percent answered the executive level,
including vice presidents and general
managers, while 29 percent said engineering departments.
In terms of actual performance requirements, management officials showed in
27 percent of the cases sampled tbat they
were satisfied with a break-even point in
savings to have a proposal implemented.
Forty percent expected a ratio of 2 to I
savings, wbi Ie 18 percent expected a 5 to
I saving.
On the question of whether the programs had a budget to support development or test co IS of potentially worthy
value proposals, 54.5 percent said they
did, while 45.5 percent said they did noL
Because so many value engineering
programs are geared to meet government
VE incentive and program contract
clauses, responses in tbis area were considered of major significance in determining how fully tbe benefits allowed by
the provisions were being utilized.
The average ratio between contracts
containing incentive clauses normally
enabling the contractor to share equally
in profits was 12 to lover those containing the more restrictive program clauses
providing for an approximate 25 percent

Missile Command Miniaturizes LAW for Training
Miniaturization of the LAW {Light
Antitank Weapon) for training purposes by
the U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala, is expected to save
the U.S. Government an estimated $39 on
each firing-$3 each as compared to $42.
The training kit for the M-72 weapon is
installed in the basic LAW launcher to
fire a miniature training rocket, about eight
inches long and one-half inch in diameter, which simulates tbe performance of
the LAW rocket and carries a spotting
head which flashes to mark a target hit.
Normally the launcher is di.scarded
after the rocket is fired, but the training kit
will enable it to be reused. Eacb of tbe
training rounds cost ahout $3. Cost of the
full-size rocket and launcher is $42.
Later in the progra m, the Mi ile
Command Test and Reliability Evaluation Laboratory will conduct an extensive
test program, unden variety of coOOi tions,
on the training system.
Management of the training device
program is being directed by Howard Cox
of the Land Combat Commodity Office at
the Missile Command. Jim Howison of
the Small Rockets and Aircraft Armaments Branch, Development Division,
R&D Directorate, is project engineer.
Deployed with the U.S. Army in
Vietnam and elsewhere, the LAW is a
versatile weapon which weighs less than
five pounds, is sboulder fired, and can be
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used against bunkers, snipers or field
fortifications.
LAW was developed and deployed
under Missile Command management and
subsequently turned over to the Army
Munitions Command. Hesse-Eastern Division of Norris Industries, development
contractor for LAW, also is doing work
on the new training device.

contractor parllclpalJon in savings.
Nearly 70 percent also contained future
acqui ition provisions under royalty and
80 percent included collateral savings
programs for field operations savings
after performance of the contract.
Asked to state th.eir use of Value
Engineering Change Proposals (VECPs),
the response varied widely. Although the
average number submitted per company
during the past year was 14, over one third
of the respondees stated they bad never
submitted VECPs.
Respondees noted that although lbe
government was required to notify of
acceptance or rejection of a VEeP in 65
days, renegotiation of the contract might
actually take as long as 210 days.
The incidence of Class I and Class II
proposals among respondees was documented by tbe survey. Under Class I
proposals, special permi ion must be
obtained from lhe government for design
changes not specified in the contract
wbich are expected to effect cost savings.
Tbe contractor is also required to share
these savings with the government.
Class II proposals, on the other hand,
permit modifications to be made within a
broader specification framework for
which savings may be fully realized by
the contractor. He is not required to report
the savings separately, although tbe final
benefits become part of his overall
contractual performance.
The survey showed that Class II proposals had been obtained in 69.8 percent of
the cases reported, as a result of value
studies.
In compiling the report. Harbridge
House noted that a "surpri ingly small"
amount of the VE savings program ha
filtered through to the subcontractor level. Only half of the 60 percent of the
contractors who reported VE programs
with subcontractors had training provisions incorporated into these agreements.

Laser Range Instrumentation
Theme of WSMR Seminar
"Laser Range Instrumentation" was the
theme of a 2-day seminar sponsored by the
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR)
chapter, Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers, Oct. 16-17, at EI Paso, Tex.

PROJECT ENGINEER James Howison
compare nonnal round lor 1\0172 weapon .yslem and minialare developed by

the U_S. Army Mi8sile Command to live
soldiers realistic riring expe.rience- at

a savinI!' of about 139 a firinl!'.

Maj Gen H. G. Davisson, WSMR
commander, presented the opening address and WiJliam Russell, WSMR Systems Development Directorate, National
Range Operations, seminar chairman,
welcomed participants.
Fourteen speakers discussed the employment of lasers in such diverse applications as target, satellite and lunar
distance measurements, gyroscopes, and
high resolution angular encoders.
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Air in the tires also acts as the vehicle's
suspension system. The track consists of 52
nylon links, to which the track grousers,
also of nylon, are fastened.
In an assessment of the projects, Nadler
said that tests on the vehicle when it is
fully completed could lead to a new item
in the inventory, adding:
"We have a need Cor a small, highly
mobile vehicle that provides greater
versatility while performing the same
functions of the one-quarter·ton Army
Mule. It could just be that these young men,
given the opportunity to apply their
imagination and know-how, might come
up with what we're looking for."
Nadler said that in any event the
trainees will have profited from the
experience. He emphasized that no expense has been involved to the government. All the hardware used in the
program was salvaged from vehicles,
components or other material used in test
programs and fabrication work that is
continually being done at the ATAC.
Formal development of the same type
of vehicle would cost a minimum of
$200,000, he said, and predicted that a
vehicle ofthis type could be produced at a
unit price of about $1,000.

Hercules engineering services. Ford Motor Co. was i ued a $34,840,925 initial
increment to a $99,310,857 3-year buy for
14 -ton utility trucks, and a $1,250,000
contract for production engineering services for 5-ton trucks.
Seven contracts with General Motors
Corp. will purchase projectile parts,
radio transmitters and receivers, tank
engines and transmissions, and howitzers
for a total of $28,869,578. The Federal
Republic of Germany, Bundesamt fuer
Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung, Koblenz,
Germany, received three contracts totaling $27,794,839 for 20mm automatic guns,
ammunition and spare parts.
A. 0. Smith Corp. was awarded a
$19,110,700 contract for 750-pound
bombs. Hercules, Inc., wiD manufacture
miscellaneous propellants and explosives for $16,948,393. General Electric
Co. wiD provide klystron tubes for highpower acquisition radar for N ike Hercules,
spare parts for the 7.62mm aircraft machinegun and pod, and M-73EI machineguns on contracts totaling $16,224,559.
Page Aircraft Maintenance, Inc., received a $15,700,000 contract for mainte·
nance of rotary- and fixed· wing aircraft at
two Army bases. Honeywell, Inc., was
awarded four contracts totaling $11,595,
238 for electronics equipment, grenade
fuzes, and parts for 20mm cartridges.
Kisco Co., Inc., will furnish 105mm
cartridge cases for $10,650,000.
National Presto Industries, Inc., was
issued a $10,000,000 contract for metal
parts for 105mm projectiles. The PhilcoFord Corp. was awarded rnodilications
totaling $9,548,594 for extension of engineering services on the Shillelagh missile system and for major improvements
on lhe Chaparrel air defense system.
Boeing Co. will furnish rotary heads
for CH-47 Chinook helicopters, new
helicopters, and CH-47 A inspection and
repair services for $8,454,254. National
Gypsum Co. received an $8,386,800 modi·
fication for loading, assembling, and

ENGINEER TRAINEES Robert Kacz·
marek, John Thonuon, David Tripp,
and ATAC chief oflhe Foreign Vehicle
Evaluation Office, Hennan Nadler ex·
change vie.. on vehicle concept the
trio is developing (rom salvaged parI.8.

Chamberlain Manufacturing Corp.
will provide 155mrn projectiles and
metal parts for 2.75-inch rocket warheads
lor $8,127,284. Mine Safety Appliance:
Co. will supply field protective masks on
an $8,046,417 modification. For $7.705,
525, Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. will
furnisb track shoes for tanks.
A $7,690,024 modification was issued to
Kentron Hawaii, Ltd., for operation,
maintenance and development of Kwajalein Test Site Technical facilities.
AVCO Corp. will receive $7,659,137 for
Iroquois aircraft engines, conversion kits
to modify Chinook cngines, and repair
parts and support equipment for Chinooks.
Litton Systems, Inc., was awarded contracts totaling $7,266,520 for data converters, airborne navigation systems for
Mohawk aircraft, and scientific and tech·
nical effort to support the Combat Devel·
opments Command Experimentation
Center during fiscal year 1968.

Army Contracts Total $666,110,769
u.s. Army contracts for research, deve!opment, test, evaluation, and procurement for the period Sept. II to Oct. 10
exceeding $1 million totaled $666,110,769.
Uniroyal, Inc., received a $74,455,016
modification to a contract for explosives,
105mm projectiles, and maintenance and
support services, and a Sl,I68,352contract
for fuel tanks for UH-I helicopters.
The Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp.
was awarded modifications totaling
$73,466,975 for propellant charges,
powder and support services. Day and
Zimmermann, Inc.. will load, assemble

and pack miscellaneous medium caliber

items and their components on a $62,370,
874 modification.
Western Electric Co. received a $43,
425,000 modification for additional effort
on the Nike·X research and development
program necessary to support implementation of lhe decision to produce and
deploy an antiballi tic system. Work
also will be performed by the General
Electric Co., Bell Telephone Laboratories, Raytheon Co. and Martin Marietta.
Western Electric also received a $6,
918,054 contract for FY 1968 Nike

ATAC Trainees Develop lightweight Transporter
Development of a small cargo-earrying vebicle for use in snow and mud is an
objective of an unusual program involving
engineer trainees at HQ U.S. Army TankAutomotive Command, Warren, Mich.
Herman Nadler, bead of the Development and Engineering Directorate, Foreign Vebicle Evaluation Office, originated the idea and developed the concept.
The trainees, each with a BS degree in
mechanical engineering, are David Tripp,
23, of Michigan Tech, Robert Kaczmarek,
26, of Western Micbigan University, and
John Thomson, 24, University of Michigan graduate. They have developed a
collapsible, air-<!roppable cargo carrier
that can be used as eitber a wheeled ot
tracked vehicle.
Six months ago they w.ere given two
Belgian tricycle-type vehicles and told
to use tbe parts to design and fabricate a
new-type vehicle. While in training they
have limited hardware desill!', development and fabrication activities, but Nadler's project has been a welcome supple·
ment to their prescribed routine.

Designated the AS-24, All-Terrain
Cargo Carrier, their vehicle is 6 feet
long, 64 incbes wide and about 48 incbes
high. Powered by a 305cc motorcycle
engine, the chain-driven 4·speed transmission vehicle carries a payload of 1,000
pounds or a driver and three fully
equipped fighting men. It has a top speed
of about 30 m.p.h., operates on the skid
steer princi pIe and is controlled by two
stick.type levers. Braking is achieved by
pulling back on both levers.
The original body, an 0 pen box structure of steel, is being replaced by an
aluminum body. It will be fabricated in
two sections to provide a capability for
sliding the two body sections together,
thus compacting it for more convenient air
transportability.
When in use as a wheeled vehicle, the
AS-24 rolls on four 22x 12 low-pressure
Lipsoid tires of German design. When
tracks are used, they are slipped over the
tires and held in place by two roadwheels that are mounted to the frame.
The road wheels exert tension on the
tracks so that they maintain contact with
the grouod and do not slip off the tires.
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Four 01 nths of advanced production
engineering effoM and engineering services for the Dragon mi i1e system will
be furni hed by the McDonnell-Douglas
Corp. on a $5,500,000 letter contract.
Continenta I Motors Corp. will provide 5-ton truck engines on a $5,416,668
modification and R. G. LeTourneau, Inc.,
wa awarded a $5,366,150 modification
for 75O-pound demolition bombs.
Martin Marietta Corp. received contracts totaling $5352,954 for a power
tation and modifications kits for the
Pershing mi ile sy tem. Modifications
totaling $5,080,000 with the United Aircraft Corp. will procure crew armor kits
and engine air particle separators for CH54A helicopters.
Raytheon Co. will furnish communications equipment for $4,902,000. Page
Communications Engineers, Inc, received
a S4,797,053 modification for maintenance and operation services in conncction with the Integrated Wide-Band Communications Sy tern in Southeast Asia.
Radio sets will be provided by General Dynamics Corp. for $4,669,062. Kennedy Van Saun Corp. will provide metal
parts for 105mm projectiles for $4,628,
200. LSI Service Corp. received a $3,895,
794 order for maintenance of Army
aircraft in Southea t Asia.
Lear Seigler, Inc., won a S3,500,OOO
contract for electronics equipment and
Zenith Radio Corp. will provide metal
parts for 660101 rocket fuzes for $3,363,
680. Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corp. received a 3,216,600 definitization
for modification of OV-IB and OV-IC
Mohawk aircraft and related testing, data
and reports, and support for one year.
Canadian Commercial Corp. will furnish 1050101 cartridge cases for $3,174,
875. Brads Machine Products Inc. was
awarded a $3,062,040 modification for
booster and safety devices for aMillery
fuzes. Metal parts for 75O-pound bomb
nose fuzes will be s\lpplied by the Supreme
Products Corp. for $3,019,100.
FMC Corp. was awarded a $2,979,249
modification for production of a cia ified
agent and for maintenance and support
services. Dynalectron Corp. received a
$2,938,932 delivery order for maintenance of Army aircraft in Southeast Asia.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., will
provide light observation helicopter avionics packages on a S2,788,718 modification. P. R. Mallory Co., Inc., wm furnish
dry batteries for night-vision ite weapons
for 2,521,079.
Ravenna Arsenal, Inc., was issued a
$2,363,390 modification for maintenance
and upport services. Litton Industries
received S596,450 as the first increment of
a $2,215,950 contract for electron tubes
for the Nike Hercules missile system.
Rulon Co. gained a S2,I50,ooo modification for metal parts for fuze.
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co. received a $2,110,406 contract for
periscope ets with equipment and spare
parts for the General Sheridan tank.
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Stanford Research Institute will continue study for the anlimi ile missile
system on a $2,098,784 modification.
Chrysler Corp. will supply fork-lift
trucks for 1,954,064. Columbus Milpar
Manufacturing Co. will furnish metal
par for 81 mm cartridge point detonating
fuusona $1,917,000 modification.
Bell Helicopter Co. was awarded a
$1,895,600 modification for UH-I helicopters, Philco Corp. received a 1,749,
049 definitization for a secure voice access
system and ancillary items, and Hupp
Corp. will supply 20-horsepower industrial engines on a $1,737,791 contract
Other contracts and modifications are
Bethlehem Steel Corp., $1,651,511 for
components for 175mm guns; Standard
Container Co., Inc., S1,650,000 for ammunition packing boxes; Gibbs Manufacturing and Re earch Corp., $1,638,000 for
metal pans for 2.75-inch rocket fuze ;
Stewart-Warner Corp., S1,618,617 for
metal parts for 75O-pound bomb fuzes;
American Cystoscope Makers, Inc., S I,
603,750 for peri copes for use on main
baltle tanks; Lockheed Georgia Co.,
$1,570,207 for gun tubes for 1050101
cannons; Electro-Optical Systems, Inc.,
$1,500,000 for night-vision equipment;
Electro-Mechanics, Inc., $1,464,820
for cable assemblies for 250- and 500pound bomb; Medico Industries, Inc.,
$1,404,000 for 2.75-inch rocket warheads;
Avionics, Inc., $1,375,544 for cable assemblies for bombs; General Time
Corp., S 1,335,000 for booster and safety
devices for artillery fuzes; and
Privitt Plastics, Inc., $1,300,024 for
plastic grommets for 155mm shells;
Buchmann Spark Wheel Corp., $1,293,

290 for cartridge container extensions for
Ihe 4.2 cartridge; Atlas Chemical Indu tries, S1,292,500 for detonators; John
Wood Co., $1,237,248 for fin assemblies.
with crates for the 75O-pounabomb; and
Nash-Hammond, Inc., $1,222,787 for
plastic canisters for the tactical fighter
dispensing munitions program; Vitro
Corp. of A merica, S I ,166,944 for design,
development, fabrication, installation
and testing of three fi xed and two mobile
telemetry acquisition systems for the system test lacility range at Fort Huachuca,
Ariz.; and
Weatherhead Co., $1,164,596 for pressure plates for 4.2-inch cartridge assemblies; Technical Operations, Inc., SI,I33,000 for scientific and technical effoM for
the Army Combat Development Command; Eltra Corp., $1,120,593 for generators for tactical truCKS; and
Hechethorn Manufacturing Co., $1,106,
389 for metal parts for band grenades;
Kollsman Instrument Corp., $1,062,026
for firing devices for antipersonnel mines;
Hoi-Gar Manufacturing Co., $1,058,750
for 28-volt generator sets; Leonhard
Liedel K.G., Mannheim, Germany, $1,
029,160 for coal; and
Anthony Co., $ 1,028,950 for forklift
trucks; Bulova Watch Co., $1,026,000 for
metal parts for fuzes; Grand Machining
Co., $1,014,000 for 81mm monar fin
assemblies; LocKheed Aircraft Corp., $1, .
005,063 for work on the Integrated WideBand Communication System being installed in South~t Asia; Johnson Corp.,
S1,OOO,754 for cargo trailers; and Radio
Corp. of America, S1,000,000 for elecIronics equipment.

Lightweight Assault Bridge May Aid Swamp Operations
Military operation in the marginal
terrain of the Vietnam rice paddies and
swamps may be facilitated by a new
lightweight assault bridge being developed by the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center,
Fort Belvoir, Va.
Limited procurement of the bridge and
launcher is planned. The projected date of
shipment to Vietnam has not been announced, but a procurement order for 29
units is expected to be awarded this month

ASSAULT BRIDGE for marginal terrain on M 113 personnel carrier.

Mounted on the Infantry's workhorse,
the M-I 13 armored personnel carrier, the
folding-type weldable aluminum alloy
bridge weights 2,700 pounds. It can be
employed where heavier bridge equipment would bog down to span ditches and
drainage canals, and is capable of upporting IS-ton loads over 33 foot spans.
Transported in the folded position at
convoy speeds of 35 m.p.h., the bridge
does not alter the normal 3.5 m.p.h.
swim capability of the unmodified personnel carrier. It can be emplaced hydmulically in less than two minutes witbout
exposure of personnel, and can be retrieved by the carrier after crossing il.
Instead of the traditional stringer 1100r
beam design, the bridge uses an extruded
orthotropic plate deck which makes the
roadway surface the primary load-carrying member. The cross-section configuration is in the form of an open box, with
two tapered sections hinged together to
form one treadway.
Two tread ways are joined by bolted
cross braces to form the roadway. A
double centered noneccentric hinge at the
folding point provides a flush-bottom flange when the bridge i open.
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Corps of Engineers Great Lakes Research Continuous Since 1841
•

By Louis D. Kirshner
Tecllllict/l Direclor, u,ke SlirI'e)' District
OTE' This t/nlele is lite fOllrl1t of t/
' .
.,eries Ih(ll .,wrled In Ihe Ju/y-'! IIgliSt
eclilioll 011 lite Art~'Y. c.:orps of Ellgmeus'
eXII-mil'e ~&D (lclll'/I.es. See page 28 for
relt//eel (tl/lcle.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers research
on the Great Lakes has been continuous for
more than 100 years. The early efforts
evolved from the initial mission of the
U.S. Lake Survey, a district oft~e.<:orps of
Engineers' North Central D,VISIon, to
provide Great Lakes navigation charts.
In 1841, Congress appropriated $15,
000 for "a hydrographical survey of the
Northern and Northwestern Lakes:' The
task was assigned to the Army Corps of
Topographical Engineers, which was
conducting surveys on the Great Lakes to
determine the feasibility of construct 109
harbors.
Systematic measurements of Ihe levels
of the lakes were star1.ed in 1859 and
reliable records are available since Inat
year. Observations nave included barometric pressures, wind directions and velocities, relative humidities, air temperalures, and rain and SnoW falls.
Reasons for the year·to-year variations
in lake levels prompted much early
conjecture. Douglass Moughlon, late geolngist of Michigan. in 1839 commented:
". . . At one time the belief was very
general that these changes take place at
regular intervals, rising for a space of
seven years, and subsiding for a similar
lenglh of time; a belief which would
appear to be io consonance with that of
the Indians upon the peninsula, and with
whom it no doubt originated. Is it not
wonderful thaI a subject, the causes of
which are so litlle comprehended by our
natives should be invested wilh an air of
mystery...."
Some 20 years later, the superinlendent
and engineer of the Detroit Water Work
said:
"It is possible that the rise and fall of

the water in our lakes may solely depend
on the rainfall and prevalent direction of
winds. But, before any atisfaetory concluion can be arrived ~t, obsfervations fmtuhset
be made for a senes 0 years, 0
.
' il height of the water, and
~nf~il;e~~o~ of prevailing winds, at
various points, not only along the chain
of lakes, but also at remote points fro!"
them, within the area of the great bas,n
drained by them."
Research on flows in the rivers con·
necting the lakes started about the same
time as the systematic recording of the
water levels. The first measurements were
made using floats to trace the direction
and velocity of the currents.
Farrand

p.

Henry,oneoftheLakeSurveys~nglOeer.,

SIUlnehon Lake Survey VC88el
Sociery of America published hi findings.
Cruslal movement studie have been extended periodically by his sueee sors.
A program of studies established in
1936 culminated in J937 wilh the publica·
tion of a report, "Evaporation from the
Great Lakes," followed in 1938 by
"Hydrology of the Greal Lakes."
In tbe early 19505, several special
investigations were underlaken, including
a tudyofthe precipitation over the unace
of Lake Michigan in comparison with that
at perimeter mainland slations.
About lbe arne time, wave gauges were
established on several of the lakes to
tudy the relationship between the lake
winds and wave heights. The precipitation
tudy is continuing, but the wave study was
discontinued after several years.
Other studies were made in the fields of
littoral transport, wind and wave lake
level set-ups, short-period water-level
Iluctualions, statistical forecasting of lake
levels, over-water wind, and regulation
of lake levels and ouLllows.
These investigations comprise but a few
of the Lake Survey cientific endea vors
thal followed the initial r arch. Measurements of flows were made at intervals
on all of the rivers feeding into the lakes,
and the method and theorie developed
in Ihe early invesligation were refined.
Studies also compared performance of
LOUIS D. KIRSHNER worked five years with Ihe Duluth (Milln.) Dislricl Corps of various current meIer, including propelEngilleers, U.S. Army, prior to trtlflSferrillg ill 1935 10 Ihe U.S. Lake SlIr~ey 01 I!etroil, ler and differential-cup type, and on
Mich. At Dllllllh, he [Xlrlicipated ill mapplllg, hydrograpillc surveYlllg, pIer alld vertical distributions of velocilies at various points on the hydraulic sections.
bre,,!. ",Mer COIlSlrllClion, afl(i dredgillg, ill bOlh Ihe field alld office opert/lioll .
Research was conducled to improve
Kirsllller worked direclly wilh Ihe dislrici ellgilleer
lake-level
forecasts to provide users wilh
at Delroil all t/ .tudy of GreM lAkes hydrology, Ihell
vitally
needed
information. The current
headed a lIewly orgallized Revisory Sectiolllhal dllrillg
6-momh forecast, made monthly in the
Ihe lIext 10 ye(lr.1 charted surveys of the U.S., certain
winter and semimonthly in tne navigation
Canadiall IVtlU,.S of ,h(l Grt{lf lAkes lind rivers.
eason, is a direct outgrowth of these
Appoillted assi ((lll/ cilief of Ihe Ellgilleerillg Divistudies. The water-level gauge network
sioll ht J 946, he bect/me t/ siSIOll' chief, Ellgineerillg
now includes 50 permanent in lallations.
Division, and special a sis((lllt 10 Ihe DiSlriCI Engilleer
In August 1959, to formalize the Lake
for illlemOliollol Boards ill i948, ervillg also wilh the
Survey' investigations, the Army Chief of
Illtematiollal Joillt Commissioll.
Engineers established a project titled
III i962, Kirsltner was ossiglled as chief of Ihe
Lake Hydrology Studies, including the
Ellgineering Divisioll alld chief techllica I a sistom
following subprojects: EfTects of SnowUlllil Jallllary 1967, whell he was /lOmed ,echllical
melt on Water Supplies; InOow from
direclor of Ihe U.S. Lake Slirvey,
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was not satisfied with the precISion of thl
method. An electri~ current meter ~e
devised came into WIdespread use, as d.d
his theories of open channeillow.
Subsequent developments on currenl me·
lers and water· level gauges were made by
engineers who followed Henry. ProbabIy the best-known were those of E. E.
Haskell. Hi propeller-type current me·
ter and recording ~ater-Ievel gauge were
produced commercially and used through·
out the United Slates and Canada.
Recognized as an authonty on hydraulics and hydrology, Haskell left the. Lake
Survey to become dean of englneenng at
Cornell University in 1906. Franc. C.
Shenebon (for whom the research ves el
Shenebon was named) al~ contnbuted
greally in the hydraulic studIes at the Lake
Survey. He leflthe st~to ~come ~ean of
engineering althe UOIverslty of Mmnesota in 1910.
.,
The water-Ie~el g,,:ugl!ig led .nto another avenue of tnves\lga\l~n. A!>?ut.1920,
Sherman Moore began an mvcsllgallon of
the steadily increasing difference between
the elevation measured by one gauge and
that measured by others on the same lake.
Moore concluded thal the earth's crust
in the Great Lakes region wa moving
vertically at rates measurable Ihrough the
use of the water levels. The July 1948
issue of the Bullelill of Ihe Geological
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Run-Off; Inflow from Groundwater
Sources; Precipitation Quantities Over the
Lakes; Evaporation from the Lakes; Fore-casting Water Supplies and Lake Stages;
and Waves, Wind Tides and Seiches.
The next expansion in Lake Survey
research came in J uIy 1962. Lt Gen
William .F. Cassidy, then director of
Civil Works, Office of the Chief of
Engineers, directed that a comprehensive
research program be drawn up and that a
Research Division be established.
In May 1966, the Research Division
was reorganized and designated the Great
Lakes Research Center. Current investigations and studies in five separate fields,
funded under the Civil Wnrks Operations
and Maintenance budget, are as follows:
Water Morioll. Waves, tides, surges,
seiches, currents, energy exchange at the
air-water interface, and flows in the lakes
and associated channels.
SllOre Processes. Character and amount
of sediments. energy acting on the sediments, and sediment-energy relationships
resulting in transport of materials to or
from a particular area. Also, study of
longterm shoreline changes due to venical movement of tJie earth's crust.
Warer Clraracteristics. Physical and
chemical characteristics of the lake water, including radiological contamination
and sound propagation; definition properties indicating the characteristics and
quality; and installation of permanent
automatic monitoring stations.
Water Qualltity. Factors affecting the
quantity of water in the lakes, such as
inflow, outflow, precipitation and eva!>"
oration.

Ice aruJ SlIOw. Ice and snow formation,
accumulation, areal distribution in time,
temperature gradient, decay and physical
characteristics, and analyses of data in
conjunction with hydrometeorological
cood itions.
Data collections and studies in these
five research field include:
• Aerial reconnaissance, aerial photography, and satellite imagery to map
the Great Lakes ice cover each winter
(started in the winter of 1962-63).

RESEARCH TOWER on Lake Huron i
instrumented to collect data in connec-

tion ..ilh U.S. Lake Snrve,. shore stud,..
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• Current measurements in harborsfour in Lake Michigan, three in Lake Erie,
one in Lake Superior, and one in Lake
Huron.
• Operation of 16 special water-level
gauges on Lake Michigan and g on Lake
Erie to study short-period water-level
disturbances.
• Operation of precipitation gauges on
five islands in northern Lake Michigan
and two in we tern Lake Erie to study the
relationship of over-water and over-land
precipitation.
• COllection of data related to shore
processes at two places on Lake Superior,
at the foot of Lake Huron in the head of
the St. Clair River, and on Lake Michigan.
• Measurement of dee!>"water waves at
two sites on Lake Superior, two on Lake
Michigan, and one on Lake Erie, in
support of the Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers in its study of hull
stresses in larger lake freighters.
• Wave hindcasting studies on contract
to the University of Michigan.
• Recording of hydrometeorological
parameters on South Manitou Island in
Lake Michigan in connection with determination of precipitation over and evaporation from the lake.
• Sampling of ice characteristics on
Whitefish Bay in Lake Superior for correlation with ice formation, distribution and
break-up.
• Periodic collection of water charac-

U.S. LAKE SURVEY project eienli.l.
Dr. E. W_ Manha" examines petrographic

characteriJJtic.

of lake-ice.

teristics data at 63 stations on Lake Erie
and at 76 on Lake Huron by the research
vessel Slrellelroll; sampling in the harbors and in the vicinity of dumping of
dredged material io connection with the
Corps of Engineers - Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration study
of the effecls of such dumping.
The future Lake Survey research program will be generally within the
framework of the five fields of research
listed. Modifications will be made as
indicated by the results achieved. The
paramount objective is to provide the
knowledge required for optimum use ofthe
Great Lake.

ARPA Completes Study of Missile Firing Control Techniques
The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) recenUy completed Project
PRESTAGE, a series of mi He firings which began early this year at White Sands (N.
Mex.) Missile Range to study new control techniques for hilth-performance vehicles,
The program was part of the agency's Project Defender Program - a continuing
series of research experiments in ballistic missile defense systems. ARPA officials aid
test objectives of PRESTAGE were met.
During the tests, payloads were boosted into a high-velocity tnliectory by a 2-stage
rocket, N ike Ajax for the first stage and a"omahawk for the second.
The Douglas Missile and Space Systems Divi ion of the McDonnell-Douglas
Corp. designed and launched the payloads under contract to the U.S. Army Missile
Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala., which manages the program for ARPA, an agency
of the office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering.

Edgewood Antidote Aids Poisoning Victims
Victims of the recent mass food poisoning at Tijuana, Mexico, were treated with
an Army-<leveloped antidote produced
after more than eight years of clinical
research at Edgewood Arsenal... Md.
. .
W~n It was det~rnllned th~t the nerv~attackmg tnsccllclde ParathIon was In
br~ that left 1.7 dead an.d. hundreds
hospltahzed, medical authonltes on the
West ~ast called Dr; Van ~. Siffi, chief
SCIentIst at Edgew~d s MedIcal Research
Lahoratory, for asSistance.
The symptoms and treatment of poisoning caused by pesticides are very similar to
those of exposure to nerve agents, Edgewood medical researchers explained. The
antidote used for treating poisoning from
insecticides and nerve agents is PAM
Chloride (2-PAM-cl), which was deveLA~lY

oped at the arsenal by a civilian-military
team of scientists and technician.
The white, oderless nonhygroscopic
crystalline powder is produced by a
numberofdrug manufacturers and is stockpiled by the military for use in the event
nerve agents are used against U.S. troops.
Dr. Frederick R. Sidell, of the Medical Research Laboratory staff, explained
that poisoning from insecticides is fairly
common among farmers, crop du ters and
manufacturers of the toxics, aLthough the
Tijuana incident is the first reported case
of mass poisoniogs.
Col Nicholas G. Bottiglieri, chief of
the Medical Research Laboratory, commented: "While pesticides may be deadIy, they are extremely useful in combatting disease-carryiog and crop-destroying
insects. They are safe when used properly."
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ACSC-E Lotz Discusses New Trends in Communications
Redesignation of the Chief of Communications-Electronics lCC-E) as Ihe Assistant Chief of Sialf for CommunicationsElectronics (ACSC-E) last month raised

• A pressing need for combat-qualified
officers who can technically cope with

the communications function to Army

in tHcticaJ communication toward the use

sophisticated communication sy terns.

Noting Ihat Ihere i a significant trend

General Staff level.
of voice radio as opposed to written
Maj Gen Walter E. LolZ Jr. now will messages as the pri mary means of comreporl directly to the Army Chief of Staff. mand and control within the division,
As head of CC-E. a special staff agency, General Lotz said:
he formerly operated under the Deputy
'This i possible because the Army has
Chief of Staff for Military Operations.
in inventory effective tactical voice radio
The redesignalion resulted from an equipment that i reliable. flexible and
Army study which recommended eleva- secure when necessary."
tion of the communications staff funclion
He recalled that "over a year ago, a
10 a higher level. The purpose is to
improve the agency's capability to coor- senior Army general, upon return from a
dinate and manage the expanding commu- visit to Vietnam, stated Ihat the item of
nication facilities within the Army, as equipment which had provided the greatest
well as with other Military Departments improvement in ground combat was the
radio set AN/PRC-2S," Which, with its
and U.S. Government agencies.
vehicular counterpart the AN/VRC-12 and
Maj Gen Lou was Director of Army its aircraft version, i providing "effective
Research, Office of Ihe Chief of Research voice communications at all echelons
and Development, October 1963 to Sep- within the division and over the extended
tember 1965, when he went to Vietnam as range required by tactical units
.
A iSlant Chief of Slaff, Communications"To this family... has been added the
Electronics, U.S. Military Assistance
Command. He became Chief of Commu- lightweight Infantry sel. It improve
nications-Electronics, Department of the significantly radio command and control
from platoon to squad." Since the first
Army, in September 1966.
models were sent to Vietnam in the
Speaking on "New Trends in Army summer, "the demand for this set has been
Communications" at the 13th Annual overwhelming.
Meeting of the Association of the United
uAn ingenious variation of the tactical
States Army, Dcl. 10, General Lou
FM family has been used to great advan.
mentioned such developments as:
tage in Vietnam -the airborne command
• More widespread useof voice radio in and control console. ft consists of three
command and control of combat units.
tandard vehiCUlar radios mounted behind
• The breakdown of established dis·
the pilot's eat in a helicopter.
tinctions between strategic and tactical
"With this console a commander can
communications.
maintain contact with his own and superi·
• The need for universal compatibilor headquarters and with any of his
ityof military communications systems.
subordinate units. From his vantage point

Maj Gen Waher E. LotzJr.
in the helicopter, he can reconnoiter the
battlefield and control all the elements
of the battle, including maneuver. coordination of firepower, and commitment of
reserves and support."
General Lotz noted that in Vietnam
commanders do not normally resort to
written orders as frequently as in previous
combat situations because they have reliable voice radio to initiate and control
operations. "Thus," he aid, "the full
mobili;,y of Army forces can be exploited ....
Eyeing the future, he said that the next
generation of tactical voice radio should
consist of one basic set of modules which
can be assembled in various combinations
to meet all manpack, vehicular and
aircraft needs.
Among current communications problem , he listed the use of manual tactical
telephone switchboards of World War IT
vintage, which are "inherently slow and
inefficient...and costly in manpower."
He said Ihat automatic electronic
switches overcome these disadvantages
and may make possible many service
features not available on cord·type
boards, such as elimination of operator
interruptions and erroneous disconnection.

"With the help of industry, we must al
an early date provide an interim system
which wHi improve service and provide
an orderly transition to the digital tran .
mission and computer switches planned in
the fu tu re."
General Lotz noted that the trend
toward the breakdown of established
distinclions between strategic and tactical
communications also derived from com·
TROOP INGENUITY in Vietnam was responsible for a "quick reacLion" projec' munications in Vietnam.
that re uhed in adapting a >peak..r for th AN/PRC-25 from Il,e helmet·mounted
This development is illustrated in the
receiver (AN/PRR.9) of .he miniature >quad radio. The radio opera.o.... who be. Integrated Wideband Communications
gan Iyillg a 4,poulld sp<Wker '0 Ihe '01' of ,he AN/PRC·25 back-pack radios, call Sy tern (IWCS), a sy tern of multichannel
now monitor communications with their hands free to use. their weapons. The new radio and submarine cables which provide
ligh.w.. ighl >peake ... are b illg produced by Delco Division of General Mo,ors un· long distance trunks between centers of
de ... u- plun developed by Frunk E~ Ko"... lski, an engineer with the . . Aml)t Elec- military interest through Southeast Asia.
tronic Command's Communication and Automatic Data Processing Lab.
Repre enling an investment of several
24
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hundreds of millions of dollars, the
IWCS is being engineered, installed,
operated and maintained primarily by the
U.S. Army Strategic Communications
Command.
"It represent a truly magnificent effort
by

rmy

Iralegic communicators in

rc~

ponding to urgent operational need ," the
ACSC-E said. "The magnitude and complexity of this system were aptLy described by a senior official of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"He stated that the Army had undeTlaken to provide in Southeast Asia ill a fe ..
years what the Bell System had undertaken to provide on a much larger scale in
the United States for the past 80 years:'
With its extensions, the IWCS interconnects bases, headquarters, airfield and
depots. [tscircuits provide high-speed data,
long distance telephone dialing, radio
programs, and message service within
Southeast Asia and it interconnects with
other Pacific bases and CONUS.
In addition to being a flXed trategic
communications system, designed to Defense Communications System specifications and serving all the military services and other agencies, the IWCS also
provides tactical connections between
widely dispersed low-level combal,
service and supporl units.
"... [n this sense" General Lett said,
"it is a tactical communications system
replacing a major portion of the Army
area communication sy tem.
"Ordinarily tactical communications
doctrine provides for interconnections
between Army tactical communications
and the theater strategic communications
at the rear of the field army. The [WCS
has nver 75 such interconnections well
forward of the senior Army headquarters.
"Many serious engineering, equipment
and personnel problems are encountered
when numerous tactical interconnections
are provided to strategic communications.
Tactical circuit must be capable of rapid
rearrangement, reconnection and reengineering 10 be responsive to the changing
tactical needs. Strategic communications
equipmenl and procedures were not designed with this flexibility."
Incompatibilities in the technical
standards in the two types of equipment,
he said, result in comple;< interface
equipment being required. "This adds to
the co t and complexitY of the system,
complicates the training of...personnel
and reduces the ti me response of the
system in a highly transient combat

"We must design an integrated commu-

nications system with interconnectable
networks from the highest level in lhe
command hierarchy to the lowest."
General Lou also pointed out a need
for "compatibility - even commonality
- of joint. combined and other agency
communications in the combat zone~" in
light of the many joint service operations
in Vietnam.
"There is nothing new about interconnecting service ystems or using common
or jointcornmunications.... The Secretary
of Defenseju t a few months ago directed
the establishment of a joint commonality
and compatibility program for tactical
command, control and communications
that is tying together the efforts of the
military services."
Noting that Project Mallard is also
receiving the active participation of tbe
Air Force, the Navy and the Marine
Corps, he said that these programs are "but
two of many interactions and programs
that are reshaping the nature of tactical
communications in a manner similar to
that of the Defen e Communications
Agency in the strategic area:'
General Lett also said that the most
significant trend in Army communications
concerns the communicators themselves.
He noted that following a review of
Signal Corps branch strocture and officer
careers, the Chief of Staff approved inJune
1966 the officer functions which were

derived from the rationale:
"The Signal Corps i an arm and as
such Signal officers mUSt be qualified to
eTVe as an integral member of the
combined arms team. They mu t be qualified and proficient in all aspects of
combat planning and operations in order
to participate effectively and render the
necessary communications and electronics
capabilities required ... ,"
The Chief of Staff at the time designated all staff communications positions in
the baltal ion headquarters of lhe other
branch units as Signal Corps assignments.
"Now, with the assignment of Signal
Corps officers to serve as battalion communications officers. . ." General Lott
said, "communications personnel have
become a part of the combat team:'
He said that since January 1967 the
communication officers consolidated
course at Fort Sill has been reoriented
more ltavily toward tactics of basic
combat units, and that "the communications officer receives as much training on
the combined arm team as does the
Arti lIery officer.
He noted that in Vielnam, many key
communications sites must be on isolated
mountain tops - many of the e in Viet
Cong-conlrolled areas. "Signal personnel organize and defend their sites and
conduct reconnaissance patrols. They are
Provinll themselves as soldiers as well as
communicators."

Army Testing Man-Packed Tent in Desert Environment

Products, originator of the basic concept.

room in forward support areas when
evacuation is not possible or would take
too long. [t is 10 feet wide, 12 feet long, 6
feet high, and can be back-packed by one
man, who can erect it in 6 minutes.
Derek W. A. Peters, a British exchange
scienti t at LWL who conducted the·
testing, said the aim is to develop a tent
weighing only 24 ppunds with poles,
good ventilation, and blackout proof.

The tent is designed to be used as a
medical treatment center or operating

The tent will also be tested in a jungle
environment.

Two prototypes of a 32-pound, manpacked tent are being subjected in tests to
the hot, dry climate and occasional high
winds of the Army's Armor and Desert
Training Center, Fort Irwin, Calif.
Development of the tent is being
conducted by the U.S. Army Limited War
Laboratory (LWLl, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md., in cooperalion with A vis

environment.

"Experience with lhe IWCS and with
similar wideband networks... elsewhere
shows conclusively we cannot differenliale, operationally and technically, belween tralegic and tactical communication. There must be only one set of
engineering standards, a single system
design philosophy, common operating
procedures, common personnel and training, and compatible organization structures for all Army communications.
OVE tBER 1961

BRITI H EXCHANGE SCIENTI T Derek W. A. Peten expiKin. equipment and
procedure u ed 10 Ie I new forward-area medical tent 10 Lt Richard L. loller.
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CROU D OBSERVER AND RECORDER acquire varioUll
1arltel nrrays from a vantage point overlooking lh GabiJan
Impaci Area ( hown Al .he righ,) during Ph... r of Experi.

men' 31.1. Tb experiment i, beiDI! ondueled by ,be U.S,
Army Combat Developnlenl8 Command Experinlentation

Command', Project Team HI at Fori Ord, California,

USACDCEC Team Studies Ground Observer Performance
Ground Observer ProbabilitiCjl of Ac- toxic·threat situation also appear in the
quisition and Adju tment, identified offi· experiment.
During the toxic·threat situation. obcially as Experiment 31.1. are being
investigated by Project Team III, U,S. server will be equipped with gas mask,
Army Combat Developmen Command hood and glovcs, These trial provide a
measurc of the degradation of observer
Experimentation Command,
Data derived from the tudy will performance caused by wcaring toxic proprovide answers to such question as: How tective equipment over a deli ned period of
well does the ground observer detect, time,
In phase 2, the initial adju ting round
identify and locate his target? How
efficiently does he call for and adjust lire are fired at a distance from the target that
on that target? How do changing condi- was computed as the average location
tions light level, range, toxicity of error (or mi distance) contained in the
environment, target size and complexity observers' acqui ition reports from Pha e
I. AdjustmentcontinuCjl until the simulated
- affect ob erver performance?
Project Team 1II is headed by Col target are, in effect, neutralized as immeWilliam M. Delay and Lt Col Robert F. diate threats to "friendly forces,"
The multiple-observer technique, a
Levergood i assigned as project chief of
Experiment 31.1. Sixty observers are compo ite adju tment procedure pecially
being used. 30 ArliUery commissioned designed for Experiment J 1.1, allows
officers and 30 noncommissioned officers several observers with the same or jmi~
trained in mortar techniquCjl. Extensive lar corrections to adjust simull.aneou Iy.

In thi live-lire phase, 155mm and 8-inch
howitzer will be used,
Prior to Experiment31.1 ini.iati n, two
research tasks were performed: SCAN Search in a Multiple Target Situation, and
ELM - Evaluation of Location Methods.
Factors examined in these experiments
will gauge the speed and accuracy of an
observer's target acquisition and adju tment performance, effects of changes in
target and environmental condition on
performance, and the observer' u e of
accepted target-location methods.
ThrOllgh experiments such as these, the
so-called "field laboratory research,"
the U.S. Army Combat Development
Command eek continu u Iy to ascertain
and prepare realistically for the combinations of manpower, technique

and

equipment that will prove mo t effective

in future combat.

training courses for all personnel preced-

ed the experimentlield trials.
Phase I of the experiment involve
target acquisition, nonliring; Phase 2 is

concerned with adjustment of live lire on
the target.
In the initial phase, observers de.ect,
identify and locate real targets representative of personnel and equipment typical
of a true combat situation. All observers
are exposed to the target array for a
definite period, such as 10 minutes, during
which they must acquire the target.
Estimates as '0 the identity and location of the target arrays are sent to the
Data Compilation Center for plolting
and scoring for deviation, rangc error and
radial error.
Actual fire, however. d es not occur

until Phase 2. Live targets then are
replaced by material adju ting point, such
as old car bod ies. and trial are conducted
in both day and night condition,
Observers at night perform in natural
light as well a artificial illumination
situation~, with and without the aid of
1'<1 ive night·vision devices. Nontoxic and
26

Vietnam War Reverses Roles of Infantry, Armor Units
Conventional combat roles of U.S.
Infantry and rmor units are being reversed in the Vietnam War, according to
findings of a U.. Army Combat Developments Command tudy.
Results of the MACO (Mechanized
and Armor Combat Operations in Vietnam) Study were reported at the 13th
annual meeting of the Association of the
United tates rmy. Oct. 9-1 I, in Washington,D,C,
Under the direction of Maj Gen Arthur
L. West J roo of the Combat Development'
Command, a group of 100 officer and
civilian scientists spent four month in
Vietnam observing and recording data on
baltali n. quad ron, and company/troo~
level combat operations.
All of the data collecton; were field
grade officers with combat experience and
were representative of the Armor, Infantry, Artillery, Ordnance, Engineer and
Signal branches. There were supported by
four motion-picture camera crews.
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Lt Gen Harry W. O. Kinnard, commanding general of the Combat Developments Command and the first CG of
the famed First Cavalry Division (Airmobile) in Vietnam, showed some of thc
out tanding combat pictures collected during the study in his presentation to the
AUSA meeting.
The MACOV Study had among its
various objectives a determination of how
well U.S. Army equipment, doctrine,
techniques, organization and maintenance
are meeting requirements in Vietnam. The
evaluation clearly established the effectiveness of Armor in Vietnam-type operations. One evaluator commented:
"However, the way it's employed is not
in anybody's book. There just is no book
yet - for us or for Charlie. For example,
the Infantry wa traditionally the pres·
sure force, with Armor going in as the
shock-acti n force, ow it's Armor that
hold pre Sure on Charlie, with the
Infantry lashing in from helicopter :'
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4 at AVLABS Receive High Honors at Awards Banquet
Notable achievement in gas-turbine
engine and tactical aircraft guidance system development, along with general
excellence and ouistanding performance
of duties, earned four employes recognition at the AVLABS Second Annual
Awards Banquet.
Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D)
Dr. Ru ell D. O'Neal paid tribute to the
award winner as guest speaker at the
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories
honorary ceremonies at Fort Eustis, Va.
Dr. Jay Tol Thomas, Deputy for Research and Laboratories, Army Materiel
Cnmmand, introduced the guest speaker.
".
. It is perhaps in the very best
tradition of research and development,"
Dr. O'Neal stated, "that we find
AVLABS had anticipated the demand for
improved gas turbines by initiating a
program in advanced turbine, compressor
and regenerator technology some five
years ago - which has resulted in the
1,500 Horsepower Demonstrator Engine
Program.
"This program is now directed to
reducing this advanced technology to
practice, and advancing it to a stage where
minimum effort will be required before
engineering development and production
can begin to fulfill our requirements of the
future."
The DireClorS Award for Technolog;cal Achievemetll was presented to Nicholas C. Kailos for his "outstanding leadership in the development and prosecution
of the Army 1,500 Horsepower Demonstrator Gas Turbine Engine Program, and
for the excellence of his technical support to various Army research and development programs."
Kailos has been an aerospace engineer
in the AVLABS PropUlsion Division since
1958, following graduation from Virginia

Polytechnic Institute with a BS degree in
mechanical engineering.
His present position entails basic and
applied research in the phenomena of
aerospace science as it relates to integrated aircraft propulsion systems. He is
currently involved in the advancement of
lightweight, high-effectivene s regenerator technology.
The Commallde'-s A ward for Excepliollal Service recognized James T.
Matthews Jr. for his professional leadership and major contributions to advancement of the technology and concept of a
unique and highly significant VTOL Tactical Aircraft Guidance System.
Matthew is a 1946 aeronautical engineering graduate of Alabama Polytechnic
Institute and has been with AVLABS since
1958. As chief of the Flight Dynamics
and Technology Branch, Applied Aeronautics Division, he plans, analyzes, conducts and supervises analYtical experimental research and exploratory development programs in the area of advanced
flight-control systems and associated
technology.
Dr. O'Neal commended Matthews for
his work on the Tactical Aircraft Guidance System, saying:
"Involved here is a concept of VTOL
flight control which is unique and original, and which may well drastically
revise our traditional concepts of flight
control. The Department of Defense and
other government agencies, and indeed
the aircraft industry, plan great emphasis
on advancing our technology in this
highly important area.
"As many of you in the research and
development business well know, innovation is of great value - yet at the same
Lim.e it is, in a large organization, not
always exactly welcomed with open
arms. It takes an amount of dogged

determination, a belief in the value of the
concept, and the scientific and technological kill to make the concept work as a
practical, economical device."
The Commander's Award for General
Excel/ellce i given to an individual for a
degree of excellence in performing a
given set of duties without regard to level
of respon ibility, upervision, or difficulty
of position.
Woodrow W. Robbins, AVCOM
buildings and grounds manager, Support
Office, received the award and was commended for his performance of duty
characterized by uch proficiency and
initiative as to elevate him above his
contemporaries.
Winners of the three major awards were
granted a citation, an engraved plaque, a
lapel pin, and $300 in cash. The fourth
award, a Special Award Citatioll, went to
Ted Ramer, chief of the Technical Illustration Section, Engineering and Technical Services Division.
This award, which symbolizes dedication of an AVLABS employe in surmounting unusual obstacles in the execution of
his duties, recognized Ramer for his sense
of humor and perspective in performing
duties in an outstanding manner.

NATO Military Committee
Moves From U.S. to Belgium
After operating for 16 years in Washington, D.C., the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Military CommiUee.
NATO's highest mililary authority, has
moved to Evere, Belgium, where its first
meeting was held Oct. 19.
m the Brussels suburb, it will be
located with the North Atlantic Council
in a new, joint headquarters complex
nearing completion.
The committee's fint meeting was Oct.
6, 1949, in Washington and its last
formal meeting at the Pentagon was beld
Sept. 28. Committee chairman Lt Gen
Baron Cbarles P. de Cumont, Belgian
Army, former chief of staff of the Belgian
Armed Forces, will continue in this
position at Evere.

The International Military Staff, composed of officers of the nations which

contribute to NATO's military forces,
moved with the committee and will
continue to serve as its executive agent.

1a-Volume Vietnam War History

AVLABS Second Annual Award. winne... (I. to r.) are Ted Ramer, Special Award
iralion: Woodrow Robbins, Commander's Award (or General ExceUence; ich01". Kailos, Director', Award for Technolo,ncal Achievement: and James Matthewl!I Jr., Comnlander"8 Award for Exceplional Service.
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An official U.S. Army history of the
war in Vietnam will be published in at
least 10 volumes. The Army's Office of
the Chief of Military History said the
compendiums will include administrative, logistical, engineering, and medical
activities along with the combat and
advisory roles of Army personnel. Publication date for the first volume has not
been announced.
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CE Studying Movement of Beach Sand
The u.s. Army Corps of Engi neers has
embarked on an unusual study project in
California to trace the movement of
harmless radioactively tagged
and
along the nation's coastlines.
Using a detection device similar to a
Geiger counte. to follow sand movement,
the Engineers expect to increase their
knowledge of coastal obstructions and
their effects on sand supply. Thi informa·
tion is desired to aid in planning harbors
and other coastal construction, and for
planning protection and restoration of
beache.
The program is under tbe direction of
Dr. David Duane, chief of the Geology
Branch of tbe Corps of Engineers Coastal
Engineering Research Center, Washington, D.C. The Los Angeles District
Engineer provides administrative support
and coordinates field activities.
Cooperating with the Corps of Engineers are the Atomic Energy Commission, National Aeronautics and Space
Admini tration, the Navy, Air Force and
State of California.
For Ihe initial tests, sand grains have
been injected with a harmless, low·level
radioisotope of xenon, which is chemically inert and biologically inactive so
that no danger is involved in its use.
The extremely short effective life and

CRESS Lists Publication Reports
In New Biennial Bibliography
The Center for Research in Social
System (CRESS), an Army contract
agency, recently published its biennial
Anllo/ared Bibliography of CRESS Publico/iolls alld Repor/s.
Classified For Official U e Only. it
can be obtained under accession number
AD 851367 from the Defense Documentation Center, Cameron Station, Va.

The publication includes annotated citations for all reports published si nce the
forerunner to CR ESS was established in
1957 as an element of American Univer·
ity, Washington, D.C. Technical reports
emanate from its Cultural Information
Analy i Center (CINFAC) and its Social Science Research Institute (SSRI).
CINFAC prepares rapid responses to
requests fnr information from the Department of Defense, U.S. Government, and
contract organizations serving federal
agencies. Responses for which requests are
numerous oflen are published as technical
reports.
CINFAC alo provides a quarterly
annotated bibliographic review of available literature' on unconventional warfare, counterinsurgency, and p ychologj·
cal operations.
The SSRI publishes technical reports
on the research it conducts on internal
defense/deve 10pme!1t, unconventiona I
warfare. pSychological operations, and
military
i tance. It also publishes
studie and evaluations of foreign societies.
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low radiation ofthe isotope being used has
increased the problems of the test, both
because of the sensitive in lrumenlS re-

quired and the fact that the experimenters
must work very rapidly once the te t sand
has been activated.
The study is being undertaken in the
vicinity of Point Conception, Calif. For
tbe test, several hundred pound of sand
are taken from tbe Point Conception
beach, flown to the AEC' Oak Ridge
National Laboratory in Tennessee. and
treated with the isotope. The sand then i
flown to the Vandenberg Air Force Base
and put back on its native beach. From
there, its movement is tracked.
The track.ing is done with newly de·
veloped detection equipment, su pended in
a cylindrical pierced steel basket whicb
will ride along the ocean bottom. It will

bc pulled by amphibiou trucks used for
hydrographic survcys.
The truck are equipped with electronic
sounding devices so that constant record
may be kept of the te ting depth. Tbe fir t
tests are being run from the water' edge to
depths of about 100 feel.
In nature, beach sand is moved along
the coast by the forces of waves breaking
against tbe shore. As waves break, part of
their dissipated energy moves parallel to
the shore. This alongshore force of the
water is called the "littoral current," and
engineers refer to tbe sand movement at
"littoral drift."
The forces of tbe lilloral currenl vary
greatly from place to place along the
coast, botb io direction and intensity. In
Southern California, the drift is general·
Iy soutbward and and movement varies
from about 30,000 to as much as 70,000
cubic yards a year at various points along
thecoasL

~Can Any Army R&D Man

Top 28 Patents?~

I \Rock Island Arsenal Engineer Rises to Challenge I
Competition among the "creators" for
the distInction of being "The Man with
the l\1ostest" in patents awarded to em·
ployes in Army research and develo!>,
ment activities promises to be a long-run
feature of the Army Research and Devel.
opmell/ Newsmagazine.

The September 1967 edition of thi
publication threw down the gauntlet, so to
speak, by carrying an articlc on page 17
about the 16 patents awarded to Dr.
Helmut L. Brueckmann of the U.S. Army
Electronics Command. The article invited invento
to challenge hi claim.
"You don't even have a legitimate
contender" was the tone of a letter to the
editor from Patrick L. Klein. chief of the
Information Office at Rock Island (111.)
Arsenal, soon after the Newsmagazine
was di tributed.
Earl Harvey, who "'ell federal service
with the announcement that Springfield
Armory would clo e:' holds 34 patents in
the small arm field. Howeve~. Fred
Reed of the Research and EnglDeertng
Division, Rock I land Arsenal. Army
Weapons Command, has 2 patents.

Admittedly, in view of inventiveness
applied to mil.itary requirements (one of
the criteria set by the editors in to sing a
challenge to those able to dispute Dr.
Brueckmann's claim to fame), it appears
that Reed i a worthy contender for "The
Man with the Mostest" title.
Furthermore, his claim is fully documented by a listing of the litle, patent
number and type of weapon. On .50caliber weapons, for example, he has
invented nine improvement devices preci ely the ame number of patents he
ha been granted on 3(}.caliber weapons.
Other patents are on the M 14 rifle. the
20mm XM69 potter the SPIW 5.62mm
and SOmm and 60mm weapon.
Just to fortify hi claim, Reed has been
issued another patent, for which the number was not available at pres time. and
he has five patent application pending.
Do you think that makes him a winner?
The answer is an emphatic "NO!" from
a candidate at the Harry Diamond Labor.
alories, Washington, D.C.. but he wa nOI
able to document his claim in time to
make this edition.

Natick Microbiologist Gains Society Post
Morris R. Rogers of the Applied Microbiology
Group at the U.S. Army Natick (Mass.) Laboratories,
was recently elected vice pre ident of the Society for
Industrial Microbiology (SIM) for the 1967-68 term.
Founded in 1949, SIM is a nonprofit scientific
organization dedica.led to the advancement of microbiological sciences as applied to industrial materials
and processes.
Rogers received a BS degree in microbiology from
Syracuse University in 1950 and MA degree from
Hofstra University in 1952.
Since 1950, he has served in progressively responsible positions with SIM. He presented a technical
paper and was coauthor of a second paper presented in
Augusl 1967 at the 241h meeting of SIM at the
University of Western Ontario, London, Canada.
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Army library Lists latest Scientific Acquisitions
From the Ust of current acquisitions of
the Army Library in the Pentagon, the
following books were selected as being
of po ible interest to Army R&D NewsmagtJzi1le readers.

Annotaled Bibliography on Ih. Design
of Inslructional Systems, An, Robert G.
Smith (HumRRO), U 15 .G34a 67-5.
Anthropometry of tl.. Latlll·America
Armed Forces: Inlerim Report, D. A.
Dobbins and C. M. Kindrick (U.S. Army
Tropic Test Center), GN 59 .51 063.
Ar/IU to Developing Counlries: 19451965, 30hn L. Sutton and Geoffrey Kemp
(London, Institute for Strategic Studies),
JX 1974 .L84 no. 28.
Background Itrformolion Relating /0
Soll/heast Asia alld Vietnam, U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, KA 6J .F71 89:2 S4B I.
Bibliography of Materials all Selected
Groups in the Republic of Vietnam,
American University Cultural Information Analysis Center, Z 3228 .V6 U587.
Challenge and Response ill Internal
Catif/ict, 3 v., American University Center for Research in Social Systems, JC
491 .A513.
ChOllgillg Strategic Military Balance:
USA vs. USSR, The, American Security
Council, UA 23 .A53.
Cobol Logic and Programing, Fritz A.
McCameron, OA 76.5 .M 12.
Content AfIfllysis of CommUllicalions
With ill Army Small-Unil Patrolling
Operations, Ronald L. Brown
(HumRRO), U 15 .G34a 67-7.
Cotl/racting for Atoms: A Study of
Public Issues Posed by Ihe A tomic Energy
Commission's Cotltractillg for Research,
Development, and Managerial Savings,
Harold Orlans (Brookjngs Institution),
HD 9698 .U5 071.
Cosl-Effectiveness Analysis: New Approaches to Decision-Making, Thomas A.
O. Gold man (Washington Operations
Research Council), HD 47 .W31.
Effecls of Grammatical Faclors alUl
A mount of Material on Memorizing ParagrapllS, Sentences, and Word Lis/5, Jo-

seph F. Follettie and Ann F. Wesemann
(HumRRO), U 15 .034a 67-9.
EJeclron;c Engineering Measurements

Filebook, Staff of EEE Magazine (ed.)
TK 7882 .M38 Ell 1967.
Fiscal Program for a Balanced Federalism, A, Committee for Economic Development, HJ 257 .C731.
Gobbledygook Has Gotto Go, John
O'Hayre (Dept. of the Interior), PE 1460
.036.
Growth of Stralegic Studies Outside the
Uniled States {London, Institute for Strategic Studies),JX 1974 .L84no. 31.
Guidelines for II.. Commander, Bruce
C. Clarke (C&GSC), UB 210 .C59 I.
Informal ion Systems for Managemenl
Planning and Control, Thomas R.
Prince, HF 5548.2 .P95.
Illtemational Relations Among Communists, Robert H. McNeal, HX 44.M 16.
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bon Vapor Syslem, The, Firmin J. Krieger
(Rand), Q 180 .A I R 18 no. 3326-2.
NATO WilhoUi France, The Military
Turbulent Boundary Layer Under the
Implications, K. Hunt (London, Institute
Influence of a Favorable Environment,
for Strategic Studies), JX 1974 .L84 no. 32. The, Daniel L. Whiteside, A 5053 .W595.
Performance of Ground Observers in
Two Viet-Noms: A Political and MiIiDetecting, Recognizing and Estimating tory Analysis, Bernard B. Fall, DS 557
Range 10 Low·Altilrlde Aircraft, A. Dean .Aj FJ9 1967.
U.S. A id to Toiwatl: A Study ofForeign
Wright (HumRRO), U 15 .G34a 66-19.
PLANET, Part I - A vai/ability and Aid, Self-Help, and Development, Neil
Base Cadre Simulator, Bernard J. Voosen
H. Jacoby, HC 464 .F7 J 17.
and David Goldman (Rand), Q 180 .A 1
Use of Industrial Dynamics in SimulaRI8 no. 4659.
lion of an Insurgenl ACliviry, Robert W.
PLANET, Part If Bench Repair Faulkender, Z 5053 .Fi63.
Simulator, Bernard J. Voosen and Myron
Utilizing R&D By·Products, Jerome W.
H. Buchanan (Rand), 0180 AI RI8 00.
Blood, HD 69 .N4 B65.
4660.
West Point Conference on Latin AmerPreliminary Assessment of Three NCO ican Proble/IU, U.S. Military Academy,
Leadership Preparation Training SYStelllS,
April 1964, Final Report, F 1405.9 .W51
Paul D. Hood (HumRRO), U 15 .G34a671964.
8.
Operation Depicted
Role of the Chinese Army, The, John
In
Exploratorv
Development
Gittings, UA 835 .053.
Science, Technology, and A mericon
Ten copies of a 24-minute film depictForeign Policy, Eugene B. Skolnikoff, E
in8 operation of tbe Army Chemical
744 .S62.
Information Data System (CmS) have
Scientists in Organizations: Productive
been prepared by Edgewood (Md.) ArsenClimates for Research and Developmenl,
al for selective distribution as requested.
Tbe film shows the present slate of the
Donald C. Pelz and Frank M. Andrews,
147 .P39.
exploratory development effort, which is
Short Course in Forlran IV Programing,
under the staff supervision of the Director
Based on IBM Operaling Syslem/360,
of Army Research, Office of the Chief of
Basic Forlran IV, R. M. Lee, OA 76.5
Research and Development. The U.S.
Army Materiel Command has' primary
.LA75.
Soviet Bloc, Unity and Conflicl, The
responsibility and has delegated project
execution to the U.S. Army Munitions
Zbignjew K. Brzezinski (Harvard University Russian Research Center), D 847 .B91
Command.
1967.
The concept of cms, as shown in the
Teclmological Trends in Major Amer- film, is that it will provide, on a rapid
ican Industries, U.S. Bureau of Labor
retrieval basis, the compound structure,
substructure, nomenclature and bibUoStatistics, HD 8051 .A62 no. 1474.
Test Ban Treaty: Military, Teclmologgraphie references for several milJjon
ical, and Political Implications, James
chemical compounds of interest to the
H. McBride, JX 1974.7 .M II.
Army, when system developmental ef·
Theory of Games: Techniques and Apforts are completed.
plications, Proceedings of a Conference
Information in response to inquiries of
Under Ihe Aegis of the NATO Scienlific the research chemist will be provided
Affairs Commillee, 1964, A. Mensch (ed.), throughacomputer-linkedcommunicatinn
QA 269 .TJ9.
network of sources geographically localThermodYflflmics of Ihe Graphile-Car- ed to serve Army requirements.
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NBS Announces 2 Publications of General Scientific Interest
Two publications of general scientific
interest have been issued by the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS), U.S. Department of Commerce.
Bibliography of Temperature Measurement - July 1960 to December 1965,
Supplement 2 to NBS Monograph 27,
lists 1,200 additional references to the
original monograph covering 1953-1960.
Included are titles from foreign and
domestic scientific and technical journals,
as well as reports of investigations sponsored by government agencies.
Nuclear Sciellce and Technology for
Ceramists- Proceedings oflhe American
Ceramic Sociely SymposiulII 1966 (NBS
Miscellaneous Pamphlet 285), is the
fourth published proceedings of the symposia sponsored by the NBS, the Arnerican Ceramic Society, and the Office of
Naval Research.

The purpose of the 1966 symposium was
to provide an introductory survey of properties involved in the choice and use of
materials in nuclear reactor technology.
The subjects covered included radiation
fields present in reactors, the solid· tate
physics of radiation damage processes, and
the development of nuclear fields and
structural and moderator materials.
The publications are available from
the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technjcal Information, Springfield,
Va. 22151, or from local U.S. Depart.
ment of Commerce Field Offices. When
purchased from the field offices, the
Bibliography of Temperature Measure·
menl Supplement 2 is S .35; the Nue/ear
Science and Technology for CeramistsProceedillgs of the American Ceramic
Society Symposium 1966 is S 1.75.
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Submerged Fuel Survives Blast Tests
Underwater storage of petroleum products in flexible containers to provide
security in a combat theater or in the event
of a nuclear auack can be accomplished
economically, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engi neers reports.
In addition to concealment and effective protection from thermal radiation
and blast, underwater containers can withstand shock of large-scale TNT underwater explosions, precluding nece ity of
large underground construction efforts, the
report slated.
Studies and tests of underwater POL
storage have been conducted by the Corps'
Waterways Experiment Station (WES),
Vicksburg, Miss.
The most recent tests were made at
Mono Lake, Calif., using a submersible
fuel storage "envelope" developed by a

commercial rubber company for the Office of Naval Research in 1959. Scale
models of a 50.000-gallon container
came through the explosion tests undamaged.
Preliminary tests at Mono Lake and at
Lake Ouachita in Arkansas, u ing smaller
charge
and commercially available
models. also were successful and led to
the use of multiton TNT explosions.
The Navy had previou ly tested the
underwater containers' capability to withtand natural sea environment in the Gulf
of Mexico during easonal storms. The
storms produced no significant damage to
the 69x22x5.5-foot container. The barnessed ancborage also came through undamaged.
Knowing that such storage systems were
able to withstand the natural sea environ-

Reed Succeeds Li lIy as CG of ADFSC
Brig Gen Wil on R. Reed succeeded
Brig Gen Roger M. Lilly as CG of tbe
Automatic Data Field Systems Command
(ADFSC) Nov. I when General Lilly
became CG. 2nd Region, Army Air
Defense Command upon the retirement of
Ml\i Gen Kermit L. Davis.
General Reed was deputy secretary of
the Army General Staff until be moved to
his new duties at Fort Belvoir. Va.
General Lilly bad commanded the
ADFSC since it was established Aug. I,
1965 (assigned to the formative unit Apr.
1. 1965) and has been nominated for
promotion to 2- tar rank..
Graduated from the U.S. Military
Academy in 1941, General Reed served
several key assignments with tbe Office of
the Chief of Research and Development,
including assistant director, Develo~
ments, June-December 1965, and chair-

man of the OCRD Planning Group for
Army-wide reorganization in 1962. Following two years in tbe Army Chief of

$1.8 Million Contract Let
For Chaparral Companents
Production of components for the U.S.
Army's new Chaparral guided missile
system is ordered by a $1.8 million
contract awarded recently to the Aeronutronic Division of Phi leo-Ford Corp.
Presently in the initial prodUCtion
phase, the Chaparral uses a modified
Sidewinder IC missile in a multiple
mount on a highly mobile )(M-730 selfpropelled tracked vehicle. It is being
developed to provide a forward area airdefense system; and bas been selected to
arm new air-defense battalions.
Col R. C. Daly, stationed in Washington, D.C., is tbe Vulcan-Cbaparral project manager for the Army Materiel
Command. The Army Missile Command
management office at Redstone (Ala.)
Arsenal is headed by Lt Col Donald
Steenburn.
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Staffs office. he went to Korea (1964-65)
as commander of tbe 1st Calvary Division
Artillery.
General Lilly is a 1939 graduate of the
U.S. Military Academy and has a 1952
MS degree in mechanical engineering
from tbe University of Michigan. Prior to
the ADFSC assignment, he served nearly
three years in the Office of the Chief of
Research and Development. He was commander of the Army Task Group of Ioint
Task Force SEVEN at Eniwetok. Atoll.
Marshall Islands, and for three years
wa with lbe Combat Development Department of the U.S. Artillery and
Mi sile School, Fort Sill, Okta.

ment, WES aimed its tests at evaluating
the containers' response to underwater
explosion shock waves.
Army emphasis on mobility has greatly increased the consumption of POL
products as well as POL storage requiremenlS. During World War ([ and the
Korean War. POL product were stored
mainly in fuel dumps on the ground. easy
targets for enemy bombers.
In Vietnam, the Engineers have built
huge tank. farms to store fuel, but these
have been free from enemy attacks. If
bombed or subjected to nuclear attack,
neither dumps nor tank farms would be
uitable.

Army Orders 3 Fast Vehicles
Propelled on Air Cushion
Another procurement first in the Army's
continuing effon to improve combat mo-bHity for all conditions of terrain and
water was recorded with a recent purchase
order for three air-cushion vehicles issued
by the Army Aviation Materiel Command, St. Loui , Mo.
Familiarly k.nown as ground effects
machines (GEM). the high-speed amphibious craft will be capable of hovering or
traveling over land. water, snow and
marshes, AVCOM reported. The vehicle,
however, is incapable of ri ing more than
a few inches above the surface over which
it travels.
The contract with the Bell Aero ysterns Co.• Buffalo, N.Y., carries an initial
funding of $800,000 and provides for
procurement of the Bell SK-5 vehicles,
spare parts, training of Army personnel in
nperation and maintenance, and technical
services support following delivery.

lin a Hot Haze ..• Yearning for 'Good Old Days'?1
So the boss had you in a panicky sweat
today on a hot project, your pressurereaction ulcers are kicking up a huge fuss,
and you are disposed to think there must be
beller ways of earning a livingl Perhaps
you even yearn for the "good old days"
when life was sedate. less demanding.
A VCOM Plane Talk, newspaper of
the U.S. Army Aviation Materiel Command, Sl. Louis. Mo.• recently reprinted
an item from tbe Bosron Globe which
may give you heart to face another day.
The article reported on office rules posted
in 1872 by the owner of a carriage works
to guide his white collar workers, as
follows:
I. Office employees will daily sweep
the floors, dust the furniture, shelves and
showcases.
2. Each day fill lamps, clean chimneys, and trim wicks. Wash the windows
once a week.
3. Each clerk will bring in a bucket
of water and scuttle of coal for the day'
business.
4. Mark your pens carefully. You may
whittle nibs to individual taste.
5. This office will open at 7:00 a.m.
and close at 8:00 p.m. except on the
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Sabbath, on wbich day we will remain
closed. Eacb employee is expected to
spend the Sabbath by attending church and
contributing liberally to the cause of the
Lord.
6. Men employees will be given an
evening off each week for courting purposes, or two evenings a week if they go
regularly to church.
7. After an enployee has spent hi 13
hours of labor in the office, he sbou Id
spend the remaining time reading the
Bible and other good books.
8. Every employee should lay aside
from each pay a goodly sum of his
earnings for bis benefit during his reclining years, so that he will Dot become a
burden on society or his betters.
9. Any employee wbo smokes Spani h
cigars, use liquor in any form, or frequents
pool and public halls, or gels shaved in a
barber sbop, will give me good reason to
Uspect his worth, intentions, integrity and
honesty.
10. The employee who has performed
his labors faithfully and without a fault
for five years will be given an increase of
five cents per day in hi pay, providing
profits from the business permit it.
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Okinawa Becomes 9th Link in IDCSS Global Net
Okinawa became the ninth link in the
Initial Defense Communication Satellite
System (IDCSS) Sept. 30 when the seventh AN/MSC-46 satellite communications ground-link terminal was dedicated
in thc Ryukyu Islands.
High Commissioncr of the Ryukyu Islands Lt Gen F. T. Unger formally
joined the terminal to the global communications 'network when he telephoned
Admiral U. S. Grant Sharp Jr., Commander~in-Chief, Pacific, in Hawaii.
The medIUm-transportable termmal
with a 40-foot antenna will send and
receive voice and teletype message traffic
through 17 operational orbiting satellite
relays that circle the earth at approximately 18,000 nautical miles above the
equator.
AN/MSC-46 terminals are strategically located also in Hawaii, West Germany, Ethiopia, the Philippines and two
in South Vietnam, Another will soon be
deployed to Guam. The mcss employs
two AN/FSC-9 fixed-terminals with 60foot-diameter antennas at Fort Monmouth, N J., and Camp Roberts, Calif.
The IDCSS project in military communiCc:"\lions is a joint venture, involving aU

the military departments and the communications-electronics industry of the United States.
The satellites were developed and
launched by the Air Force with Philco
Radio Corp. as the prime contractor. The
Navy is developing and operating shipboard-terminals with Hughes Aircraft Co.
as prime contractor. The Army is developing and operating earth-terminals built
by the Hughes Co. Also, the Army IS
developing a new transportable earth
terminal with Radiation Inc.
Responsibility for operation of the
IOCSS rests with all the Military Departments, under direction of Defense

Communications Agency Director Lt Gen
Alfred D. Starbird.
The U.S. Army Strategic Communications Command (STRATCOM) operates
the earth terminals at Fort Monmouth

Improved Hawk 'Kills' With Solid-State Guidance Package
An intercept of a target drone by a new Hawk missile at White Sands (N.
Mex.) Missile Range in mid-October demonstrated the effectiveness of a new guidance
package using solid-state components developed in the Hawk Improvement Program.
The "kill" marked the first attempt to intercept a target by a Hawk missile using
the new design package. Under the "wooden round" concept, solid-state components
eliminate the need for maintenance and adjustments in the field.
The improved Hawks with a larger warhead and better propellant are being fired at
a variety of targcts in tests over White Sands Missile Range. Ground electronics
equipment is being modified. Once a firing unit is set up, the improved continuous-wave
acquisition radar will search the low altitude in the area of defense.
When an enemy aircraft is detected, its position will be relayed to the high-power
illuminator radar, which will "light" the target with a beam of radio waves. These
waves bounce back to a receiver in the missile and the Hawk interceptor tracks the
target automatically by homing along the radar beam.

'Big Charge' at Dugway Handles 1,000 Batteries Daily
Dugway Proving Ground, Utah, the U.S.
Army's main testing site for CBR munitions and defensive materials, has come up
with "The Big Charge" - as applied to
the problem of keeping 2,500 batteries at
full power. A newly installed automatic
charger can handle 1,000 batteries daily.
Specialists use the batteries to operate
chemical
and
biological
samplers.

STRATCOM Holds Conference
Of Worldwide Commanders

Commanding officers from Vietnam,
Alaska, Hawaii, Panama and Germany
joined with stateside leaders at the Fourth
Annual Commanders Conference of the
Army Strategic Communications Command, Fort Huachuca, Ariz., Ocl. 17-20.
Maj Gen Walter E. Lotz, Army Assist·
ant Chief of Staff for CommunicationsElectronics and former Director of Army
Research, was a featured speaker. His
New 6-Pound Inflatable Boat address reviewed the rapid technological
in communications, including (he
Developed at LWL for Vietnam advances
global satellite systems, in recent years.
Designed for patrol crossings of the
Brig Gen Joyce B. James, Deputy
numerous bodies of water in Vietnam is a Assistant Chief of Staff for Communicanew inflatable boat weighi ng less than tions-Electronics. North American Air
six pounds and capable of carrying four Defense Command, and Brig Gen Hugh 1-.
men or 1,000 pounds.
Foster Jr., CG of the Army CommunicaThe U.S. Army Limited War Labora- tions System Agency, also gave featured
tory at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md., talks, as did Bng Gen Robert D. Terry,
reported on the development at the recent CG of STRATCOM-Pacific, and Brig
13th Annual Meeting of the Association Gen John E. Kelsey, CG of STRATCOM
Furopc.
of the United States Army in Washington,
Among other leading speakers were
D.C.
John B. McKinney, 1st Signal
The fabric boat is water-ballast stabil- Col
Brigade (STRATCOM), Vietnam: Col
ized and can be blown up by a 4-man crew
in about five minutes. Ten inflation outlets Clark O. Irving, commander of STRATare provided for the compartmentalized COM-Alaska; Col Earl D. Harris, comconstruction, assuring utility even if some mander of STRATCOM-South; Col William Van Sandt, commander of STRATsections become punctured.
COM-Conus: Col George W. Rhyne, CO
The low-silhouette craft is 9 feet long, of the Joint Support Command; and Col
38 inches wide and 10 inches high. Thomas B. Richey, II th Signal Group,
Deflated, it is a 15xlOx6-inch package. Fort Huachuca.
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and Camp Roberts as well as those in
West Germany, Ethiopia, Vietnam and
Okinawa. The Navy operates the terminal in Hawaii and will be responsible
for the one in Guam. The Air Force
operates the earth-terminal in the Republic of the Philippines.

When the batteries run down, the technicians take them to the new charger, which
then turns them out either fully charged or
tagged incapable of taking a full charge.
Small trailers especially designed for
the operation speed handling of the 70pound batteries to the charger. Before
loading for the return trip, they are
washed, decontaminated and inspected.
Electricians rewired the former laboratory which houses the charger to handle
400-kilowatt lines. Other specialists put
in a new ventilating system to remove
oxygen and hydrogen byproducts of charging,
Experts in the grounds Design and
Devclopment Division came up with the
idea. Engineers of the Utah Research and
Development Corp. of Salt Lake City,
built and installed the charger.

Edgewood's Cost Reduction
Saves $8.79 Million in FY 67
The final tally of Army Cost Reduction Program savings at Edgewood (Md.)
Arsenal for FY 67 showed verified savings to the U.S. Government of $8.79
million, exceeding (he arsenal's goal by
more than 30 percent.
Savings resulted from 248 actions on
employe suggestions, work measurement,
work simplification and contractor participation in Value Engineering.
Edgewood CG, Brig Gen William W.
Stone J r., presented Cost Reduction Commendations to the contributing activities at
the arscnal shortly before departing for a
new assignment as Assistant Deputy for
Research and Laboratories, U.S. Army
Materiel Command.
Nearly 100 percent of the Edgewood
elements participated. Accepted suggestions in three directorates and offices
exceeded $1 million each.
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Harvard Professor Receives Samuel S. Wilks Award
(Continuedfrom page 3)

Prof. Cochran was president of the ASA
in 1946 and still is an active member. A
long-time member of the International
Statistical Institute, he is its 1967 president, an honorary Fellow of the Royal
Statistical Society, England, and chairman of the Panel of Consultants on
Sampling of the U.S. Bureau of the Census
Members of the 1967 Wilks Award
Committee were Dr. Grubbs, chairman;
Prof. Robert E. Bechhofer, Cornell University; Dr. Francis G. Dressel, Army
Research Office-Durham, N.C. (Duke University); Dr. Churchill Eisenhart, National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce; Prof. Oscar Kempthorne, Iowa State University; Dr. Alex·
ander M. Mood, U.S. Office of Education;
and General Simon.
PROGRAM. The 1967 conference on
the Design of Experiments in Army
Research, Development and Testing featured technical presentations by many
leading statisticians, representative of academic institutions, industry and the Department of Defense.
Prof. K. A. Brownlee, Statistics Research Center, University or" Chicago,
discussed "Some Comments on Matching,"
and Yale University Prof. Francis J.
Anscombe, Department of Statistics,
spoke on "Regression Analysis."
"On the Analysis of a Massive Medical
Survey" was presented by John C. Atkinson, Harvard Computing Center, Medical
Branch, and Lt Col Janice A. Mendelson,
Edgewood (Md.) Arsenal. Walter D.
Foster, Biomathematics Division, U.S.
Army Biological Laboratories, Fort De·
trick, Md., talked on "Components of
Variance of a Linear Function in Repeated Trials."
Guest speaker presentations included
"Some Statistical Methods in Machine
Intelligence Research," Prof. I. J. Good,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute; "Maximum
Likelihood Estimation of Reliability,"
Dr. Frank Proschan, Mathematics Research Laboratory, Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories, Boeing Co., Seattle,
Wash.; and "Data Analysis," Dr. M. W.
Wilk, Statistics and Data Analysis Research Department, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Murray Hill, N. J.
Other presentations included: "The
Derivation of the Operating Characteristic Curve of a Skip Lot Sampling Plan,"
Allen C. Endres, U.S. Army Ammunition
Procurement 'and Supply Agency, Joliet,
111.; "A Model for the Formulation of
Quality Incentive Clauses for Items Procured According to Acceptance Criteria
Involving Single Sampling Plans by
Attributes," Roger E. Rymer and Eugene
Dutoit, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N. J.;
and
"Optimum Sampling Plans for Grading
32

Binomial Populations," Paul B. Nickens,
Surveillance and Reliability Laboratory,
Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL),
Aberdeen (Md.) Proving Ground (APG);
"Methodology of Assessment of Biocellular Reactions to Absorbed Energy,"
George I. Lavin, Terminal Ballistic
Laboratory, APG; "The Effect of Inventory Forecasting Upon Supply Effectiveness," Patsy Courtney, U.S. Army Aviation Materiel Command, St. Louis, Mo.;
"The Abba Sequence: A Sequential Procedure for Comparison Testing," Arthur
Pillersdorf, BRL, APG; and
"On Expected Probabilities of Misclassification in Discriminant Analysis,"

P. A. Lachenbruch, School of Public
Health, Department of Biostatistics, University of North Carolina; "Intra-Profile
Variance," Claude F. Bridges, Institutional Research Division, Office of Research,
U.S. Military Academy at West Point,
N.Y.; and
"On Fitting of the Weibull Distribution
with Non-Zero Location Parameters and
Some Applications," Oskar M. Essenwanger, Physical Sciences Laboratory,
R&D Division, Redstone (Ala.) Arsenal;
"A Statistical Test of Two Hypothetical
Reliability Growth Curves of the Logistic
Form in the Discrete Case," William P.
Henke, Research Analysis Corp., McLean, Va.; and
"An Error Analysis of Sound Ranging
Arrays," Robert P. Lee, and "An Experiment on the Meteorological Effects on
Sound Ranging," William H. Hatch,
Atmospheric Sciences Office, U.S. Army
Electronics Command, White Sands (N.
Mex.) Missile Range; "Determination of
TBO by Wei bull Probability Parameters
for Repairable Components," John L.
Mundy, U.S. Army Aviation Materiel
Command, St. Louis, Mo.; and
A Technique for Interpreting HighOrder Interactions," Melvin O. Braaten
and John Tonzetich, Duke University,
representing Shaw AFB, S.C., and the
North Carolina Operations Analysis
Standby Unit, University of N.C.; "A
Simplified Method for Finding Optimum
Experimental Designs," Melvin O. Braaten, Ray L. Miller Jr. of Shaw AFB, and
Fred W. Judge, Wood-Ivey Systems Corp.,
Winter Park, Fla.; and
"Definiti ve Calibration of an Aerial
Camera in Its Operating Environment,"
Lawrence A. Gambino, U.S. Army Topographic Laboratories, Fort Belvoir, Va.;
"Design and Analysis of a Statistical
Experiment on High-Voltage Breakdown
in Vacuum," M. M. Chrepta, G. W. Taylor
and M. H. Zinn, U.S. Army Electronics
Command, Fort Monmouth, N. J.; and
"A Moderately Distribution-Free
Technique for Small Sample Reliability
Estimation," Michael G. Billings, U.S.
Army Chemical Corps, Dugway Proving
Ground, Utah; "Use of Reference Com-
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ponent Mixture Designs in a Calibration
Application," Raymond H. Myers, Department of Statistics, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va., and Bernard
J. Alley, U.S. Army Missile Command
(MICOM), Redstone Arsenal; and
"Parameters in R&D in Relation to
CostJA~uracy Investigation," Robert G.
Conrad, Systems Evaluation Branch, Advanced Systems Laboratory, R&D Directorate, MICOM; "On Experiments Concerned with the Sampling Distribution of
Lanchester's Parameters," David R.
Howes, U.S. Army Strategy and Tactics
Analysis Group, Bethesda, Md.; and
"Estimates of P(Y> X) and Their Application to Reliability Problems for
Both Continuous and Quantal Response
Date," Bernard Harris and J. D. Church,
Mathematics Research Center, U.S.
Army, University of Wisconsin; UN umbers
Needed for Detecting Important Differences in Chi-Square Tests," C. J. Maloney
and F. M. Wadley, Division of Biologics
Standards, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Md.; and
"On a Statistically Consistent Estimate of an Average Cumulati ve Quantal
Response Function," George W. Evans II
and Robert C: McCarty, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif., representing the U.S. Army Research OfficeDurham, N.C.; "Designs of Experiments as
Telescoping Sequences of Blocks," Arthur
G. Holms, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Lewis Research
Center, Cleveland, Ohio; and
"On a Class of Nonparametric Tests
for Interactions in Factorial Experiments," P. K. Sen, School of Public
Health, Department of Biostatistics, University ofN. C.; and "On the Rank Mod p
of the Design Matrix of a Difference Set,"
Jessie MacWilliams and Henry B. Mann,
Mathematics Research Center, U.S.
Army.

Natick Biochemist Qualifies
As 'Second Youngest PhD'
Capt Billy G. Hudson, U.S. Army
Medical Service Corps, the most recent
claimant for the informal title of
"Youngest PhD in the Army," will have
to be satisfied with "First Runner-Up"
distinction.
Although younger by 10 months than
Capt Michael J. Ram (listed in the April
Army R&D Newsmagazine), Capt Hudson's Oct. 16, 1941, birthdate was bested
by that of 1st Lt Arthur B. Krewinghaus
(September Newsmagazine) by one
month, five days. Dr. Kenyon S. Latham
Jr., U.S. Army Artillery and Missile
School, moves to third place.
Capt Hudson received a doctorate in
biochemistry from the University of Iowa
in 1966. He entered the Army in September 1966 and is stationed at the U.S. Army
Research Institute of Environmental Medicine, Natick, Mass., as a biochemist.
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General Besson Commends Vietnam Achievements
(Continued from page 1)
Command, that war is more than a
dominant interest - it is the very reason

for our being.
"M ost of our actions, our thoughts and
our ti me are devoted to supporting that guy
at the end of the line, in the steaming
jungle of the watery delta - that kid who
doesn't make our national policy, but
fights and dies, if necessary, to sustain OUf
national objectives and our international

posture."
Discussing how the U.S. Army and
industry had teamed successfully in responding to the challenge of providing
materiel for Vietnam, he said:
.. I find an awful lot to be proud of
when I look back on what we've done. In
retrospect, I don't believe that we could
ever have projected so successful an operalion - had we known the magnitude of
the task ....
"Here in the United States in the
summer of 1965 the civilian economy was
operating at unparalleled levels of prosperity and the demands for consumer
goods were at an all-time high. Our
primary problem at AMC was to try to
superimpose an accelerated defense procurement and production program on an
industry already saturated with peacetime
prod uction ...."
That task, General Besson said, increased materiel procurement spending
from $7.5 billion in I965 to almost
double, $ 14.3 billion, in one year.
"Here in Washington," he continued,
"we're pretty glib in tossing around this
term 'a billion dollars.' But I got to
wondering just what a billion dollars
looked like. After a little high-level
research, I found that it takes a stack of
$1,000 bills a little higher than the
Washington Monument to make a billion
dollars.
"AMC's annual workload adds up to 15
of those monument-~ized stacks. In order
to spend that $15 billion, someone in
AMC peels ofT one of those $1,000 bills
every two seconds, day and night, all
year long. In spending our money, which
really means getting those things needed
to support our fighting machine, we really
have a sequence of major problems....
"Our contractual workload has pretty
well stabilized but the level is
stali!)tically impressive. We are averaging

about l'h million contractual actions
annually. Each contract requires followup, a del ivery schedule, quality control
and a distribution plan.... Today we have
on our books about $8 billion worth of
equipment due in from

OUf

contractors.

". . We examined a list of 161 items
most critical to our buildup and support of
Southeast Asia. At the end of June 1967,
these 161 items involved about $3.5
billion . . . . In dollar value we were
only 8.6 percent below schedule. Knowing as I do, the special problems on a
NOVEMBER 1967

couple of missiles and a few other items,
that performance is certainly a fine tribute
to you of American industry who are so
ably supporting the war effort. ..."
Following a discussion of how logistical problems in Vietnam have been
attacked, General Besson continued:
". . . But the problems that we've
encountered here in the States are insignificant when you compare them to the
problems that our logistics people out in
Vietnam had to face.
"We've established a basic postulate in
the logistics business. The fighting troops
come first. We used to mean that the
combat forces got the first crack at
equipment, rations and clothing. Then in
Vietnam, we found out what the literal
translation was.
"When President Johnson made the
decision to send the combat troops to
Vietnam, they went! The powers-that-be
didn't allocate any time for building up a
logistics base to support them. Our fullscale entry into the conflict in Vietnam
was a far cry from the situation in World
War II, when we took three years to build
and stock a logistical base in Britain
before we risked an invasion of the
(European) Conlinent.
"For the Army's logisticians in Vietnam, the summer of 1965 was the beginning of a nightmare. It was as if Sears and
Roebuck had decided to announce a store
opening, a giant basement sale and a
double stamp day on the same day they
tried to stock the new store and train new
clerks.
"The problem. wasn't confined. to a
shortage of matenel and faclhtles In the
theater. We didn't have. the people over
there to do the work, clther. In June of
1965, about 50 officers and men of the I.st
Log,stlcal Command got off the plan: In
SaIgon, and started setting up the organozatlOn that would take charge of the retaIl
logistics business in Vietnam. .
"That outfit-the 1st Log-IS now the
single largest Army unit in Southeast
Asia. They have about 60,000 pco~le
scattered all over VIetnam, and they re
doing a truly magnificent job - but they
sure had their work cut out for them when
thc;,y started out. .
At the same tIme that the Log ComOland was getting organozed, the Army
Engineers were starting t? build ports,
depot complexes, and alrstnps. They
really were starting from scratch, right
out in the jungle or on the beaches. You've
just about got to go over there and see what
they were facing to appreciate thcjob they
have done . .. ."

After discussing the tremendous problems of unloading supplies at the outset of
the buildup, due to lack of harbor facilities, General Besson said:
"... Within one year we had created
five new deep-water ports in Vietnam,

like the one that the Engineers carved out
of the jungle at Vung Ro Bay, and the port

of Qui Nhon, where we dredged out a basin
and built a long causeway out to the piers.
"The real showcase of the logistical
effort in Vietnam - a modern engineering miracle really - is the modern port
and depot complex at Cam Rahn Bay....
one of the largest deep-water harbors on
the Asian Coast."
General Besson continued his accolade
for the Corps of Engineers by reviewing
the construction in Vietnamofwarehouses,
offices, barracks, loading piers, tank
farms for POL supplies, airstrips and
other facilities.
Then he launched into a tribute to "the
fertile G I mind" for producing countless
uses for the CONEX containers (a 7-foot
metal cube that holds five tons of normal
cargo), such as command post~ protected
with sandbags, dispensaries, supply rooms
- "somebody's always coming up with a
new idea."
Out of about 100,000 CON EXes,
,hipped to Vietnam, the general guessed
"we haven't gotten more than 100 of them
back" - although they originally were
under strict serial number control for
return to the United States for reuse.
The role of air power in Vietnam
operations was discussed at length. More
than 200 airfields and heliports are
available in South Vietnam he said,
including 10 that will handle the big jets
and 89 that can take the C- 130s, due
largely to Corps of Engineers efforts.
In reviewing new equipment that has
proved its worth in Vietnam, he mentioned the proved effectiveness of the 175millimeter gun and the new lightweight
105mm howitzer, as well as the MI13
armored personnel carrier.
In conclusion, General Besson again
lauded Army-industry cooperation by saying, "Together we have established a
logistical system that is unparalleled in
the annals of warfare with more than
300 000 measurement-t~ns a month pouring into Vietnam from the United States.
"We are extremely proud of that record,
but what pleases us most is thejudgmentof
our combat commanders in Vietnam.
General Westmoreland summed it up
pretty well when he told Congress last
spring:
" 'Both the enemy's problems and our
success can be attributed in large measure
to our unprecedented logistic base developmcnt during the last two years. '"

WECOM Sets Up New OHice
A (:nmmodi.ty Managcment Office hIlS been Cltablit.hed at HQ U.S. Army Weaponll Command (WECOM),
Rod!. hlllnd (III.) A...enlll, to mana«e more effeclively
lhC' N'llcurch, development, procurement and world.
widl-iogilllic supporl of Army weilllOnsSYlltenlll.
WECOl\1 Depuly Pro,ram Direclor John B.
Sweeney h811 b~-t"n allpoinled Del ins chief of lhe new
officc. He will Ulonllse 1 5 wcaponslYltcmll including
aircraft nrnuunenl, Itlllchincgllns, arenade launch.
ens, minigun, FADAC, sun direction compuler,
range nudeJ'll, ho.....itze ... and CantlOnll, infantry morIII'" IIml recoilless rines.
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MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD (MCSA). Dr. William W.
Carter, chief scientist of Ihe U.S. Army
Missile Command since November 1959,
recently received the Decoration for
Meritorious Civilian Service, the Army's
second highest civilian award.

Dr. und Mrs. Willium W. Curter look
over MCS citation presented by Maj

Gen Churle. W. Eifler, CG, U.S. Army
1\-1issile Conunllnd, Redstonf' Arsenal.

Dr. Carter has accepted a new position
as Assistant
Director of Defense
Research and Engineering (Nuclear Programs), succeeding Frank N. J. Thomas.
The MCSA, presented prior to his departure, recognized his "many outstanding
scientific contributions in Ihe field of
nuclear physics and nuclear propulsion."
Lee C. Luna, chief of the Histropathology Laboratories at the Armed Forces
Institute of Pathology (AFIP), Washington, D.C.. is the second of two nonphysicians al the AFI P to receive the
MCSA in the past four years.
In making the presentation, AFI P Director Capt Bruce H. Smith, MC, (USN)
noted that Luna is recognized as one of the
country's

leader~

in histologic techniques,

saying:

"The training which he conducts at
AFIP is reputed to be the finest found
anywhere and the quality and quantity of
work performance in the histologic laboratories of the inslitute is without paralleL"
Luna's citation praised him for "developing new techniques, training numerous

technicians, and supervising the superior
processing of large volumes of histopathological material,"

The U.S. Army Materiel Command's
technical dircclor of Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD) Carleton L. Thulin,
received the MCSA for "contributing
immeasurably to Ihe field of EOD in Ihe
U.S. and other countries."
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His citation noted that because of his
personal initiative and efforts, the EOD
Division transcended its normal sphere of
responsibilities and became the recognized focal point within the entire Army
for EOD activities.
The citation noted that "Mr. Thulin's
outstanding achievements in developing a
revitalized EOD program to assure full
operational support for all explosive
ordnance items or systems, including
nuclear weapons, reflect great credit to
himself and to the U.S. Army Materiel
Command (AMC) and to the federal
service,"

He assumed the position of EOD technical director in 1962 and more recently
has been appointed AMC's senior scientist
in long-range R&D planning.
Another AMC employe, Thomas L.
Wernecke, received the MCSA for his
work as chief of the Technical Managemenl Division, Office of the Iroquois
Project Manager. He is the AMC technical director for UH-I Iroquois and AH-I
Hueycobra
helicopter
development.
The citation Slates: "Mr. Wernecke has,
with an exceptional degree of success,
planned, directed, controlled and coordinated all technical aspects of the
Army's largest single aviation program.
His broad technical background and competence, managerial excellence and
knowledge of the technical intricacies of
the Army aircraft system have earned for
him the admiration, respect and acclaim
of his professional associated within both
the military eSlablishement and industry."
JOINT SERVICE COMMENDATION MEDAL (JSCM). Lt Col Walter
H. Peacock has received the JSCM for his
outstanding performance as senior veterinary adviser with the Joint United States
Military Assistance Group, Bangkok,
Thailand, July 1965 to July 1967. He is
now special assistant to the Director of
the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR1, with duty at Edgewood
Arsenal. Md.
Lt Col Sylvester L. Wilhelmi, recently assigoed to the Research Plans Office,
Office of the Chief of Research and
Development (OCRD), received the
JSCM for his service with HQ U.S.
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam.
His citation, signed by General W. C.
Westmoreland, notes that the "initiative,
diligence and competence which he demon trated in the performance of his duties
contributed significantly to the overall
effectiveness of the counterinsurgency effort in the Republic of Vietnam."
LEGION OF MERIT (LOM). Two
commanding generals at the Walter Reed
Army Medical Center (WRAMC) recently received first Oak Leaf Clusters (OLC)
to the LOM from Army Surgeon General
Lt Gen Leonard D. Heaton.
Maj GeY! Philip W. Mallory, Commanding General of WRAMC, was honored for his exceptionally meritorious
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Carleton L. Thulin, At'lny Materiel
COJnmand (AMC) scientist receives
MCS Awurd f.. om Muj Gen Ri..hu..d H.
Free, acting diret·tor of nf"velopment.

performance of outstanding service while
serving as commanding general of WaIter Reed General Hospital (WRGH)
from 1965 to April 1967, when he
assumed his present position.
General Heaton referred to General
Mallory as a brilliant physician, administrator, and military leader, and praised
him for his unlimited resourcefulness and
wise management in achieving extensive
improvements in the hospital and enabling it to function at peak efficiency in spite
of vastly increased patient loads and
chronic personnel shortages.
Brig Gen Frederic J. Hughes Jr., who
succeeded General Mallory as commanding general of WRGH, received the
award for his outstanding meritorious service as commanding general of William
Beaumont General Hospital, EI Paso,
Tex., 1966 to 1967.
General Heaton noted that General
Hughes "enlarged and improved the hospital research program for interns and
residents and worked diligently on plans
for the renovation of hospital buildings,
providing valuable suggestions for a new
William Beaumont General Hospital.
Brig Gen Colin F. Vorder Druegge,
MC, commanding general, 9th Hospital
Center, Heidelberg, Germany, received
the second OLC to the LOM for distinguishing himself in duties as commander

•v
., r,

.

"
Brig Gen C.F. Vorder Bruegge
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of the U.S. Army Medical Research and
Development Command and as Special
Assistant to The Surgeon General for
Research and Development, Washington,
D.C" from June 1964 to July 1967.
During this 3-year tour of duty, General
Vorder Bruegge guided the expansion of
the Medical Research and Development
Command from a budget of $36 million
10 60 million and an increase of nearly
1,000 personnel. He instituted long-range
plans to improve research elTorts by
consolidaling research facilities into
three geographical centers and three
specialized research laboratories.
Col Joseph W. Cooch, MC, received
the LOM when he retired from the Army
after serving as director of the Global
Medicine Course at WRAIR, Washington,
D.C.
Col Ward H. Van Alia, commanding
officer of the U.S. Army Map Service,
received an OLC to the LOM for his
direction of the world's largest mapping
agency. He is a former comptroller of the
Army Engineer Research and Development Center and has also commanded the
Army Engineer Topographic laboratories.
Lt Col John H. Boyes, recently assigned to duty in Vietnam, received the
LOM for "exceptionally meritoriou Service" while assigned as Dragon project
manager at the U.S. Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Ala.
Lt Col Kent T. Woodward was awarded the LaM for his outstanding work as
director of Nuclear Medicine, WRAIR.
First a igned to WRAIR in 1956 a chief
of the Department of Biophy ics, Col
Woodward as umed his present duties in
1962.
Lt Col Louis W. Haskell Jr., Lt Col
Robert D. Lambourne and CW3 Bobbie J.
Sisco, all a igned to the OCRD, were
also honored with LaM awards.
Col Haskell, assigned to the Plans
Division, was honored for his contribution
while serving consecutively as commanding officer, 2d Battalion, 35th Artillery
and as ofTicer-in·charge, I Field Force
Vietnam Artillery (Forward) (Qui Nhon).
In the latter role he organized a headquarters capable of upporting and con·
trolling three artillery battalions "in

superb manner."
Col Lambourne was awarded the LOM
upon his retirement. As igned to the
Physical Sciences Divi ion (now Physical
and Engineering Science Division), he
was tran ferred to the CommunicationsElectronics Division in July 1965.
CW3 Sisco received the 1st OLC to the
LOM upon his retirement as a staff systems
analyst in the Nike-X System Office. His
April 1967 assignment to OCRD capped
many years of association with the Nike
progmm.
SILVER STAR. Lt Col Jay A. Hatch,
of OCRD' Management and Evaluation
Divi ion, was awarded the Silver Star for
"di tingui hing himself by exeeptionally
valorou action on Jan. 27, 1967. whi Ie
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serving as commanding officer of the 2d
Battalion, 12th Cavalry, during an air
assault operation near Bong Son, Republic
ofYietnam.··
Col Hatch directed his command and
control helicopter into an enbattled area
to provide emergency ammunition to two

heavily engaged companie. He also
received the 11th and 121h OLCs to the
Air Medal for more than 25 aerial
mi ions in Vietnam.
BRONZE STAR MEDAL (BSM). Col
Arthur F. POllie Jr., Lance project manager al the U.S. Army Missile Command,
Redstone Ar enal. Ala., was awarded the
B5M for di tinguishing hi roself by "outstanding meritoriOUS service in connection
with ground operations against a hostile
force in the Republic of Vietnam during
lhe period Apr. 17, 1967 to May 16,
1967."
gt Jack L. Powell, now assigned to
WRG H, received lhe first Ole to the
Bronze Star for his work as a medic in
Cam Ranh Bay, Vietnam, from May 1966
to May 1967.
ARMY COMMENDATION MEDAL
(ACM). M;ijJamesAuzins, a dentist at the
U.S. Army Institute of Dental Research,
Washington, D.C., received the ACM for
performance of exceptionally meritorious
service wilh Ihe 40th Dental Service

Detachment (KJ) in Vietnam.
Maj James G. Ton, now as igned to the
Phy ical and Engineering Sciences Divi·
ion, OCRD, received the lsI OLC 10 the
ACM for hi service as resident engineer
for the Diyarbakir Residency and Black
sea construction sites, U.S. Army Engineer
Division, Mediterranean, July 1966 to
May 1967 and as area engineer until July
1967.
Two officers at WRAIR also received
the ACM. Capt Dorolhy E. Istvan, Department of Nursing, was cited for her
service as Education and Training Coordinator, TripIer Army Medical Center,
Honolulu, and Capt Andrew Whelton,
MC, Department of Metabolism Re·
search, was honored for hi work in
Saigon with the artificial kidney unit.
Dr. Meridith P. Crawford, Director of
the Human Resources Research Office
(HumRRO) of George Washington Uni·
versity, was presented a plaque from the
American Psychological Association
(APA) "in recognition of outstanding and
meritorious services performed" as nation·
al treasurer from 1957 through 1967.
During this period, Dr. Crawford also
served terms as president of the Divi ion
of Military Psychology, pre ident of the
American Psychological Foundalion, and
member of lhe APA Board of Directors.

Lasers Test Proiectile Mechanisms Inside Gun Tubes
Feasibility of testing projectile mechanism failures in ide a gun tube has been
demonstrated ueces fully through tbe application of laser telemetry to a 75-foot
air gun at Picalinny Arsenal, Dover, N J.
Developed by Lawrence Ouellette,
engineering technician with the arsenal'
Nuclear Engineering Directorate, the las·
er telemetry provides a relatively simple way to recover performance dala on a
projectile component during the acceleralion phase of Ihe air gun test.
The Ouellene telemeter uses special
electronic techniques to absorb the high-g
(700 to 20,000 g's) shock waves and
acceleration forces that heretofore have
prevented acquisition of accurate performance data. It consists of an ullraminiature semiconductor injection diode laser
light source with associated modulating
circuits and a light deteclor.
The injection diode lases at a constantpulse frequency. Information on the be.havior of a component (e.g., closing of a
switch, accelerometer OUtput, lime of component failure, elc.) i transmitted on each
Iighl pulse by modulating its intensity.
The pulses are detecled al the exit end
of lhe air gun tube by a receiver that
con ists of a photomultiplier and associated electronic demodulating circuits and
recorders.
The laser telemeter has a bandwidth of
300 kiloherlz and a ca pability of 18
ubearrier channels of information. The
use of these frequencies permits rapid
reduction of data through standard

grounu station equipment
Three IS-channel engineering models
were test fired in May and June oftltis year
at Frankford Arsenal, Pa. Based on an
earlier 5-channel prototype, these mod·
els were d igned and fabricated under
direction of Dr. L. M. Valisse of the ITT
Federal Laboratories in Nutley, NJ.
The tests were successful in demonstrating both adequacy ofdesign and feasibility
of the concept to air gun and artillery
applications. Al this time, engineering
models are being designed and fabricated
for testing and use in the 155mm field
artillery piece.

PICATlNNY ARSENAL engineer Law.
renee OueUelle 100.... over 75·foot gun
odo pted for testing projectile me·
chanism failures inside the tube.
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lectures, Awards to Highlight Military Surgeons Meet
Lectures by distinguished medical leaders and presentation of achievement
awards will highlight the 74th Annual
Meeting of the Association of Military
Surgeons of the United Slates, Nov. 19-22,
in Washington, D.C.
Dr. William S. Middleton, Dean Emeritus, SchooL of Medicine, University of
Wisconsin at Madison, will deliver the
keynote address, and Dr. Henry W. Brosin, Director, Western Psychiatric Institute
and Clinic, University of Pittsburgh
School of Medicine, is progra med for the
William C. Porter lecture on p6ychiatry.
Panel discussions and presentation of
special scientific papers will cover a
variety of subjects from highway safety to
hospitalization of Vietnam casualties.
The association's Founder's Medal

NATO Opens Missile Range

On Northern Shore of Crete
Dedication ceremonies for a new
NATO missile range on the north shore
of the Island of Crete were held in
October.
The NATO Missile Firing Installation (NAMFI) is operated for the North
Allantic Treaty Organization by lhe
Greek armed forces to conduct practice
firings close to lbe European missile
bases.
A Greek Hawk batlalion was scheduled to be the first unit to fire at the new
Mediterranean range, which also included Nike Hercules and Nike Ajax missiles.
Missile units from Belgium, Denmark,
Germany, Greece, Holland and Norway,
and along with missilemen assigned to
U.S. Army sites in Germany, will conduct
annuaL service practice and receive readiness evaluations at Crete.
NATO missile units can reach NAMFI
from lhei r home countries in approximately six hours flying time, contrasted with
the 20 to 24 hours flying time necessary to
reach McGregor Guided Missiie Range in
the United States.
Ten Greek officers spent two weeks at
the U.S. Army Air Defense Center, Fort
Bliss, Tex., for instruction and orientation
in the operation of a guided missile range.
They also completed training in the
Sergeant and Hawk mi i1e systems.

Arsenal Gets New Deputy CO
Rock Island (111.) Arsenal has announced appointment of Col Clyde E. Mitchell as deputy commander to succeed
Col James P. Luckey.
An Army Reserve officer, Col Mitchell bas been on' active duty with the Army
since he was commissioned as a second
lieutenant in 1945, following service
during World War IJ in the Southwest
Pacific.
His most recent assignment was a Jyear tour in Germany as ordnance officer
and chief of tbe maintenance division in
Berlin. Included among his decorations
are two Army Commendation Medals.
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will be presented to Col Wilson A.
Swanker and Brig Gen Colin F. Vorder
Bruegge, Army Medical Corp6, for outstanding contributions to Military Medicine, the association's joumal, and for
meritorious ervice to tbe association.
Col Spurgeon H. Neel, MC, USA, is to
receive the Ml\i Gary Wratlen Award for
outstanding accomplishment in field military medicine. The award was instituted
this year to honor the memory of a
Medical Corp6 officer killed in Vietnam
when the 45tb Surgical Hospital waS
shelled in November 1966.
Col William R. Bei el, MC, USA,
will he presented the Slitt Award for
notable work in medici ne, and Lt Col
Terno Matsujoto, MC, USA, is to l>e
honored with the Sir Henry Wellcome
Medal and Prize for an essay, 'Ti ue
Adhesives in Fatal Hemorrhage from
Solid Organs," which will appear in the
Decemher edition of Military Medicine.
The John Shaw Billings Award for
demon trating outstanding potential in
the field of executive medicine will
honor Lt Col Marcel E. Conrad Jr., Me,
U.S. Army.
Maj Beverly A. K. Glor, ANC, will
he recognized with the Federal Nursing
Service Award for her essay titled "Falciparum Malaria in Vietnam: Clinical
Manife tations and Nursing Care Requirements." Other awards are:
The Gorgas Medal for distinguished
work in preventive medicine, to Capt
James R. Kingston, MC, USN; the Maj
Louis Livingston Seaman Prize, to Lt Col
Paul J. Phillippi, MC, USAF, for an
essay titled "Persistent Proteinuria in
Asymptomatic Individuals"; and
The Sustaining Membership Award, to
Cmdr Charles E. Brodine, MC USN.

and MajJohnJ. McPbauIJr.,MC, USAF,
for outstanding contributions to medical
researcb; and the James Clarke White
Award to Capt Gustave T. Anderson
(USN, Ret.) for outstanding work in
dermatology; and
The Andrew Craigie Award, to Pharmacy Director Milton W. Skolaut, U.S.
Public Health Service, for outstanding
contributions to pharmacy in the Federal
Medical Services; and
The Philip Hench Award for outstanding contributions in the field of rheumaIOlogy and arthritis, to Lent C. Johnson,
MD, a pathologist at the Armed Force
Institute of Pathology, lhe M. C. Lester
Award, to Dr. John E. Vanderveen for
outstanding work in the field of nutrition.

SCIENTIFIC CALENDAR
MIS ile Syslems Met:tina. SPOnsoRd oy AlA"", Montetey, Calif•• Dec.. 4-6..
20th Annual Intemational Air Safety minar. Willtamsburs. Va., Ott. 04-7.
Vehicular Conference:. spol\SOl'td by IEEE. N. Y.C.•
Dec. .5 7.
T~ of tcasuremenl 0( Almospherie 'Turbulence.
sponsottd by E OM and Sandi. Corp.• AlbUquerque. N.
4

Mu.. , Dec. 5-1.
Mettin.c or the American Nuclear SocielY. Cbicqo. Ill.•

Oec.H.
3d Annual Conference on Opt.raun. MC:lnllurcy. ponsorcdb)'AIME.Chicago.111 • Dec. II-IS.
Meehn.a of the Amencan A soc;ulioo (or Adv8rteement
or Scicnce. N.V.C.. Dec. 26-3 I.
Annual Meaiftl o( the lnstilute of Mathematical
roli lic.s. Washin&lon. D•.• Oec. 27·30.
MecLina or the Amencan hemical Society. New Orleans. La..JIilL 1-12.
Mecunl or W Soaety of AutomaLivc- En,c;inccrs. DelJ'Ott. Mkh.. Jan. 8-12Symposium on Reliabilit)'. spoMOftd by IEEE, Boston.
Mass... Jan. 16-18.
Confercnce on Metbodoloci~ of Pattern Recoznjtion.
POlbOf'cd by OAR. Honolulu. Ha.... °i. Jan.. 24--26.
2d Intc:mlUionaJ Confc~nee On PbolO5el'l!itiution j"
Solids. sponsored by AFCRL. ONR. AEC and the [)e.
partment of HEW. Twcon. Ariz.. JaIL 29·3 I.

Sweeney Departs Springfield to Command Watervliet
Changes of command at Springfield (Mass.) Armory and Watcrvliet (N.Y.)
Arsenal will become effective Nov. 15 when Col Arthur H. Sweeney J r. departs the
armory to succeed Col Fred Kornet Jr. as Watervliet CO.
Col Sweeney will be succeeded at the armory by Lt Col Charles 13. Zumwalt.
Col Kurne!'s new assignment is special assistant for munitions, Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logi ties, HQ Department of the Army, the Pentagon, Washington,
D.C. He ha been nominated for brigadier general.
Commander of the armory since September 1965. Col Sweeney was rcspon ible
for the detailed planning ne=ry to close tbe Army Weapons Command
in tallation in April 1968, as directed by Secl~mry ot Defense Rober _ . McNamara.
Col Sweeney has a BS
degree from Massachusetts Institute of Tecbnology and a master's degree
in business administration
from Harvard University.
Col Zumwalt as ume
his new duties after serving at Springfield Armory as deputy for operations. A graduate of Oregon State U. with a as de·
gree,heh ervedinFrance
and as adviser to MAAG
in Iran and Etbiopia.
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esc Directs Government-Wide Executive Referral System
Government-wide referral for nearly
4,400 executive po itions in the super
grades (G~ 16 through 18) goes into effect
Nov. 17 under the direction of the U.S.
Civil Service Commission (CSC) Bureau
of Executive Manpower, headed by Seymour S. Berlin.
The Executive Assignment System was
outlined by the President and established
by Executive Order one year ago. It is
largely the result of findings of studies
performed by the two Hoover Commissions, Ihe Sixth American Assembly, the
Committee for Economic Development,
and the Brooleings Institution.
Under the program, U.S. Government
career employes in grades GS-15 through
18 are now considered for promotions and
reassignments to super grade positions
throughout Ihe Executive Branch. In the
ml\iority of cases, vacant positions at these
levels may not be filled within an
agency without first considering qualified
candidates from other departments
through the executive inventory administered by the esc.
Federal employes in grades 15 through
18 and at equivalent levels have submitted biographical information covering
their educational and experience baclegrounds. This inventory enables agency
heads to draw upon the total resources of
career executives in government in filling
key poSitions.
The commission will refer to appointing officers for consideration those persons who have Ihe highest quaIifications
for the career assignments being filled.
Positions excluded from the system are
those not in the Executive Branch, those
having special statutory requirements applying to them - such as 10 USC 1581
(PL J IJ) - Presidential appointees and
consultants. Although 10 USC 1581 positions are excluded from the system, infor-

ed opportunities to use their talents
throughout the government; and
• Beginning a system designed to
bring about greate.r identification on the
part of career executives with the overall
purposes of the government."
As part of the program, agency heads
are required to review periodically with
the commission tbeir plans for organiz.ing
and staffing executive positions. Reviews
will cover both immediate and longrange needs for executive manpower and
tbe types of assignments appropriate.
The system includes merit staffing procedures with flexibility to accommodate
emergency and sbort-term needs. New
facilities. including special boards and

panels, will be provided to assist agencies in locating talent for executive
assignments from outside federal service.
The system will operate under eTJsting
legal requirements applying to government employment, classification and pay
of positions, and veterans' preference
policies. It will not affect such rights,
benefits and protections accorded by law
in the area of personnel procedures and
appeals.
In the planning slage is a program
p.roviding training and develbpment o~
portunities for those already in career
executive assignments as well as those in
preparation for upper-level jobs. This is
handled by the CSC Training Bureau.

Natick Chemist Wins Milk Prize

Dr. Martin J. Kronman, a research dom of rotation after the acid or alkaline
scienti t at the U.S. Army Naticle (Mass.) conformational cbange... ,"
Laboratories, has been awarded $1,000 by
Dr. Kronman initiated his studies of a
the American Chemical Society (ACS) lactalhumin in 1959, while on the staff of
for contributions to knowledge of the the Eastern Regional Research Laboracbemistry of mille.
tory, U.S. Depanment of Agriculture,
Sponsored by the Borden Co. Founda- Wyndmoor, Pa.
tion, Inc., the award will be presented at
In 196J, he joined the staff of the
the 155th national ACS meeting in San Pioneering Research Laboratory, U.S.
Francisco in April 1968.
Army Natick Laboratories. As head of the
Dr. Kronman's studies on the molecular Biochemistry Group, he established a
conformational changes in a protein (a research program in biophysical chemislactalbumin) comprising .5 percent of try and brought his studies of a lactalbummille were carried out as part of a program in to fruition.
to ascertain factors which influence SlaDr Kronman bas described his work in
bility of proteins in food - considered of recent publications in BiochemiCfJ et Biaimportance to researchers concerned with physica Acta, ArcllivtS of Biochemistry
cbanges in the quality of foods during WId Biophysics, alld Biochemistry.
processing.
Graduated with a BS degree from
Since a lactalbumin is known to be Rulge.....The State University in 1950 and
involved in the synthesis of the important a PI1D degree from Temple University in
nutrient lactose, a knowledge of its
1955, he was a National Heart Institute
oehavior may eventually contribute to Fellow at Purdue University (1955-56)
understanding of how mille sugar is synthe- before heginning work witb the Departsized in mammary tissue.
ment of Agriculture.
mation on incumbents of those positions
D.iscoveries in Dr. Kronman's studies
He is a member of the American
will be afforded assignment opportunities also provide insight into th.e general Chemical Society, the American Associain top positions outside the Army, just as response of protein molecules to changes tion for tbe Advancemenl of Science, the
will employes at grades GS-16, 17. 18. in their immediate environment. The honorary scienti!ic society Sigma Xi. and
The esc says the primary objective of nomination for the award noted that his the Society of American Biological
the Executive As igoment System is to "use of absorption, emission and solvent
"bring about greater impact of the top perturbation spectral techniques constitute Chemists.
executives in the Civil Service by:
what is probably the most thorough
• Making available to agency admin- characterization yet made of the molecuistrators the most capable executives from lar environment of aromatic amino acid
within and outside the federal service to residues in proteins.
staff sop-level positions;
". . . Tbis study was one of the first to
• Providing career executives expand· demonstrate tbe significance of side chain
ECOM Represented at Austin Meet contributions to optical rotation in pro"Hydrogen Plasma Resistivity," a tech- leins. He was the first to show that
nical paper which provides new informa- changes in side cbain Cotton effects
tion for development of superpower chould give rise to alteralions in .rotatory
parameters seemingly characteristic of
switches for electronic uses, was presented
at the recent annual meeting of the changes in belical content. By compariAmerican Physical Society, Division of son of the spectral, hydrodynamic and
Plasma Physics, at Austin, Tex. The paper optical rotation dispersion properties of a
lactalbumin, it was shown that the two
reports on the worle of Jobo E. Creedon,
Sol Schneider, and Victor Benedict, re- 'buried' tryptopbans whicb are located in
searcbers of the U.S. Army Electronics higllly rigid regions of the native a
Dr. Manin J. Kronman
lactalbumin molecule, have greater freeCommand, Fort Monmouth, NJ.
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DoD Portable Electric Power Plants
modate the tandby power level and
imultaneously charge r tore a porI ion
plants, the gas turbine, because of its
intrinsic high speed, permilS tbe design of of its output over a relatively long period
high frequency (and thu
mall size) of time for release during shorter peak
alternators which, when coupled witb load periods.
A number of techniques for doing this
solid-state power conditioning, enable a
single power plant to provide a variety of are under tudy, such as small turbines
piggy-backed on large reciprocating enoutput frequencie .
The latter feature has not previou Iy gines or turbines, electrical storage (batbeen a practical acbievement. The alter- teries), mechanical storage (flywheels)
nator is directly connected to the turbine and pul ed plasma generators.
To date, there has not been established
to produce ahigh-rrequencyoutput which is
converted by static electronic devices to any clear-cut advantage to anyone
scheme. Rather, it depends on the load
the desired output frequency.
chedule involved. At the present time
In contrast, conventional systems require that the generator be driven at a the most practical scheme is a combinafixed governed speed to produce a single tion of a large engine or turbine for the
frequency. The gains of the turbo-ahemat- average load and a small turbine for peak
or concept are quite striking. Figure 3, for loads because of the inherent rapid onexample, shows a lQ-kw. system under line capability of tllrbine lInder all
development by the Army. Physical and conditions.
F U £l. C £ I.l.S The fuel cell is the
performance data are given to show the
only device that directly converlS chemiexpected gains.
The electrical load is one of the cal energy in a fuel 10 electrical energy.
imponderable in military applications Consequently it i a highly efficienl
of electric power plants not ordinarily device not limited by the heat-cycle
found in civilian uses. For example, most barrier. Further, Ihere is no combu tion
weapon systems have loads characterized process and no combustion exhaust by long standby periods with relatively only reaction products which are in
short peak loads during actual engage- almost all systems: inert gas and water.
ment.
The conversion process in fuel cells is
This situation is analogous to having a a chemical reaction not accompanied by
gun "cocked" ready to fire. The power controlled explosions, such as those in a
plant for these systems must now be combustion chamber, so that except for
designed for the peak·load condition, pumps and blowers to bring the fuel and
which means long periods of operation al oxidant to the reaction site, remove
very light loads. (This part-load condi- reaction products, and provide cooling
tion, incidentally, is very detrimental to and conditioning as required, the process is
reciprocating engines because of fouling, silent and static. All tbese characteristics
while gas turbines are not so affected.)
make fuel cells potenlially an ideal
The part-load problem gives rise 10 power source. ...
hybrid sy terns in the de ign of military
Figure 4 shows power den ity, life and
)X)wer plants. That is a system composed co t data which can presently be chieved
of primary and secondary power sources in hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells compared
which can be designed or raled to accom- with level for these factors considered
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Figure 4.
Slatu. of Hydrogen-Oxygen
Fuel CeU Stacks
necessary to make fuel cells a competitive power source. This hows the fuel cell
to be in a relatively favorable position
except for cost - if one could use pure
hydrogen as the fuel and pure oxygen as
the oxidant.
Tbe Gemini space fJighlS, which utilized H.-O. fuel cell ystems, are indicative
of the advanced tale of development of
such ystems. However, the distribution
and handling problems allendant with
gaseous or cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen
preclude their use for terrestrial applications.
Tbe real problem in practicql fuel
cell ystems, therefore, is not the fuel
cell per se. Rather, it lies in the meanS
for extracting hydrogen from the hydrocarbon fuel that must be used and oxygen
from the ambient air.
The preferred fuel for both military
and civilian purposes, though probably to
a lesser degree in the latter case, is the
liquid hydrocarbon in the forms now in
our pipelines (Le., automotive gasoline,

JP-4, CITE and diesel oil). It i a cheap
high-energy fuel capable of being readily
bandied and distributed.
In fuel cells two basic approacbes to
using hydrocarbons are possible and are

under intensive investigation. One is to
oxidize tbe fuel directly at a fuel cell
anode; that is, extract the reactive pecie
of tbe fuel and react tbem directly on the
anode. The second is 10 extract tbe
hydrogen from the fuel by a separate
conditioning tage oUlSide the fuel cell
tack, but inlegral wilh the power plant
y tem.
The direct approach is by far the
preferred metbod becau e of its simplicity
and potential for high efficiency, but also
Ihe most difficult, becau e of the problem
of reacting a chemically complex compound wbich is not highly reactive electrochemically.
The indirect approach involves lhe
introduction of a heat cycle to condition
the fuel, with an attendant loss in efficiency and marked increase in sy tem
complexity. The current status in gross
term of these two approaches is summarized on Figure 5.
As shown, these fuel cell power plants
are in early development tage.~. It i
esti mated tbat practical indirecl power
plants for tactical use will be realized by
1975. whereas the availability of pracli-
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cal direct oxidation systems capable of
utilizing existing hydrocarbons cannot at
thi time be predicted.
There are alternate approaches to the
use of exi ting hydrocarbon, uch as
tailoring a hydrocarbon fuel cell fuel that is, removing unreactive species and
additives harmful to fuel cells from
existing liquid hydro-<:arbon fuels. These
are under study to determine real gains.
Another alternative is the use of nonpetroleum fuels, uch as ammonia, hydrazine
or methanol, whicb are more reactive in
fuel cells. The Department of Defense
has R&D program underway based on
using these special fuel to a"hieve urgently needed silent-power plants as early as
pos ible. These are considered, however,
interim to the ultimate use of hydrocarbon
systems.
The most advanced of the special fuel
approaches is the hydrazine-air system.
Though hydrazine has roughly half the
energy per unit weight of hydrocarbons,
hydrazine in a water solution is a highly
reactive compound and can be ollidized
directly on a fuel cell anode.
Sixty-watt, 300.watt and 5-kilowatt
systems have been constructed and tested
to prove the feasibility of these ystems.
The 6Q..watl and 300-watl systems are
heing further developed to provide hardware for field test. Figure 6 bows the 300wall system compared with other possible
power sources designed for the same
mission.

Hydrazine fuel cells are clearly superior to any other available silent-power
source. Hydrazine, however, is a potential
toxicity hazard in confined spaces and is a
high cost ($10 per gallon) fuel.
Toxicity can be controlled for military uses, but might present problems for
civilian use. Cost is largely a function of
the quantity of fuel produced. Fuel manufacturers estimate that nearly an order of
magnitude (I Q..fold) cost reduction is possible if production is correspondingly
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Figure 5. Status of HC Fuel Cell Systems
structed and tested 3-ltilowatt ammoniaair fuel-cell systems. Since the production
base of ammonia has so greatly expanded
in this country (1967 - 12xl0" tons per
year; 1970 estimated 15 - IgxlO" tons
per year) because of its widespread use in
agriculture for a source of nitrogen, it has
become a low cost (SO.05/lb.) fuel distributed quite widely. Therefore, it would
appear to have considerable potential for
civilian use as a power source fuel.
Methanol has been investigated on the
basis of both direct and indirect systems.
Because of inherent efficiency limitations
and cost, the direct approacb appears
unattractive. The indirect approach,
wherein methanol is reformed or conditioned external to the fuel "ell, offers
potential because methanol can be more
readily reformed than hydrocarbons of
interest; methanol does not have the wide
range of unreactive or harmful species.
However, the introduction of complexities and efficiency penalties resulting
from introduction of a reforming step
clearly make methanol systems less

attractive than other special fueled approaches.
In summary, of all special fueled
fuel cell systems, hydrazine is the nearest
practical hardware. The others have varying degrees of limitations. The Department of Defense position on the various
alternatives is to concentrate on hydrazine at this time to meet immediate lowdensity need , recognizing high cost and
handling problems as being offset by
most immediate tactical advantage and
likewise concentrating on the long-term
hydrocarbon systems to achieve power
plants that will have broad applications.
ELECTRIC PROPULSION. The
power sources and much of the associated
control and conversion technology I
have been describing have potential application in electric propUlsion of vehicles. The Department of Defense has
research and exploratory development
program on electric drives underway
primarily at the Army Tank Automotive
Command at Warren, Mich., and the
(Continued on page 40)

increased.

Ammonia-air fuel cells are next in
line of possible alternate approaches
using special fuels. In the case of ammonia
it has not been possible, and probably
never will be, to oxidize the fuel directly
in the fuel cell, as can be done with
hydrazine. The ammonia must be dissociated external to the fuel cell to provide
hydrogen. This, however, is a simpler
process than conditioning a hydrocarbon,
so that complexities introduced by an
intermediate step are not a erious limitation.
The Department of Defense has developed and constructed ammonia dissociators but to date has not constructed fuel
cell systems for using ammonia since the
fuel cell and air side of such a system
would be very similar to other systems. A
disadvantage of ammonia is the need for
pressurized containers to maintain the
liquid state.

125 LB
__ WEIGHT
850 LB
28 CU FT
5.2 CU FT
VOLUME
2.5 GAL/HR __ FUEL CONS._ 2.4 GAL/HR

At least one commercial concern how-

ever, is known to have successfully conOVEMBER 1967

Figure 6. 300-Watt Hydrazine-Air Fuel CeU
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(Colltinued/rom page 39)

Army Mobility Equipment Command at
Fort Belvoir, Va.
Electric drives are of interest becau .~ of
the potential they offer for better control
of power plant and drive, and thus better
performance than other approaches:
greater l1exibiJity in the design of vehicle configuration; and the fact that each
vehicle while at standstill can become a
mobile electric power plant.
Two types of propulsion systems have
been designed and constructed on test-bed
vehicles. The first involves 'high-frequency alternating current (a.c.) drives designed with reciprocating engines and gas
turbines as the pri me power plants.
The a.c. system permits substantial size
and weight reduction because of the inherent capability to operate a.c. machinery at
higher peeds than is possible with directcurrent machines.

In ihis sy tern, driving motors located
at each wheel are upplied the current,
frequency, voltage and phase angle that
the respective load sensors state is required at any given condition. This closed
loop control scheme is automatic and can
apply or shift power from wheel to
wheel instantaneously so that optimum
tractive effort independent of action by
the operator is assured. In this manner,
maximum utilization of power available
is achieved.
While electric vehicle drives of thi
type that have been 1:onstructed and tested
are strictly test-bed systems, they show in
general that under tbe present state of
technology for a given weight class of
military vehicle an electric drive, based
on a gas turbine as the prime power source,

can replace a conventional drive in
performance and all other respects without gross weight or payload penalty. The
ability to provide power while at standstill is a bonus.
The major drawback is high cost (factor
of 3 at this time). This stems from present
high costs of controlled rectifier and
high-speed, high-frequency machinery,
both presently being made in only
pilot quantilies. with attendanl high indirect co ts.
Tbe second type of electric drive
con tructed and tested utilized a 2Q.-kilowall, hydrazine-air fuel cell as the main
power plant and a standard commercial
direct·current series-type motor and appropriate controls.
Thi~ system was constructed to study the
behaVior of fuel cells under rapidly
cha~ging load. conditions typificd by
~ehlcle proPu.ls~on and to gain insight
Into the feaslblhty of installatiun and
operation of fuel ce.lI· in vehicles.
Tbough installation uf Ihe systcm in
the existing vehicle involved a 30 pel'Cell1
penalty in payload. performance "cslilll;
were quite encouraging. Test data accumulated during 500 miles of testing 'how
40

that performance equivalent to that proVIded by. the original 94 horsepower
re~lprocallOg

engine

and

mechanical

drive can be expected with a 40-kilowatt
(approximately 53 horsepower) fuel cell
electric drive system.
It is recognized that this i based on one
unoptimized vehicle type, but it is indicative of the more efficient u e of available
power that is possible with beller control.
The construction ofthi test bed, however,
shows the extent to whicb power density
must be improved in ruet cells in order to
make them an attractive power plant.
Power den ities on the order of J0
Ibs./llw. are needed; 18 Ibs./kw. and 100
Ibs./kw., respectively, can presently be
achieved with hydrazine-air and hydrocarbon-alI' fuel cells. Cost i till another factor, but if power density and performance level that are needed can be
achieved, the CO t picture can change.
The hybrid power plant, wherein the
inherent advantages of various power
sources can. be beneficially combined,
appears particularly advantageous in vehicle propul ion systems, because of the
wide range in possible load or power
drain conditions.
For example, experiments with the fuel
cell system described above show that
acceleration performance was greatly
enhanced by use of storage batteries to, in
effect, "stiffen" the system voltage. The
same result can be achieved by increasing
the size and rating of the fuel cell system
proper but with a much greater penalty in
size, weight, cost and complexity than in
the batteries involved.
The determining factor in how much
benefi~ can be derived from hybrid systems

IS,

of course, the load or mission

profile so that it is difficult to quantize
gains. If intermittent peak demand are
predictable, of short duration and sufficiently infrequent, considerable reduction
in the size of the prime power source is
quite possible.
Hybrid systems tailored for changing
envlfonments also appear quite feasible.
'I hat is a system which may utilize an
internal-combustion engine with relaliveIy high-exhaust signalure for those areas
Which ~an tolerate such exhaust, to propel
the vehIcle and charge a battery which can
suhsequently be utilized to propel the
vehicle in areaS where exhaust cannol be
lolerated. Nonnuclear submarine power
pli1l1ls have operated for years this way.
The Department of Defense is participating with the Department of Commerce
and the Department of Transportation in
analysis and investigations of possible use
of electric drives in civilian vehicles.
. In this regard, th comparison of civil18n and military requirements reveal
significant differences which may influcnce the advent of electric drives for
either use. Military requirement for cross
CQUnlry. towed load, extreme environ-
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~ent and
tandby power capabili.ie
dlrectl~ mfluence vehicle power plant

and dnve characleristics, whereas these
are less evere Qr not required in commer-

cial vehicles.
Civilian vehicles must meet more rigid
exhaust sIgnature levels and cannot anticipate the same level of operator sk.ill
and driver maintenance. However, both
military and civilian applications face
the same problem of high cost. A commitment to exploit electric drives in
either community will be mutually beneficia\.
Ln summary, M r. Chairman, the Department of Defense has extensive requirements for portable electric power sources
of two general types: multipurpose and
tactical. Primary emphasi in R&D programs is being placed on turboalteroator
and fuel cells 10 meet these requirements.
The most critical problem and need at
present is for silent tactical power
sources. Special fueled fuel cell and
other t~chniques are. being developed to
meet th,. need on an mterim basis.
Finally, much of the technology being
a crued from the total effort is being
applied to electric drive for vehicles.
The feasibility of the latter has been
demonstrated' cost is a major barrier.

Norton Establishes Group
Of Scientific Advisers
C~eation of a 7-man Aviatioo Scientific
AdVIsory Group, consisting of recognized
leader in aeronautical research. de velopmentandeducation, ha been announced
by Maj Gen John Norton, CG of the U S
Army Aviation Materiel Comma~d
(AVCOM), St. Louis, Mo.
AVCOM's FY 1967 funding totaled
more than $1.5 billion. substantially due
to the V,etnam War requirements for
aircraft, principally helicopters.
AVCOM conducts research, development,
engmeenng and provides supply and
mamtenance for more than 8,000 aircraft.
The function of the Aviation Scientific
Advisory Grou(J will be to assist General
Norton in considering scientific and technological problems involved in
AVCOM's global responsibilitie .
Members of the group are: Dr. Kurt
~ohen.emser, prof,:"",r of Aerospace Engmcenng at Washmgton University, and
Dean Leon Z. Seltzer, Parks College of
Aeronauucal Technology, St Louis University. ,?r. Willia~ Bollay, visiting
professor 10 aeronautics and astronautics
from Stanford University; and
Dr. Robert G. Loewy, associ ate professor
Mechanical and Aerospace Sciences al
t~e University of Rochester, N.Y., and
d"ector of the university's Space Science
Center; Fred W. Wolcott, vice president
of Research Analysis Corp., McLean,
Va.; Charles H. Zimmerman, Hampton,
Va., a former director of aeronautical
re;search for NASA and chief engineer
WIth HQ Army Materiel Command
when he retired lastJuly.
'
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Army Tests Mountain Sickness Drugs
Studies of three drugs to treal mountain
ickne , aimed at improving U.S. Army
combat capabilities at high elevations
and conducted with soldier volunteers at
the 14,I()()'foot summit of Pikes Peak,
Colo., indicate phenoformin is more
effective

overall

than

ergotamine

or

codeine.
Experiments were conducted by teams
operating from the U.S. Army Medical
Research and Nutrition Laboratory
(USAMRNL) at Fitzsimons Hospital,
Denver, Colo., and the U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM), Natick. Ma...
Mountain sickness usually occurs within
6 to 10 hours after arrival at high
elevations and lasts for several days. It is
characterized by migraine-type headaches,
nausea, vomiting, dizziness. general weakness, and muscle and chest pains.
Evaluations of phenoformin, used for
treating diabetics, established that it provides greater overall relief than ergotamine, used in treating migraine headaches.
or codeine, a drug to relieve severe pain.

The report emphasized lhat this conclusion is only the result of an initial study.
The soldier volunteers were selected
from Fort Lewis, Wash~ where they.
underwent a wide variety of physiological,
psychological and clinical tests to establish their low-altitude characteristics before they were flown to Pikes Peak. After
the S-day series of tests, they were returned
to Fort Lewi for final low-altitude
recovery tests.
Mo t of the 36 volunteers experienced
mountain sickness hortly after arrival at
Pikes Peak, according to Capt Richard P.
Carson, USAMRNL Physiology Division, who headed one of the research
teams. Miss Joyce House headed the team
from USARIEM.
Inve tigations included blood chemical changes at high altitude, the effect of
altitude in blood flow in the limbs, and
the relationship of mountain sickness to
certain mental functions, as well as
physical performance.
The wide variety of physiological and
psychological tests that were conducted to

measure accurately military skills and
overall performance had been raled
earlier by veterans of World War II,
Korea and Vietnam as being most important to the success of a soldier in combat.
Results of the tests to date, Miss House
said, show that complex mental tasks,
such as decision making, are more severely affected by high-altitude exposure lhan
the simpler physical tasks, such as running. Findings also showed that mountain
sickness varies tremendously from person
to person, ranging from no symptoms at
all to almost complete incapacitation.
Other field maneuver appraisals at
lower elevations of Pikes Peak and other
mountains in the Denver, Colo.• area were
reported in theJune 1964 and July-August
1967 editions of the Army Research and
Development NewsmagazifU!.

Digital Network Dedicates
Overseas Switching Center

The first overseas Automatic Digital
Message Switching Center of the Defense
Communications Agency-directed Automatic Digital Network (AlJrODfN) was
dedicated recently at Clark Air Force
B~ in the Philippines.
the Cox Building, ultramodern as il i ,
When integrated with the Continental
"can at best reflect only the current tate
United States AlJrODIN ystem, the
of the art."
General and stafT officers at the dedica- overseas AUTODfN will provide the
tion included Maj Gen Phillip W. Mal- Department of Defense (DoD) with a
lory, director of the Walter Reed Army worldwide capacity for handling the
Medical Cenler; Brig Gen William A. equivalent of 600 million words a day.
Hamrick, chief of the Army Medical
AUTODI is a high-speed, computerService Corps; Col Ingalls H. Simmons, controlled. common-user, secure-data sysCO of AEHA; Col Herschel E. Griffin, tem. It supports DoD communications in
chief of the Preventive Medicine Division, the areas of command, supply, inventory
Office of the Surgeon General; and Col control, personnel, finance, budget, operWalter J. Davies, acting CO of Edgewood ation • intelligence and medicine
Arsenal.
Over eas, it will be comprised of the
Among prominent guests were Dr. Homer Lawrence, University of Tennessee, mes age switching centers for a digital
tore and forward communications system.
and Dr. Warfield Garson, U.S. Public
Centers are planned for Thailand, South
Health Service, Washington, D.C.
Vietnam (2), Okinawa. Japan, Alaska,
Guam. England, Germany and llaly.
Eight centers are located in the continental United States, and one was dedicated
in Hawaii in April.
The Army is responsible for eslabli bing the overseas AUTODIN complex.
under the guidance and direction of the
Defense Communications Agency. The
center in the Philippines will be operated by the Air Force.

Environmental Hygiene Agency Dedicates Lab
The new 3,200,000 headquarters and
principal laboratory of the U.S. Army
Environmental Hygiene Agency, the ultramodern Wesley C. Cox Building. was
dedicated Oct. 3 al Edgewood Ar enal.
Army Surgeon General (Ll Gen) Leonard D. Heaton, speaking to more than SOO
military and civilian leaders in tbe field
of preventive medicine and related
health service, termed the facility "a
reflection and a symbol of the phenomenal growth of modem medicine and
related technology in recent times:'

The A EHA headquarters honors the
memory of Col Wesley C. Cox, a
Medical Corps ofTicer who directed the
agency from 1946 to 1953. Col Cox died
in 19S3, after an Army career that
panned more than JS years in the field of
preventive medicine. The colonel's widow attended the ceremony and assisted in
unveiling a commemorative plaque.
Paying tribute to the many contributions
to preventive medicine of Col Cox and
the men who currently staff the agency,
General Heaton n ted that "increasing
complexity of modern life demands continual reevaluation and adjustment in the
basic concepts...of preventive medicine.
"We must never forget that good medicine, both in its preventive and therapeutic
aspects, does not begin and end in the
hospital. It rests heavily on varied disciplines and functions, including the special servic
provided by the United
States Environmental Hygiene Agency."
Emphasizing that "we intend to keep up
with the time and to pu h progress along
whenever we can," General Heaton said
OVEMBER 1967

600 Army Nurses Serve in Vietnam

COMMEMORATIVE PLAQ E, honorin!!, Col We ley C. Cox, i. unveiled by
the colonel's willow, a i led by Col
IngaUs H. Simmon, CO oC the U.S.
Army

Environ~enlal Hygiene

Agency.

More than 600 Army nur es are serving
in Vietnam with the U.S. Army Medical
Service Team. They are working with
some SO medical units and team in fixed
installation and in the newly developed
MUS[ (Medical Unit Self-contained
Transportable) ho pita!. The first Vietnam contingent of nurses arrived with
the 8th Field Ho pital in 1962.
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DDR&E Executive Discusses Transfer of Technology
necessary, butllotasufficient,condition for of technology.
The 000 patent policy is designed to
this transfer.
journals and other technical media. An
For example, the trade literature has assist the prompt passage of scientific and
example wa the publication and wide discussed newer manufacturing techniques technological developments into th cidistribution of detailed utilization hand- and processes such as numerically con- vilian economy. Essentially, the departbooks on transistors honly after their trolled machine tools, plasma deposit of ment employs three approaches by the use
development.
materials, or explosive forming of mate- of different contract clauses to serve the
Therefore, we conclude that tbe limit- rials. Undoubtedly, most potential com·
goal of early civilian use of inventions.
ing faClOr in these first two categories of mercial users are generally aware that
The first ituation is wbere the goal
technology transfer i economics. and tbis these techniques exist. However, to accomwill best be served by the government
factor may be significantly iunuenced by plish a technology transfer, they need
acquiring title, coupled with a liberal
defense utilization. For example, few people who understand the techniques.
licensing policy, such as where the princIrecent technological advance bave had
Our experience has been that for roughpal purpose of the contract is the exploraas great an impact on an indu try asdid the ly 75 percent of the cases in which a new tion into fields which directly concern
transistor. The transi tor wa an industrial manufacturing process was successfully public health and welfare.
invention, and from tbe time that it was transferred within the defense community,
In the second situation, where the
demonstrated, its performance advantages direct interaction of people was essential.
contractor has demonstrated a technical
over the vacuum tube were evident.
The other 25 percent was accomplished
competence in the area and an ability to
The new device was more rugged, through technical reports or symposia. I
commercialize his inventions, the apconsumed less power, promised greater would expect that no less interaction is
proach call for the contractor to obtain
life, and was much smaller. But it was required for transfers to the commercial
title to tbe resulting patent, subject to a
also far more expensive - as much as 10 sector.
license in the government. In uch a
to 15 times more expensive than the
Transferring techniques, processes and
situation, the normal incentives provided
equivalent vacuum tube.
concept is also particularly difficult for
by the patent system are sufficient guaranUntil the military market, in which a company without an R&D capability.
tee that the inventions will be exploited
performance was far more important than These companies probably find it difficult
and developed for civilian use.
price demanded enough transistors SO that even to identify a particular technology
In the third and final situation, the
mas production tecbniques (and the cor· which could improve their product. Then,
decision of patent rights is deferred until
re ponding unit cost reductions) became if they recognize a potentially useful
the invention is disclosed. Tbis may be
economically feasible, the transistor was technology, the technical expertise renecessary where the commercial interests
not altractive lO the home entertainment
quired to fully appreciate implications of the contractor are not sufficiently
electronic industry.
for their product Line may be mi sing. established to give title to the contractor
To cite anotber contemporary example
These companies require the as istance
at the time of contracting.
of thi economic force, the expLoitation of of persons who might be called
The 000 also has a trong technical
integrated circuits in the private ector i
who can
tran lators" or '"couplers" information program aimed at (I)
today at the stage that transistor were 10 help to identify and extract the technoloefficiently transferring technical inforto 15 years ago. The CO t of integrated gy, and then apply it to the company'
mation within the government and among
circuits is not yet fully competitive with product line through development, modicontractors, and (2) making the maximum
that of discrete components.
fication or training.
amount of technical information availIn the materials field. aluminum proWe have looked brieny at the dynamable to the general public.
vides anotber excellent historical exam- ics of the transfer proce : the technology
During FY 1967, about 330,000 copies
ple. Until the military requirements for a itself, the kind of recipients, and lhe of defense technical reports were distribstrong, Iigbtweight material led to factors inUuencing possible transfers. 1 uted to the gencral pUblic througb the
marked price reductions in the cost of will tum now to a review of tbe 000
Depanment of Commerce's Clearingaluminum, there was little commercial activities related to technology transfer.
house for Pederal Scientific and Techniinterest in tbis material. But after tbe 000
DoD Policy alld Procedures. The De- cal Information. In addition, over one
ponsored a build-up of aluminum produ~ partment of Defense has policies and
million copies of defense technical retion capability, costs were reduced, and It procedures directly affecting tbe transfer
ports were distributed to contractors by
was practical for houseware, wrapping, of technology to the private sector. lhe Defense Documentation Center.
and packaging manufacturers to exploit
000 reports are publisbed through two
First, we publicize areas of procurement
tbis new technology.
interesl througb tbe Department of Com- mechani lOS - tbe 000 Technical AbA 010 t important point relevant to tbe merce Business Daily and the QDRI
tract Bulletin (TAR), publi hed twice a
transfer of technology in components and (Qualitative Development Requirements month by !be DOC, and the Commerce
materials is that exploitation can be Information) and other departmental Department's "U.S. Government Reaccomplished most effectiveLy by com- meetings at which 000 R&E interests are search and Development Report," also
panies baving a research and develop- exposed. This publicizing of prime and
published twice a month. The 000 generment capabiLity. Even companies witbout subcontracting opponunities is a catalyst ates over 50.000 new reports per year.
R&D capabilities are able to capitalize for transfer of technology to potential
Though the 00 and other defense
on some of this technology after its and interested contractors.
technical information services were esinitial exploitation, tbough there will be,
tablished primarily for government conSecond, the award of R&D contracts is
in general, a greater time lag.
tractors, the technical information has
publicized, along with accompanying
ready routes to the civilian sector. About
The transfer of tecbniques, processes data defining the scope of the contractual
2,700 private organizations are registered
and concepts i~ tbe most difficult, botb work statement. This leads contractors to
for DOC services. Most of tbese companfrom the government and the recipient our Defense Documentation Center (DOC)
ies serve the commercial as well as the
points of view. [n addition to economic for data and reports; to interface with our
factors, the exploitation of new techniques engineering and research centers; and to federal market.
Another element of the transfer of
and processes is controlled to a great discussions with project engineers.
Third, we permit the haring of services defense tecbnology is the mobility of
extent by the technical understanding,
artistry and skill of tbe recipient's statT. and facilities available in the defense scienti ts and engineers. There are over
300,000 U.S. engineers and scienti ts
In particular, the availability of written R&D community (such as wind tunnel and
information about the technology is a accelerators) which permits some transfer involved in the research, development,

(Continued from page 2)
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production and operation of defense system<. These technical people are a major,
highly effective me hanism for technology transfer. We e timate that each year
about 36.000 of these defense-connected
employes change Jobs, nnd that approximately 10.000 of them move to nondefense indu<try.
Technology transfer often begin, in a
ense. with the need to know who is

working, or has worked, in a particular
technology area. It i. obviously essential
to establi h direct contact between the
individual de<iring information and the
individual having the information. Technical reports are u eful in identifying what
has been done and who did it. However,
they do not cover ongoing work. To
provide the latter informallon, as well as
management data, the 000 in lItuted a
uniform reporting sy<tem covering each
separately distingui hable "technology
effort" (DO Form 1498).
Each technology effort, called a
"work unit," is roughly equivalent to one
man-year of elTort. We currently have
over 30.000 work unit records covering
DoD and NASA technology efforlS in our
file. Each work unit record de crihes the
objective of Ihe work and identifie' the
principal inve tigator hy nnmc, addres ,
,n addition to olher management data.
In addition to 000 an<!
ASA employing a common work unit reporting
ystem, essentially Ihe ame system is
being extended to all federal agencies.
All unclassified reports are provided to
the Smithsonian Institution' Scientific
Information Exchange.
In FY 1967, the DO prnce sed over
3.000 individual requC'\ts from the work
unit data bank. In addition to the di tribution of technical reports and work unit
information. the DOC provides over
20,000 bibliographies per year. The total
cost of the varied DOC operations 's
approximately $10 million per year.
upplementing the DOC. we have e labli, hed eJlhe,- di cipline or subjecl-Qrl-

ented "mformation anat)'>is centers."
Typical examples, by technical area, are
•hock and vibration. human engineering.
and ceramic materials. The e Centers.
altogether funded at an annual rate of
about $4 million, continually digest the
pertinent developments related to their
as<igned ubjector discipline area.
U..rs requesting information from any
center are given a customized individual
response in term~ most meaningful to
them. Thus, tbe information analysi
centers deal in i1!formllrion in tead of
merely dowmellls. Often the center' publish periodic or special reports ummarizing c~rtain of Ihe Intest developments.
The effectiveness of our information
analy.is centers a~ tran fer mechanisms is
clear, though it is diffiCUlt to measure
benefits in concrete terms.
For example, the Defense Metals
Information Center handled an average
of 127 reque ts per month for technical
information. A large percentage (approxNOVEMBER 1967

imately 35 percent) of the e reque tare
from repeat customers. That center also Total Package Procurement
provide the reo ults of their analyse in Initiated With TACFIRE
k.nown arelll> of general interest to about
3,000 indu trial organizations who have
ompetilion in the Contract Definition
requested this type of information.
Phase of the Tactical Fire Direction
The Department of Defense also pro- System (TACFIRE). the first mltior Army
motes the tran fer of technology by project under the Department of Defen e
encouraging employe to report their "Total Package Procurement- plan. has
scientific and technical finding; ,n appro- been won by Data Systems Divi ion,
priate professionaljournals and meetings.
Litton Indu tries.
Finally, an often overlooked mechaflti Gen William B. Laua, CG of the
ni m for technology !ran fer is the professional con. ultant. We make extensive USe Army Electronic Command (ECO f),
of these highly qualified people. 000 headquartered at Fort Monmouth, NJ.,
con ultants are in a position to tran fer and Brig Gen Wilson R. Reed, CG of the
defense technology both to and through Army Automatic Data Field ystems
their regular employer, as well as to private Command (ADFSC), Fort Belvoir, Va..
issued ajoint announcement of completion
companies for which they consult.
CONCLUSION. I have tried to point of the TACFIR E Project Definition
Phasc. The contract award is expected
out our ongolOg activities and policie
whicb contribute to the transfer of Defense next month.
technology to the private sector.
Total Package Procurement i< a DoD
We are now in the process of exploring concept thal calls for competitors on a
seriou Iya new practice that could ignifi- major project to ubmit technical designs,
cantly help industry. We plan to allow contract propo al and price quotations,
lbe public to utilize our information thereby permitting the government to
analysis centers in cOl\iunction with an contract for developmenl, production and
appropriate fee lructure. The focused tech- field support of a delivered system.
nical ervices of these centers could
TACFIRE is part of the Army program
improve the coupling of potential private
to
exploit new technologies of data
u<ers to government technology. They
would, in parI, serve the "translator- processing and subminiature electronic.
Dubbed ADSAF (Automatic Data Sy tems
coupler" role that I previously discussed.
within the Army in the Field). it is a
A ide from encouraging the transfer of
technology, the sUCCess of these centers- digital computer-based system to increase
as measured by the private sectors' will- effectiveness of Army field artillery
ingness to pay for the services - will supporting fires by automation. De ign
fumish in ight on tbe ad visibIlity of requirements include significantly imadditional 000 technology transfer ac- proved respon e time and accuracy.
tions. We will work closely with all
General Reed is the Army project
federal agencies to
ure that our experi- manager for ADSAF. Col Frederick C.
ence with the information analysis cen- Spann, who heads tbe TACFIRE Directers is considered along with other exper- torate at ADFSC, is TACFIRE program
imenls in technology transfer.
director.

STRATCOM Appoints Cauble Deputy CO
Maj Gen Richard J. Meyer's new deputy commander of the U.S Army tragegic
Communications Command (SfRATCOM), Fort Hauchuca, Ariz., is Brig Geo Gordon
B. Ca.uble. who was promoted to one-star rank Nov. I. He was special assistant to
General Meyer in Washington. D.C.• during the move of HQ STRATCOM .
Prior to the ashington as ignment. Col Cauble served a tour in Vietnam with the
I t Signal Brigade, earning the Legion of Meril,
unlil he became deputy assistant chief of staff,
Communications and Electronics, U.S. Military
i tance Command. In the latter assignmenl, he
received the Joint Service Commendation Medal.
Col Cauble took over in hi new duties from Col
David R. Guy, who had served as deputy commander
ince Brig Gen Joyce B. James was assigned as
deputy chief of taff. Communications-Electronics.
North American Defense Command.
Commissioned in 1940 after graduating from
Georgia rn~titute of Technology with a BS degree in
mecbanical engineering, Col Cauble also has a
masters degree in business administration from
Harvard University.
As a signal officer of the 29th Divi ion during
World War U, he panicipated in the Normandy
invasion. He rose from lieutenant to lieutenant
Bri" G~n Gordon B. Canble
colonel in two year and was awarded the Bronze
Star Medal as well as the Purple Hean_
AHMl RESEARCH A 0 DEVELOPME. iT
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------rEdgewood Vets Create Display, GUidebookl
Monkeys Shine in Exhibit - - - - - - -

Standards and regulations for lhe humane handling. care and lrealment of
animals used in re carch. as established in
Public Law 89-544, haye led to the
creation of an exhibit and guidebook on
subhuman primates by three Edgewood
(Md.) Arsenal velerinarians.
The 1966 law pecifi IhaL adequale
care of research animals shall be established and maintained under the upervision and as istance of a doctor of veterinary med icine.
In an effort to help fellow veterinarian meel the challenges of the addcd
responsibility, Maj Rober! A. Whitney Jr.
and Capts Donald J. Johnson and W. C.
Cole of Edgewood's Medical Re earch
Laboratnry embarked upon the guidebook
and exhibit project.
Re ults of their research will be on view
Nov. 19-22 al the annual meeting of lhe

sociation of Illitary Surgeons of the
U.S. in W hinglon. D.C.. and again next
spring at the Federalion of Ameri an
Societies for Experimental Biology annual meeting in IlanticCity. NJ.
The exhibit has been shown at the
l04th annual meeling of the American
Veterinary ledieal ssociation and received the award for the ou tanding
,cientific e,hibit at the 18th annual
meeting of the American Association for
Laboralory Animal Science. Oct. 2-6. at
WashlOgton, D.C.

The exhibit fealure, color picture, of I I
common types of laboratory mon~cy-;
"h,ch were obtained by placing the
animal, 10 a pecially built Iran'parcnt
plastic room. omplete" ith tree.
The aUlhor- aid the guidebook de,cnhing the display i, not .nlended a ,
complele le\1. hul "a de ignel! to give the
velerinarian a broad familiarity with the
ubhuman primate and to provide refernces for more detailed requIrements in
pecific areaS.
"The Subhuman Primate· A GUide for
the Velerinarian" is available for $3
from the Cleannghou e for Federal
Scientific and Technical Information.
Springfield. Va. 22151

I'OTE: The e are photo or Rhe U . lumplaH. Jacque and Black-Capped Capuchin monkera r..alured in th Edgewood Ars..nu1 .. xhil>it di.played ror 1,650 participants in the annual conf. renef" of the Ameri<"un A oeia.ion for Lahorator,
AnimAl cience in Washington, D.C. One of the frmy R&D 'PlC "l.ag(J~i",~ e-dilors
i r pon ible (or il're pon""ibl~!!) for thf" que' tionnbll C. etiou caption.

Nike-X Test Site Receiving
largest Precise Power Plant
Delivery of lhe largest preci e power
plam ever built, a 20,OO~kil wall unit
mounted on a converled Navy noaling
drydock section 240 feet long. will be
made to the ike-X Tesl ite on K wajalein Island in the Pacific early in 1968.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineer.; has
announced the plant is capable of delivering intermillent net power of aboul 26
million walls for peak-load testing requirements for the developmental radar
of lhe ike-X amiballi tic mi ile syslem. It was built by General Electric o.
under a conlract for over $9 million.
The ingle contract included de ,gning
of .he planl (hy Bechtel Corp. of an
Francisco. Calif.), modificalion of the
drydock by the Baltimore. ld., plant of
Bethlehem Steel Corp. and work by
other subcountractors. as well as towing of
lhe plant to Kwajalcin, in tallation.

"Th«*rt> mu

t

bf' 8onu~ miQ;takp. l on~re mucl,

""Iou ('ul my appropriation!"

roo young 10 reporl for basic lrainin... ~~

testing and supervj ion of initial opera-

lion. The contract \\a let in 1ay 1966.
Both die el and gas-lurbine engines are
incorporated in Ihe planl. The die-el
provides the bn e power load on a
sustained basi and the gas-turbine engine
will meet pea~-Ioad test requirements.

MECOM Names Chief Engineer
Appointment as chief engineer for lhe
Mobility Equipment Command at St.
Louis, Mo., last month ended a 12-year
assignment for Lewis L. (Ron) Gober at
HQ Army Mi. ile Command, Red lone
Arsenal. Ala.
Gober played a prominenl role in the
development of several missi Ie y tern ,
including the Pershing. Lance. Sergeant.
Honesl John and Litlle John, and eryed
m re than three years as deputy project
manager for the Mauler "eapon system.
He was chairman of the Missile Support
Study Group, Land Combat Support Systems, when he departed Redstone
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